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Abstract

This report is intended to serve as an introduction to noise_ includ-
ing the inter-relationship between physical measures and psychological

responses. The basic principles of sound generation and propagation are
discussed as well as the measurement of both the physical attributes of
noise and the effects of noise on people. The suitability and effective-

ness of various noise exposure rating schemes, used to estimate or predict
the effects of noise on man, are discussed and critiqued. Included are

smnpln calculations of sound level, loudness level, and perceived noise
level for five selected spectra. Tbe need is stressed for inclusion of
well-defined environmental and operational requirements into measurement

procedures for those devices where the noise produced is dependent on
the surroundings and the operation of the device. Also presented are a
glossary of pertinent acoustic temninology and a compilation of existing
standards related to noise, including a brief description of the intent
and scope of each.
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_i. Sound Generatio0 and Propa_ation

Sound is sometimes defined as that form of vibrational energy
that gives rise to the sensation of hearing° While this definition
is acceptable, it is of limited usefulness in understanding how sound
is generated, propagated, and perceived.

The most common physical mechanism for generating sound is the
mechanical vibration of solid surfaces. Such surfaces can be excited

into vibration by numerous mechanisms, such as transient or periodic

impacts or oscillatory motions of equipment. Consider what happens
when the sheetmetal panels of a truck hood are set into vibration due
to engine operation within the enclosure. The vibrating panel moves

alternately back and forth. As it moves forward, it pushes against _he
air nearest it. When the panel reverses its direction of motion, it
produces a partial vacuum, or rarefaction, in the nearby air. The
alternate compression and expansion of the air adjacent to the panels
results in small local fluctuations in the atmospheric pressure. These
fluctuations in turn cause a portion of the air farther away from the

panel also to fluctuate in pressure. This local disturbance is thus
propagated through the air in the form of sound waves that reach our
ears. In addition to being generated by the mechanical vibration of

solid surfaces, audible sound is frequently generated by the flow of
gases, e,g., by compressed air exhausting from a pneumatic hammer or by
the turbulent jet exhaust of an aircraft. Sound waves are members of a
general class know, as elastic waves, characterized by the fact that a
disturbance initiated at one point is transmitted to other points in a

predictable manner determined by the physical properties of the medium
in which _he wave is propagated. Sound waves can occur in many media.
We are familiar with sounds tha= occur in air; however, sound also is
transmitted in water, structures and virtually any solid, liquid or gas.

For discussing sound waves in air, it is helpful to think about

two types of waves--ghe plane wave and spherical wave. If sound propa-
gates in one direction only, the forward edge of the wave lles on the
surface of a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the
wave. Measurement of the pressure fluctuations associated with a plane,
or free, progressive wave is simplified because the location of the
transducer (a device which 'translates the changing magnitude of one

kind of quantity, e.g., sound pressure on a microphone, inBo corresponding
changes in another kind of quantity, e.g., voltage) is unimportant. The
sound pressure is the same everywhere in space, except for relatively
small effects due to absorptive and dissipative losses in the medium.

An approximation to this simple kind of wave is obtained far away from a
sound source when it is placed in an acoustically free field (a field
without any nearby sound reflecting obstacles).
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Another type of sound wave frequently encountered in practice is
the spherical wave. Such waves can be thought of as waves propagating
away from a small point source with an absence of reflecting surfaces in

the vicinity of the source and the point of measurement. An instantaneous
picture of the pressure distribution in the forward edge of the pressure
wave would sbow shat it lles on the surface of a sphere, with the center
of the sphere located at the point source. Unlike the case of plane
waves, the acoustical intensity (sound power per unit area) of spherical
waves decreases as the wave gets farther from the source, according to
a relationship known as the inverse square law. In an ideal free field,

and with no dissipation, a 6-declbel (dB) decrease in sound pressure
level (a level implies relative quantities; this concept will he discussed
later) could be expected for each doubling of distance. Since real
conditions are not ideal, in practice some loss other than 6 dB per dollble-
distance can be expected.

The inverse square law governs the intensity of the free sound
radiation in the acoustical far field of a sound source. The acoustical

far field is the region where the sound wave diverges as from a spherical
source. If sound measurements are made in the far field, then the sound
level farther from the source can be accurately predicted.

The range of sound pressures between the threshold of bearing (for

normal young people the smal½est sound pressure the human ear can sense
is approximately 0.00002 N/m *) and the highest sound pressure to which

people are exposedo(the lif_-off noise near a Saturn rocket is approxl-
merely 20,000 N/m') covers a range of 1,000,000,000 to I. Since there
is interest in observing the effects of small changes at both extremes,
a linear scale would be impractical. A simple mathematical scale suited
to this range of numbers is a scale based on the logarithm (to the base
ten) of the relative sound pressures. The range from 1 to 1,000,000,000

would be compressed to a scale running from 0 to 9 (logl0 i = 0; lOgl0
1,000,000,000 = 9). This is a system based on the number of tenfold
increases rather than on the actual number itself.

Tbe numbers 0 to 9 represent relative quantities, and tbe quantity
measured on such a scale is referred to as a level. Scientists and

engineers usually work with energy quantities that would he proportional
to the square of the sound pressure rather than to the sound pressure
itself. This presents no difficulty, since the logarithm of a squared
number is two times the logarithm of the original number; therefore,

instead of a range of levels from 0 to 9, the range runs from 0 to ].8
for sound pressure squared. The unit on this scale is called abel.
The bml has been divided into i0 smaller units known as decibels, so

that the range of sound pressures, from approximate threshold of hearing
to Saturn rocket noise, runs from 0 to 180 decibels.

_'i newton per square meter (N/m2)=10 -4 pounds per square inch (ib/in 2)
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76 dB 79 dB

Figure i. Doubling the number of identical sources results

in a 3 dB increase in sound pressure level,
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Decibel scales provide a convenient notation to describe tile great

ranges of both sound pressure and sound power (the time rats of flow of

sound energy). Tile reference levels and relations for these two quanti-
ties are as follows:

P
dB relative to .00002 N/m 2,Sound Pressure Level (SPL) = 20 log .00002

where

P is tile root-mean-square sound pressure in newtons per square meter.

W

Sound Power Level (PWL) = i0 log 10_12 dB relative to 10"12W,

where

W is Lhe acoustical power in watts.

The decibel scale is extremely useful; however, it can he puzzling

since the mathematical operations differ from those to which we are

accustomed through normal use of linear scales. On a linear scale, the

total sound power generated by two identical noise sources would be

twice the sound power of one of the sources operating alone. However,

on a logarltI_Ic scale the total sound pressure level resulting from two

identical noise sources would be 3 dB higher (Figure i) than the level

produced by either source alone. (If you double a number, its logarithm

will always go up by 0.3; 0.3 bels = 3 decibels). If two sound sources
whose levels differ by more than i0 dB are added together, the resultant

level will he less than 0.5 dB higher than the level produced by the

greater source operating along.

In addition to responding to the magnitude of sound pressure, the

human ear is sensitive to the frequency of the sound. The frequency

region corresponding to the frequency range of the normal human ear --

20 to 20,000 Hertz (l Hertz (Hz) = 1 cycle per second) -- is referred

to as the audio region. In reality, the human hearing range varies

from person to person, depending on age, possible hearing loss, and

physiological conditions. Other regions exist below and above the audio

region. These are referred to as the infrasonic range (20 Hz and below)

and the ultrasonic range (20,000 Hz and above). Explosions, rocket

engines, and various natural phenomena generate sounds in the infrasonic

range, while a portion of the noise generated by Jet engine and rotary

machinery and sounds used by porpoises and hats for guidance and com-

munication are in the ultrasonic range.

Vibration, which is the _erm used to describe aperiodic or

steady-state periodic motion, is closely related to sound. The mechan-
ical. vibration of a solid surface is a common physical mechanism for

generating noise. Hence, the process of quieting a machine or device
often includes a study of tile vibrations involved.
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Conversely, high-energy acoustical noise, such :is that generated
by powerful jet or rocket engines, can produce vibrations whluh may
lead to deleterious effects such as fatigue failures of structural
elements or malfunction of vital, sensitive control equipment. Such
problems tend to be most serious for very intense noise sources or

for lightweight structures, both of which exist in the case of aircraft.

Vibratory motion may be simple harmonic motion such as that of a
pendulum, or it may be complex like a ride on the "whip" at an amuse-
ment park. Many important mechanical vibrations lie in the frequency

range from i to 2000 Hz; however, both higher and lower frequencies
are important. In seismological work vibration studies may extend
down to a small fraction of a hertz, while in loud speaker cone design
the vibrational frequencies of interest go up to 20,000 Hz.

Most vlbrational problems which occur in machines and operations
are complex in nature and vary in both frequency and amplitude in a

random fashion. Because of this random pattern, detailed analysis is
needed to characterize v_brational sources.

Three quantities are of great interest in vibrations--(1) displace-

meat or magnitude of the motion, (2) velocity which is the time rate of
change of displacement, and (3) acceleration whlch is the time rate of
change of velocity. Since all three of these quantities are interrelated
by differentiat£on or integration, the selection of a quantity to measure

does not matter significantly. The most versatile transducer, due to
its small size, weight, and broad frequency response is the acceleration
sensitive transducer--the aecelerometer. During the past ten years the
accelerometer has become more popular due to the need to measure vibra-
tions of a point rather than of an area and because the response of the
test specimen is subject to change due to the added mass of the transducer

itself. Velocity and displacement sensitive transducers or pickups are
• available; however, they have size, weight, frequency range, and phase

shift limitations.

!! In order to control mechanical vibrations, it is necessary to
isolate the source from its supporting structure. For example,
high tonnage presses, drop hammers, and other high impact machines
create vibrations in addition to airborne noise. These vihratlons,

unless well-isolated, can be transmitted throughout an entire
building. Such vibration reduction measures must be given high
priority for not only may there be excessive wear, ineffielent per-
formance or even fatlgee failure of the machine but also man may be
annoyed, fatigued, have his performance interfered with or he might
actually be injured due to a vibrational problem which was given
little or no attention.
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2, Physical Measurement of Sound

A basic instrumentation system for measuring sound consists

of (Figure 2) :

i. A transducer

2. An electronic amplifier and calibrated attenuator for

gain control
3, A readout device

TRANSDUCER AMPLIFIER READ OUT

Fig.re 2, Basic measurement system.

The most commonly used instrument containing these components

is the familiar sound level meter, a block diagram of which is shown

in Figure 3. In addition to the basic components described above,

the sound level meter also contains weighting networks that give

greater importance to sounds in certain frequency ranges. A typical

sound level meter contains three different response weighting networks,

designated as A, B, and C (International Electroteehnical Commission (IEC)
Recommendations 123 and 179 and American National Standards Institute

Standard Si.4-1971). Recently a new weighting eurve--tbe D curve--

has been proposed for measuring Jet aircraft noise. At this time, the

D curve is being considered by the IEC committee, Figure 4 shows the

four weighting curves, The rationale for tile weighting network stems

frol,, the fact that tile apparent loudness we attribute to sound varies

with the sound pressure and its spectral content--the frequencies of

the components of the sound, This effect is taken into account to some

extent through the use of the weighting networks,

The most commonly used sound level utilizes the A-weighting network.

The A-network enables the sound level meter to have a response approxi-

mating the 40-phon equal loudness contour (loudness contours are discussed

later in this report), The A-weighted sound level is emerging as the

measure most often utilized ia objective and subjective studies of
noise.

. _ ., ; , -6-
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Figure 3. Block diagram indicating the typical in_erna], arrangement of a sound level me_er.
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Figure 5. Basic measuremenC system for performing frequency analysis.
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To determine the distribution of tile sound pressure level over

the frequency range, a spectrum analyzer is added to the basic measure-

ment system (Figure 5). A spectrum analyzer is basically an electrlcai

filter set. The filters allow components in a given frequency band to

pass relatively unattenuated, while attenuating components in other

frequency bands. The most common type is the octave band analyzer,

in which the frequency range is divided into octave bands, each of

which covers a 2-to-i range of frequencies, the cenEer frequency of

which is the geometric mean of the low and h_gb ctltoff frequencies.

For example, for a center frequency of 2000 Hz, the lower cutoff

frequency is 707 Hz, while the upper cutoff frequency is 1414 Hz.

The range between 707 Hz and 1414 Hz is known as the bandwidth of the

filter. If more detailed frequency information is required, one-

third octave or narrower band filters can be utilized. Very narrow

band analysis is usually only necessary for diagnostic testing and

for characterizing sources producing pure Lanes.

Many times, suitable field analysis equipment is not availab]e

for real time analysis. In such cases there is a need to record the

signal information on magnetic tape so that the original event can be

recreated in the future. Tape recorders also provide tbe ability

to make aperiodic signals, e.g., a truck passby, appear periodic. A

spectrum analysis of an aperiodic signal can be performed by recording

the aperiodic signal on tape and then repeating it in its enclrety at

: some periodic interval. This is accomplished by locating the aperiodic

signal on tape, cutting this section from _be reel, and splicing it

together to form a tape loop. By this technique, a detailed frequency
. analysis can be obtained euen on a short sample of a given noise.

Since a signal or an event can be recorded at one tape speed and

played back at a differen$ speed_ signals can be analyzed with instru-

ments that do not bare the frequency range of the signal being recorded.

This is accomplished by increasing the frequency of low frequency

signals by recording at a slow speed and playing back at a higher

speed and by doing the opposite for a high frequency signal. The

frequency transformation is directly proportional to the change in tape

speed. Tape recorders also allow for the simultaneous eollecrion of

data from many measurement locations, such as a site survey of noise

near an airport.

Thus far, no discussion has been made of the readout devices avail-
able. The choice depends mainly on the type of noise to be analyzed but

may include meters, osoil].r ,_s, graphic level recorders, and com-

puters_
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Meters are typically useful for steady noise and usually provide
tile average, peak, or root-mean-square (rms) value of the electrical

signals. The peak value for intermittent or impulsive noises can be
read utilizing peak-hold meters. Such devices hold tile level of tile

peak (either the electrical peak or the peak rms level) but provide

no information on the duration or waveform of the impulse. If

impulsive sounds are measured on a storage oscilloscope, then not
only the peak noise levels can be determined but also the duration and

the manner iu which the noise decays. Another practical readout device

is the graphic level recorder. This device is essentially a recording

voltmeter that, when used synchronously with a set of filters, pro-
vides a permanent strip chart record of sound levels in various filter

bands. The response of the graphic level recorder may not be fast

enough for use in analyzing impulsive sounds; however, it is useful

for analyzing intermittent sounds such as aircraft flyovers,

When a large amount of data must be analyzed, a digital computer

becomes almost a necessity. For example_ assume that automobile passby

noise of approximately a 5-second duration is available for analysis.
If the frequency range of interest is 100 to 10,000 Hz (21 one-third

octave bands between 100 and 10,000 Hz) and a frequency spectrum is

desired every 0.5 second, there would be approximately 210 pieces of

information (21 one-third octave bands times 10 interrogations during

the duration of the passby) for avery passby. If many automobiles were

tested at various speeds, loads, pavement surfaces_ etc., the amount of

data points would number in the millions. Such a measurement and analy-

sis program would require a computer to efficiently handle the data.

The selection of instrumentation for measuring and analyzing

sound is not always a simple task. The following basic considerations
are suggested so that an appropriate choice can be made:

I. Consider the type of sound (noise) to be measured.

I (a) Steady wideband noise - air moving through duets
' (b) Steady narrow band noise - circular sawJ

i (e) Impulse noise - gunfire
i (d) Repeated impulsive noise - riveting

! (e) Intermittent noise - aircraft flyover

J

2. Consider the information desired from the analysis. For

determining potential damage to hearing, lnterference with

speech communication, or annoyance, octave band analysis may

be sufficient if there are not significant pure tones in the
noise. However, if the intent is to obtain data for the

redesign of a noisy component such as a gear train, narrow-

band analysis may be necessary.

-I0-
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3. Consider the time available. This is essentially nn operating
and economic question. If one wants to measure rocket noise,

the time available for recording tile sound is extremely
limited; and if the instrumentation system is not designed
properly to record the sound, there will be no chance to

repeat the test. For analysis of steady-state noise, the
shortest test should be devised to obtain the information

desired. Any further data or analysis would be costly and
would be a wasted effort since it would provide no additional
information.

Since all acoustic equipment has its basic limitations, the ahove
conslderations, plus the effect of the environment (temperature, wind

velocity, humidity, etc.) on the instrumentatio%must be evaluated so
that an appropriate instrumentation system may be selected for the

specific noise measuring task. In general, the standard requirements
for acoustical instrumentation are clearly indicated so that acousti-
cians know the accuracy and precision of their equipment. Calibration
devices are available, and calibration techniques are well established.

In general, existing instrumentation is available and is adequate for
use by experienced acousticians in addressing noise problems. There is
a need for rugged, reliable special purpose instrumentation (e.g., noise
exposure meters) that can be used by inexperienced personnel without a
need for extensive training in operation and calibration procedures.

There are a great many noise sources and noise environments to
which people are exposed. The noise level produced by a given machine
in a speslfic location Is dependent not only on the sound radiating

characteristics of the machine itself but also upon the type of
mounting, the manner in which the machine is operated, and the en-
vironment in which it is placed. For these reasons, it is generally
preferable for measurements to be made under acoustically well-deflned
conditions.

Basically, there are two different acoustical environments that
may be used--the free field and diffuse field. The acoustically free
field--a field without any sound reflecting obstacles--is not always
possible to obtain in practice. Nearly ideal free field conditions
can be obtained in anechoic chambers (rooms in which the boundaries
absorb effectively all the incident sound). However, some devices

are too heavy to be suspended in the center of an anechoic chamber,
while others are too large to fit in the available chamber. A simple
acoustical environment that closely approximates actual operating
conditions for many types of noise sources is that obtained by

mounting the source on a smooth hard reflecting plane with no disturb-
ing sound-reflecting objects nearby. Flat open outdoor areas free of

large reflecting surface_ such as buildings, or trees _yplcally pro-
vide such an environment.

-Ii-



A noise source in an anechoic space or an anechoic half space

(e.g., over a reflecting plane) can be characterized by measuring
the sousd pressure level at various points surroundi*Ig the source.

If the measurement points are selected so that they lie on a

spherical surface (or on a hemisphere) around the source (the radius

of the sphere should be large enough to ensure fsrfield* conditions),

i_ is possible to calculate tile total sound power radiated by tile

noise source as well as its directlvity.

The second type of well-defined acoustical environment is the

diffuse sound field. By placing a sound source in a large reverberant

chamber--a room with sound-reflecting surfaces--it is possible to

create a sound field in which the time-averaged flow of sound power

is the same in all directions. It is giles possible to calculate the

sound power level by measuring the volume of the room, the reverbera-

tion time (a measure of the absorption of the room boundaries), and

the sound pressure--which in an ideally diffuse sound field can be

obtained from a single measurement. It should be evident that in

this case it is impossible to determine the dlreotivity of acoustical
radiation from the noise source.

It is useful to describe four terms relating to noise control

in buildlngs--absorption coefficient, reverberation time, noise
reduction, and sound transmission loss. Acoustical materials are

usually described (for the purpose of noise control) as those that

have she property to absorb a substantial amount of the energy of

sound waves striking their surface. The sound absorption coefficient

of any material represents tlle ratio of the sound energy absorbed by

the surface to the sound energy incident upon _hc surfaoe. The

absorption coefficient may very from nearly 0 percent (perfect re-

flsctor) Co nearly lO0 percent (perfect absorber). The absorption

coefficient depends on the nature of the material itself, the frequency

I of the sound, and the angle at which the sound waves strike the surface.

The two princlpal requirements to ensure efficient absorption are:

l. Tile exposure of a large amount of surface area to the sound.

2. The movement of air within the volume occupied by the material.

In addition, even though a material is porous and exposes a large

amount of surface area, it may not be an efficient absorber. This is

the case when absorbing material, e.g., acoustical tile, is attached

directly to a massive wall. As sound strikes the wall, it is almost

totally reflected due to the large difference between the speed of

sound in the wall material as compared with the speed of sound in air.

If the same material was spaced away from the wall, the absorption would

be much greater.

*for a definition of "farfield"', see Appendix A. glossary.
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To determine the total sound absorption of a room, the re-

verberation time of the room is measured. Technically, tile rover-

beration time of a room is the time required for any sound to decrease

in amplitude by 60 dB if the sound is turned off and allowed to decay.

If the absorption within the room is great, the reverberation time is

short; however, if the room is acoustically llve (has little absorp-

tion), the reverberation time is longer. As a source generates noise

in an enclosure, part of the noise is absorbed and, eventually, a

condition exists in which the sound power radiated is equal to the

sound power absorbed--at which point the steady state value of the

sound pressure is reached wiKhln the room. Therefore, the greater the

sound absorption within a room, the lower the average steady state

sound pressure will be.

A frequent problem in noise control is the provision of partitions

or enclosures designed to reduce the sound transmission from one space
to another. The acoustical privacy may be expressed in terms of

noise reduction, whicb by definition is the difference in noise levels

produced between two dwelling spaces by one or more sound sources in

one of the spaces. Occasionally the noise reduction between specific

locations in the spaces is desired. However, usually the difference

between the space-time average sound pressure levels, as a function

of sound frequency, is measured or specifled. Note tbat the concept

of noise reduction does not include any assumption as to the path

along which the sound is transmitted between the two spaces.

The sound transmission loss of a part£tlon, in a specified fre-

quency band, is the ratio, expressed in decibels, of the airborne sound

power incident on the partition to the sound power transmitted by the

partition and radiated on the other side. That is, it is a measure of

i! the sound insulating capability of the wall itself, based on the as-
sumptlon that the wall represents the only path through which the sound

i may be transm±t_ed.

: [

!.
i

.Z
Z;
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3. Heasurement of [_ffects _f Noise on Nan

T]l_s suction bro.'ldly skutches nleth_lds that Imve been used to measure
tbt! effects of noise _n lll_ll_.

_U [mportanL pbysioltJg[c_] l, flect of _xcessJve nc_se, _n]d therefore

Ltic b_sis for an iiiIportSI1t noise cri terioll, ds permanent busting [landi-

cap. This might occur after t_person has been exposed to loud sounds on

a recurrent daily basis over a long period of time. Occupational deaf-

ness represents this type of problem, as noted in surveys of workers ±n

heavy industry. The measurement of hearing loss of a person is accom-

plished by measurement of tile ]oleest (t:eakest) sound pressure level,
called tile threshold, that the' individual can hear. 'l'bis [s done with

an audiometer, which is a_l t_lectroacoustic_li lnsgrumollt consisting of

arl electronic oscillator, attenuator, and earphone for producing sound

pressure levels in tlle ear of tile subject ;It vnrlous frequencies. The

amount, expressed in decibels, by which a person_s measured threshold

of audibility exceeds tile standard (normal) audiometric threshold is

his hearing threshold level, llearlng measurements made with audiom-

eters are thus expressed as hearing threshold levels (in dB) at various

pure-tone frequencies (in Hz). A person is recognized as having a

slight hearing impairment for speech sounds wbenever the average of Ills

bearing threshold levels at 500, i000, and 2000 Hz lles between 25 and
40 dB.

llearing impairment has been studied from the standpoint of anatom-

ical structure as well as function. Researchers, both in and outside

the medical profession, have built up a substantial body of information

based on histological findings add neuropbysJological measures in animals
as well as humans. A great deal is now understood about the permanent

damage to the hair cells of tlm cochlea caused by intense noise that

has certain specified characteristics.

Another measurement, more complex than pure-tone audlometry and

commonly used to assess hearing damage, employs meaningful material

as stimuli. Standardized words, phrases, and sentences are presented

to the subject under controlled conditions, and intelligibili_y scores

are obcalned based on the percentage of material accurately identified,

Other general types of measures, usually associated with "non-

auditory effects of noise," should really he termed indicators or

measures of stress. They consist of physiological and chemical measures

associated with _he functioning of tile body as a whol_. Under this gen-

eral category fall EEG, EKG, blood pressure readings, urlne .qnalyses, etc.
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Intelligibility-of-speech measurements are also used in studies

concerned wi_h the masking effect of noise. Since verbal communica-

tion plays a major part in many acgivlties_ such tests have widespread

application. The test content depends primarily on the function for

which the test is designed. For example, for general applications,

the words should he representative of the English language in that each

phonetic sound included in the test should be represented on the basis

of its frequency of occurrence in the language. Therefore, "s" would

appear much more frequently than "x" in the pool of words or sentences
used in the test.

The articulation test is a standardized procedure for determining

the probability of reception of a message under adverse conditions of

communication. In such tests, speech communication is simply represented

as a series of message units (test items) selected according to certain

rules from a set of such units. These message units are spoken in a

well-defined sequence by a speaker to a listener, and the listener

records his response after the presentation of each test item (in

laboratory tests, tape recordings often are used). If the message

set is not specifically known to the listener, it is termed an

open set, Another approach is the use of a closed message set, in
which the listener knows the message so well that the responses are

restricted to those narrowly defined experimentally as being appro-

prlate. The task for the subject is, therefore, a different one.

The closed message set is often used when a highly communicative

system employing a selected vocabulary is being evaluated, e.g.,

ground-to-air communications.

Measures of performance degradation in the presence of noise are

typically based upon laboratory investigations as well as field studies.

Usually, one experimental group performs a task in the presence of
nolse and another group having similar characteristics performs the

same task under quiet conditions. The performance of each group is

then examined to determine whether there is any decrement in performance,

and if so, whether it can be attributable to the presence of noise.

Another laboratory measure often used has depended upon a number of

psychophysieal techniques to rate the annoyance (or relative accepta-

bility) of sounds. In some instances, sounds are presented in pairs

and relative judgments are required, while other techniques have been

based upon absolute judgments and scaled comparisons. The methodology

differs depending on the type of data desired. In paired comparisons,

the judgment is a relatively easy one -- which one of the _wo sounds

presented is more (or less) acceptable? The absolute measure is often

,! used when a decision point is required -- at what point is the noise
;! unacceptable? The scaled judgment is the most difficult and refined

technique in that subjects are not only asked to indicate whether

: one sound is louder th_n another but also to put it into quantitative
terms by indicating how much louder.

i -15-
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A variety of methods has been used in field research. _le most

commonly used technique has been primarily based on questionnaires

administered during cormnunlty surveys. _]e typical approach is to

ask questions about the environment and the acceptability of an area

for residential purposes rather than to directly ask questions about

noise problems. The latter approach has led to biased data, The types

of questions are often directed at identifying noise sources and to

ranking these with respect to annoyance or scaling responses, for

example from i to 5 on the deKree of annoyance. General attitudinal
measures toward the immediate environment as well as personal background

information are often taken in conjunction with noise ,leasures to control

against possible biases such as general disaffection (as opposed to

specific problem identification).

Other measures of the effects of no_se that do not result from

systematic and controlled studies are also available. Complaints

due to noise and the formation of community organizations to combat
the effects of noise are obvious indicators. Economic and socla]

data based on resale value of homes and reasons given for moving

from certain locations have also been employed as indicators

relating to the problem.

Lastly, a number of researchers _as actually moved their con-

trolled laboratory research into the field to better simulate real

world conditions. Annoyance and sleep interference data have been

collected using this combination of ]aboratory-f_eld research technique.
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4. Correlations between Noise and IIuman Response

In the preceding material, tbe discussion concerned (a) measure-

neat of the p]lysical attributes of noise, and (b) measurement of the

effects of noise on persons. In the present section, the d_scussion

eonce_'ns correlations between the physical attributes o[ noise sad the

resultant effects on humans. Attention is centered on the suit_Jbility

asd effectiver.ess of various noise exposure ratIl]g schemes used to

estimate or predict tbe effects of noise on man.

%11is section is divided under headings corresponding to the par-

ticular effect being con-'idered: h_aring damage, conuilunication inter-

ference, and disturbance due to noise. Physiological damage, other

than that to the hearing mechanism, is not discussed since the nature

of any possible chronic extra-auditory physiological effects has not

been sufficiently well defined to permit establlshment of quantitative

callsal relations. Under each heading is a brief description of the

relevant parameters involved and appropriate literature references.

4.1 Hearing Damage

Excessive noise exposure causes a loss of hearing acuity. A

temporary hearing loss, or temporary threshold shift (TTS), can result

from short-term exposure to high-level noise. A permanent threshold
shift (PTS), can result from elther continued exposure to high-level

noise or short exposure to very high level noise. The permanent hear-

ing damage risk associated with noise depends upon (i) the intensity

and frequency distribution, of the noise, (2) the duration of each in-

dividual exposure, (3) the number of individual exposures per day,

(4) the number of years over which the daily exposure is repeated, and

the individual susceptibility to this type of damage. Since signlfi-

cant noise-induced PTS may is/ca years to develop and because the

detailed noise exposure history over those years nay be very difficult
to document, the establishment of valid correlations between noise

exposure and PTS has presented serious difficul_ies. In the case of
occupational exposure to extremely high levels of noise - - far in

excess of those routinely encountered away from the workplace - - the

associated occurrence and degree of hearing damage can be estab-

lished with considerable confidence. However, at lower levels of

exposure, demonstration of causal relationships is difficult. In order

to assist in predicting the permanent hearing dSalage risk associated

with a given noise exposure, two theories have been advanced.
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The first of these - - the equal energy theory - - hypothesizes

that pe_nanent drayage to the hearing mechanism is related to the total

noise energy to which the ear is exposed. The operational simplicity

of this theory makes it quite attractive; however, dlere has been little

direct experimental verification and some authorities are very dubious --

particularly since this theory does not permit consideration of the time

distribution of the noise exposure.

The second theory - - the equal temporary effect theory - - hypoth-

esizes that pemnanent damage to the hearing mechanism, due to a given

(daily) noise exposure, is related to the temporary threshold shift pro-

duoed by the same noise exposure. In other words, noise exposures which

produce the smne TTS will produce the same ultimate PTS. This theory

is supported by data showing that those noise exposures that ultimately

produce PTS also produce TTS in '_oung normal ears". Conversely, those

noise exposures that do not produce PTS likewise do not produce TTS in

'_oung normal ears". However, in this instance also there has been

little direct experimental verification of a relationship between the

temporary and permanent hearing losses that a given noise exposure

produces.

Current guidelines for occupational noise exposure control are pri-

marily aimed at protecting hearing in a restricted rangu of frequencies,

typically 500 to 2000 Hz, which is critical to the understanding of speech.

On this basis hearing handicap is defined as: the condition wherein the

average hearing threshold levels at 500, I000, and 2000 Hz exceed 25 dB.

_is definition is used in conjunction with the hearinE conservation

guidelines issued in 1970 by an Intersociety Committee (representing the

American Academy of Occupational Nedicine, the American Academy of

Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology, the American Conference of Governmental

Industrial Hygienists, the Industrial }_giene Association, and the

Industrial Medical Association)[l].* These guidelines, with which pre-

sen= Federal regulations are consistent, are intended to protect 80 to

90 percent of the exposed worker populace from noise-induced hearing

handicap, as defined above. Empirical data have been used as the basis

for establishing guidelines for group exposure to continuous noise. The

recommendations for limits on inte_sittent, or interrupted, exposure are

based mainly on studies of temporary threshold shift resulting from

various types of noise exposure.

The above-referenced guidelines, which are directed howard the pre-

vention of per_anen_ hearing loss resulting from exposure to steady noise,

whether continuous or intermittent, specify that either the A-weighted

sound level or the octave-band sound pressure levels may be measured.

However, an "equivalent A-weighted sound level", determined from the

octave band levels with the use of Figure 6, is preferable to a direct

A-scale reading if the latter is within 3 or 4 decibels of the selected

ori_ieal level for noise control. Once the equivalent A-weighted sound

level is determined, the m_xi_um recommended exposure time is obtained
from Table I.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references given at the

end of this section.
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Figure 6. Equivalent sound level contours. Octave band

pressure levels may be converted to the equivalent

A-welghted sound level by plotting them on this graph

and noting the A-welghted sound level corresponding to

the point of highest penetracion into the sound level

contours. This equivalent A-welghted sound level,

which may differ from the actual A-welghted sound level

of the noise, is used to determine exposure limits

promulgated under the authority of the Occupational

Safety and Health Act of 1970.
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Table I

Maximum Recomnended Occupational Noise Exposure

The values in parentheses are not explieity given in the guidelines [I]

being discussed but are consistent therewith and are given explicitly
in present Federal regulations [2].

Sound Level Daily Exposure Time
dBA hr

90 8

(92) (6)

95 4

(97) (3)

i00 2

(102) (1-1/2)

105 I

ll0 1/2

115 1/4 or less

This table is based upon: (i) data which indicate =hat an 8 hour
per day continuous exposure to levels below 90 dBA, over a period of

many years, will not produce a nolse-induced hearing handicap, as defined
above, in 80 to 90 percent of the exposed population, and (2) data,
mainly from studies based on temporary threshold shifts, which indicate
that for each halving of the time of noise exposure per day the noise

level may be increased by 5 dB withou_ increasing the hazard of hearing
impairment.

_ese guidelines specify that when the daily noise exposure is com-
posed of two or more periods of noise exposure of different levels, their
combined effect should be considered, rather than the individual effect
of each. If the s_ of the following fractions:

Cl C2 C___n
T-Y+_f + " " Tn

exceeds unity, then the mixed exposure should be considered to exceed the
threshold limit value. CI indicates the total time of exposure at a spec-
ified noise level, and T1 indicates the total time of exposure permitted
at that level. Noise exposures to sound levels of less than 90 dBA do
not enter into the above calculation.
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The permissible limits (guidelines) given in Table 1 are primarily
concerned with occupational noise exposure. Such limits are typically
keyed tea maximal eight-hour exposure day and, further, assume quiet
conditions to exist outside of the usual eight-hour work period to permit
auditory recovery. Occupational noise expesure limits are primarily

aimed at protecting most, but not all, of the worker population from
suffering a hearing impairment resulting in a handicap for understanding
speech. The protection provided by such limits may be viewed as accept-
able in an industrial setting since the worker can be financially com-

pensated for any hearing damage incurred. However, in off-Joh situstions
it would appear justifiable to strive to protect all persons from any
measurable loss of hearing due to noise exposure. _lls would include

protection of hearing at higher frequencies which are very important,
for example, to the appreciation of music.

A recent paper [3] by Cohen, Antlcaglia, and Jones of the National
Noise Study, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, suggests
the noise limits given in Table 2 for non-occupacienal noise exposure.
These were set 15 decibels below the occupational limits (Table I) in

order to provide protection of essentially all persons at all audiometric
frequencies. These suggested limits appear reasonable but there is a
need for supportive data regarding both continuous and intermittent noise.

Table 2

Maximum Su_$ested Non-Occupational Exposure

Sound Level Daily Exposure Time
dBA

70 16-24hour

75 8

8O 4

i 85 2

90 , 1

95 30minutes

i00 15

105 8

ii0 4

' 115 2
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Guidelines have also been prepared to estimate the hearing d_nage
risk associated with impulse noise, such as gunfire. Impulse noises,
for this purpose, can be defined as brief noises lasting less thm_ I
second.

The available data on hearing damage due to impulse noises are
mainly derived from studies of military personnel. In general these
data do not provide reliable indications of the actual noise exposures
which caused the measured hearing loss. _11e guidelines discussed below
are based primarily on results of temporary threshold shift (TTS) studies.

Since there are essentially no data directly relating TTS from a single
noise exposure to the noise-induced permanent threshold shift from habit-
ual exposure, these recommendations should be used with some caution.
However, they do represent the best information available to date.

In general, a noise can be considered dangerous to hearing if the
temporary threshold shift (TTS) measured two minutes after the exposure
regularly exceeds i0 dB at or below i000 Hz, 15 dB at 2000 Hz, or 20 dB

at or above 3000 Hz. Morsove_ immediate permanent damage may occur when-
ever the TTS produced by a single exposure exceeds 40 dB. A permanent
threshold shift (PTS) may also occur if a TTS has not disappeared within
24 hours.

Impulse noises are broken down into two general types [4,5],
illustrated in Figure 7, although intermediate forms do occur. Figure
7(a) shows the pressure waveform that is often observed when a gun is

fired outdoors with no reflecting surfaces nearby. Figure 7(b) exemp-
lifies a much more complicated situation: an initial series of damped
oscillations which may be followed by a reflected wave at only a slightly
lower level. There are three parameters of a single impulse noise which
are of importance to the criterion being discussed:

(I) The peak pressure level (P) is the highest instantaneous pressure
level (expressed in decibels re 20 _N/m 2) reached at any time by
the impulse, measured at the position of the ear with the individ-
ual not present.

(2) The pressure-wave duration, or A-duration, is the time for the
initial or principal pressure wave to rise to its positive peak
and return momentarily to ambient pressure. In the ideal pres-

sure wave shown in Figure 7(a), the A-duratiol: is given by the
distance (W-V) on the time axis.
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time required for the initial or principal pressure wave
to rise to its positive peak and return momentarily to
ambient pressure. The pressure-envelope duration, termed
B-duration, is the total time that the envelope of the
pressure fluctuations, both positive and negative, is
within 20 dB of the peak pressure level.
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(3) The pressure-envelope duration, or B-duration, is the total time

that tile envelope of tile pressure fluctuations, both positive and

negative, is within 20 dB of the peak pressure level. Included

in this time is the duration of that part of any reflection patterll

that is ,,ithin 20 dB of the peak level. Thus in Figure 7(b), the

B-duration is given by (x-v) + (z-y).

Figure 8 presents the fundamental criterion developed by the CUABA

working group [5]. This criterion is intended to limit the temporary

threshold shifE, measured two minutes after cessation of exposure to the

noise, produced in all hut the most susceptible five percent of exposed

individuals, to less than 10 dB at 1000 Hz and below, 15 dB at 2000 Hz,

or 20 dB at 3000 Hz or above. The criterion is based on the assumption

that the permanent hearing loss (noise-lnduced permanent threshold shift)

eventually produced by many years of exposure to noise is approximately

equal to the temporary threshold shift shown by a normal ear after a

single day's exposure to the same noise. The criterion shown in Figure 8

represents the limits for 100 impulses distrlbuEed over a period of four

minutes to several hours on any single day. It is assumed that the pulses
reach the ear at normal incidence. In case of doubt as to which waveform

analysis to apply, the more conservative B-duration should be used. The
main features of the criterion are as follows:

(1) The maximum peak pressure level permitted, without ear pro-

teetion, is 164 dB for the shortest pulse of any practical
interest (25 microseconds).

: (2) As duration increases, the permitted peak pressure level de.-

creases steadily at a rate of 2 dB for each doubling of the

duration, dropping to a terminal level of 138 dB for B-durations
of 200 to 1000 milliseconds.

i (3) A similar decrease occurs for A-durations, except that a terminal
level of 152 dB is reached at about 1.5 milliseconds.

In ease the conditions stipulated for this basic criterion are not met,

correction leo'tots can be applied as follows:

(1) If the pulses arrive at the ear a= grazing incidence instead

of at normal incidence, the curves can be shifted upward

at 5 dB (that is, 5 dB can be added to the ordinate values

in Figure 8).

_ ' (2) If the number of pulses in an "_xposure period" (that is, on any

li given day) is some value other than i00, the following corrections

should be added to the permissible peak pressure level of the

impulse:

• !

[ !
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Number of impulses Correction

• . perday dg

1 +15

i0 +ii

20 +i0

50 + 5

i00 0

200 - 5

300 -i0

500 -15

i000 -20

2000 -25

5000 -30

These corrections are taken from the more recent work

of Coles and Rice [6] rather than from the original
CIhABA report [5].

For more detailed discussions of hearing damage risk from exposure
o noise and proposed procedures for estimating bearing damage risk, as

aell as an extensive bibliography, the reader is referred to the recent
book by Kryter [7].

4.2 Communication Innerference

One of the most directly observable effects of noise is its inter-
ference wi=h communication. Considerable research has been carried out
on the extent to whlch a tone or a band of noise will "mask" other tones

or bands of noise, The methodology of such experiments usually is to

determine the audibility threshold at each frequency of interest with
and without the masking noise present. In general, the following
obeervatlons can be made: (a) tlle range of frequencies affected increases
with the intensity of the masking tone; (b) the magnitude of masking
varies in the maim, with the nearness in frequency of test and masking

sounds; (c) tones higher in frequency than the masking tone are affected
more than tones lower in frequency; (d) the lower the frequency of the
masking sound, the more widely spread is its effect; and (e) sufficiently
intense levels of high frequency noise will cause remote masking in

which low frequency sounds are masked. While there do not appear to be
existing standards for predicting audibility thresholds in the presence
of masking sounds, the field appears to he reasonably well researched
and such prediction could probably he effected if needed. However, in
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|any situations the degree to which a noise affects "audibility"
is less important than the degree to which noise affects the

"noticeability" or "conspicuity" of a signal. As an example, a
warning siren in the presence of noise mlght be audible in a controlled
laboratory situation but might rarely be noticed in areai situation
wherein one was not intensely concentrating on detecting |be siren.
There is a need to develop techniques for predicting the extent to

which noise prevents warning signals from being noticed.

Considerable work has been done on measures for estimating the
extent to wbich noise will interfere with speech communication. The

,IOSt accurate index is the Articulation Index--calculated according
to the procedures of American National Standard S3.5-1969--which is an

estimate of the proportion of the normal speech signal that is available
to a listener for conveying speech intelligibility in the presence of

noise. The basic calculation of the Articulation Index is based upon
the signal-to-noise ratio in each of 20 frequency bands, covering the
range 200 to 6100 Hz, which are selected so that in the absence of

noise the speech components within each band contribute equally to
speech intelligibility. (Although the Articulation Index is based on
equal contribution of each of 20 frequency bands to speech intelli-

gibility, empirical verification is stilI very sketchy.) Alternatively,
the Articulation Index can be computed from I/3-octsve or fu]]
octave band sound pressure levels with weighting factors being used to
account for the relative contribution of each band to speech intelli-

gibility. The octave-band method of calculation is not as precise as
the 20-band or the i/3-octave band method.

The Articulation Index is based upon, and has been principally
validated agalns_ intelligibility tests involving adult male talkers
and trained listeners. It adequately predicts speech intelligibility
in the presence of steady-state noise and contains provisions for pre-

dicting the effect of noise having a definite off-on cycle, It does not
purport to predict the intelligibility of speech in the presence of
fluctuating noise levels. The method cannot be assumed to apply to
situations involving female talkers or children. It must therefore be

used with caution in estimating speech interference in ordinary home and
work situations. Flnally, the complexity of the calculation procedure
required to obtain the Articulation Index limits its usefulness in the
measurement and monitoring of noise levels on a routine basis.

The Speech Interference Level (SIL), which is being proposed as
an American Nationa_ Standard, is a simple numerical method for esti-

mating the speech-interfering aspects of noise based on physical measure-
ments of the noise. Unlike the Articulation Index, SIL does not include

specific consideration of the level and spectrum of the speech but
employs a table or a monograph for estimating the noise levels which
will seriously restrict speech communication in terms of general voice
level and distance between communicators. SIL is defined simply as the

arithmetic average of the sound pressure levels in the three
octave bands centered on the frequencies 500, lO00, and 2000 Hz,

respectively.
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For steady-state e{?ises, the SIL is a reasonably accurate predictor
u_ uhe relative ranking of _ois_s with respect to their speech-interfering

properties. That is, twn noises which are equo].ly-incerfering with speech
communication will |lave very similar SIL ratings (typically within 5 dg;

if more precision is needed, the Articulation Index should be used).

With serum&at greater uneercain_y, SIL can he used for rough, quantita-

tive estimation of monosyllabic word intelligibility in the presence of

continuous, random noise. However this procedure is not approprlace for

noise spectra with considerably more energy at high frequencies than at

low or when any of the following conditions exist: (i) the noise is not

of a continuous-in-time, steady-state nature; (2) the frequency spectrum

of the noise is not continuous; and (3) the speech and noise are subject

to perceptible echo or reverberation.

Tile monograph shown in Figure 9 can be used for rough estimates of
the voice level sad distance between talker and listener for satisfactory

face-to-face speech communication as limited by ambient noise levels

having the SIL values shown. Here again the noise is assumed to be

steady-state. The second abscissa, in dBA, reflects the correlation

between SIL and A-welghted sound level for many types of noise. Similar

correlations have been sho_n, for example, between SIL and loudness

level (LL) asd between SIL and perceived no£se level (PNL)--LL and PNL

will be described below. Since spectral data are needed to compute both

loudness levels and perceived noise levels, there is no reason to use

these measures in place of SIL, which is simpler to compute and is a

be_ter predictor of speech interference, Because the A-weighted sosnd

level can be teed directly from a sound level me=or, it is an easier
measure to obtain than SIL. However, if significant high frequency

energy is presen_ some caution should be exercised since sound level
meter me:_s_,rem_nts tend to overrate the speech-lnterference properties

of hlgh-frequency noise.

141ile AI and SIL can be extremely useful, there is a need to develop

predictive techniques for speech interference with male and female

speakersj both adult and child, and untrained listeners in a real,
rather than a laboratory, situation° Consideration should also be

given to the additional problem of listeners suffering from impaired

hearing. Statistical predictors need also to be made available which
take into consideration the speech-lnterference aspect of rapidly

varying and fluctuating noises such as those produced by heavy traffic.

4.3 Disturbance Due to Noise

Perhaps the most prevalent, most researched and still least
understood behavioral effect of noise is its "disturbing" or "annoying"

quality° Since even these descriptive terms are highly subjective, it

has been extremely difficult to develop an adequate general methodology

which relates in quantitative terms the physical characteristics of

sounds with the psychological responses to them. The history of
research in this area does have one common theme: the assumption thut

the primary variable linking physical and psychological measures

is the intensity of the sound° The progression of research intsrests
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Figure 9_ Voice level and distance between talker _nd listener

for satisfactory face-to-face speech communication. An
example for interpreting this chart: Jet aircraft cabin
noise is roughly 80 '2 dgA. &_ 80 dBA in their exgeated
(raSsed) voice level, seat ma_es can converse at 2 feet

and, by moving a little, can lower their voices to normal
level and converse at one foot. To ask the s_ewardese for
an extra asp of coffee from nhe window seat (4 fee=),

one would =eed to use his very loud communica=Ing voice.
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over the years reflects this priority. _ile early studies were largely

limited to relating loudness (tile intensive attribute of an auditory

sensation) with physical descriptions of sounds, in recent years

investigators have started with loudness as a base to be corrected by

means of other relevant variables (time, pure tone components, etc.).

Another characteristic common to these psychoaeoustlc studies is the

use of "equal loudness contours" as a basic measurement method. These

are families of curves showing the sound pressure levels at which pure

tones, or bands of noise, are judged equal in loudness to a i000 Hz

reference tone or band of noise set at a fixed sound pressure level.

Equal loudness contours have been developed by a number of investigators

using slightly different procedures; these variations in methodology

in some instances have produced conflicting findings.

The earliest attempts to quantify the subjective magnitude

of sounds were made at the Bell Laboratories by Fletcher and Munson.

These studies were designed to define and measure loudness. Their

basic rationale was that loudness was proportional to the number of

impulses leaving the cochlea upon stimulation. They also hypothesized

that two tones competing at a single nerve fiber would interfere with

simple loudness =umber!on and that it mu_t he necessary to group

together all components within a certain frequency band and treat them

as a single component. The width of the bands grouped together was

estimated to be I00 Hz for frequencies below 2000 }lz, 200 Hz for

frequencies between 2000 and 4000 Hz and 400 Hz for frequencies between
4000 and 8000 Hz.

Loudness level was defined by Fletcher and Munson as the intersity

level of a tone when compared with a reference tone having the single

frequency of 1000 Hz. The procedure employed in data collection is

|¢now_ in psyehophysics as the "method of ave=age error". The experimental

subjects adjust the intensity level of a reference tone until it is Judged

as being equally as loud as the standard. A compilation of many

judgments, by a sample of subjects making these, judgments with a variety

of tones varying in intensity levels, results in data that can be

presented in the form of equal loudness contours such as shown in
Figure lO.

The Fletcher and Munson contours are seldom used in their original

form today, because of a number of dlffleulties_ although the basic

rationale and methodology have been adopted hy most later researchers.

The data collection technique has proven to be a very laborious,
costly and time consuming one. le addition it was found that the

procedure was deficient in its application to "unsteady complex sounds".
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A major advance in methodology was introduced by S. S. Stevens

who, while retaining the concept of equal ]oudness contours, developed

a new methodology in defining them. Instead of confining judgments to

those of equality, be had subjects make estimates in terms of magnitude

estimation. His basic procedure was as follows: A standard tone

of I000 Hz at 40 dB is given the arbitrary value of I sons in the

deve]opmsnt of the scale. Subjects make adjustments of a comparison

_, sound, for example, until it is twice as loud as the standard; this
level is defined as 2 sones. Judgments are then made as to half the

loudness of the standard; these are defined as 1/2 sons. Further

comparisons can then be made in a similar manner for 1/4 sone and 4 sones,

etc. Intermediate points are then computed on the basis of bisection

between the empirically based data. Later work by Stevens, Beranek

Robinson, Zwicker and others using the same general methodology and sons
scale have bean based on i/3-oetave and octave noise bands rather than

pure tones. It was assumed for these purposes that an octave band of

random noise having the same overall sound pressure level as a pure tone

of the same center frequency would be equally loud. Stevens, in a

later modification of his procedure, demonstrated that his method was

._ more accurate in predicting the judged loudness of complex sounds

consisting of bands of random noise than the method of simply adding

together the sons values of individual bands.
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Steven's general formula is to add to the sone value of the loudest
band m fractional portion of the sum of the sone values of the remainder
of the bands:

Loudness = Sm + f (ES - Sm)

where Y_S_ sones in all bands, Sm --maximum number of sones in any
one band, and f = fractional portion dependent on bandwidth. Stevens

" derived tbe fractional portion to be applied when =he spectrum of the
sound was measured in either full (f = 0.3), one-half (f = O.2) or
one-third (f = 0.15) octave bands.

Another method of computation was developed by Robinson who
conducted a series of investigations to determine equal loudness contours

in a diffuse sound field (minimal audible field-MAF measures) hosed on
pure tone data (Figure ll). He and his colleagues used s psychophysical
technique different from that used by Fletcher and Munson. Instead of
having subjects adjust the level of the standard sound themselves

i (method of average error), they are presented with predetermined pairs
of sounds. One pair member is the standard and the other, the comparison
tone. The task of the subject is to judge which sound is loudest. The
level of the comparison sound is varied systematically from much more
intense to much less intense than th _.standard. The order of presentation

of the standard and comparison tones are carefully controlled to ensure
that the standard sound is presented first during half of the time
and the comparison sound is presented first during the other paired

presentations.

Data obtained using this method are reported to he more "regular"

! than findings of inv_stigugurs uaitlg the Fletcher ar*d Flu.son approach.
Robinsonts equal loudness contours exhibited some interesting properties

not previously reported. The relations connecting sound pressure level,
expressed in decibels, with equivalent loudness, in phons, are accurately

:: expressible by formula quadratic in the sound pressure level. These
formulae are expressed by means of parameters which are functions of
the frequency, the sensation level of the tone, and the age of thet

observers. This has enabled compact tables to be prepared for tbe

equivalent loudness of pure tones over the range of measurement.

At frequencies above I000 Hz, the age of the observers is an

important factor, becoming dominant st 15,000 Hz. At the lower frequencies,
a lower threshold level has been found (as compared with earlier data),
and in the region of 500 Hz, there is a consistent depression in the
contours.

This work by Robinson is largely a refinement of the techniques
used by Fletcher and Munaon as well as by Stevens and therefore is a
methodological advance rather than one which is innovative in terms

of concept or subject matter.
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ZI_CkC]_IS work and llltcrgst_ eneomp:ISS nl)t [lilly dil "L'C[ [{l{I[]llt'_i

me_isures bu£ tile r_latioL1s|lip uf iouda_ss to m;lS[<illg. Si[_¢L, tJlv

loudness contours he deveh)ped are designed to exphlin a series of

diverse hut related phenomena, they are quite complex and levels are

quite difficult to eomplte. _le work of Zwicker and his followers,
like that of Stevells, is quite diverse an_ is generously repre_;el,ted

in the open literature. Like Stevens, Zwicker has been very influential

_n the development of new international standards concerning loudness.

Zwicker's ap}l_'oach is based upon the work of his predecessors

(Fletcher and Nunson as well as Stevens). IlLs basic assumption is
that tlle loudness unit, the sane, should be based upon o narrow hand of

noise r.','*tllerthan a pure tone. }Hs rationale is based .non pbysioh_g_cal

data (known prop,:.rties of the coch]e_l) a_ well as u,,tm behaviL_;ll d:tto
collected in m_skin_ ex I,.rl_lentat i.t>n.

Son_s &_nd :Jhoss in the Zwicker system carry the subscripts GF

(critical bandwidth, free field) or C,D (critical bandwidth, dfff,.ise

field) depending on whether the test is to be made in the open or In

a room. Since the method kS primarily graphical, there are several

charts required, depending on the particul_r conditions of the test.

These charts differ chiefly in tile range of band-levels encompassed

by the contours. Loudness levels are computed based upon the total area

of the chart "covered" by the noise being evaluated.

In spite of the fact that in noise abatement and control one is

usually concerned with complex sounds rather than with pure tones or r

narrow bands of noise, the equal loudness contours provide the initial

empirical data base for estimating the loudness (and, later, noisiness)

of complex sounds. _le International Organlzat_on for Standardizatlon

:[ has recoromended (ISO R532) Stevens' method for calculating the loudness7{
of steady complex sounds for which octave band analyses are appropriate

and has recommended Zwicker's more complicated method for calculating
loudness from one-thlrd octave hand data. Zwicker's method ks better

suited than Steven'a technique for handling sounds with strong llne

spectra or irregular spectra. It should be noted that the loudnesses,
or loudness levels, obtained by tbo two methods do not always agree.

., However, for sounds of sial|at spectra, the two methods are genernlly

successful in producing consistent results in studies designed to obtain

, rank orders of the loudness levels (LL) of sounds.
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A possible difficulty with all of the above procedures used to

date is that they are based on a I000 Hz tone or band of noise as a
reference. It is not axiomatic that two sounds, each of which is
judged to he equal in loudness to a i000 Hz reference sound, would

be judged to be equal _o each other.

Because of its importance as a noise source, a number of techniques

]lave been developed especially to measure and evaluate aircraft noise.
The man usually associated with the refinement of these measurement
methods is Karl Kryter who states that "Peoples attributes toward
the unwantedness of sounds are in part determined hy their masking,

loudness, startle, distractive and auditory fatigue effects." Kryter
indicates that these effects are perhaps sufficiently similarly
determined by the spectral characteristics of sounds to make practical
the measurement, in a statistical sense, of an average perceived
noisiness aspect of sounds.

A scale was developed to express perceived noisiness (PN) based

on occurrences of sound of equal duration. _le unit of perceived noisi-
ness is the noy. A sound judged to be subjectively equal in noisiness
to sn octave band of random noise centered at I000 Hz and a sound pressure
level of 40 dB is given a value of I soy; a sound judged as twice as

noisy is 2 soy, etc. PN's may be converted to a log scale, judged per-
ceived noise level (PNL) scale. The judged PNL o£ a given sound is
equal numerically to the maximum over-all sound pressure level efa
reference sound that is judged by listeners 'at any given point in time
to have the same perceived noisiness as the given sound, the reference

sound being random "pink" noise (spectrum level sloping at a rate of -3 dB/
octave) precisely one on=ave in width cenL_red el; I000 Hz and of
comparable temporal characteristics as the given sound, i.e., rise
and decay times and total duration.
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PNL is computed in almost the same way as is the loudness level in

Stevens' recent formulation. _lere are two exceptions: (I) the octave

band levels used for evaluating an aircraft flyover are to be the maxi-

mum values attained in each bsnd during the event, regardless of when

these peaks occur end (2) instead of assigning loudness indices to each

measured band level, a corresponding contribution to "perceived noisiness"

is assigned for each band in units of "noy."

PNdB was coined as the name of the unit of PNL calculated for a

sound. The PNdB unit is the translation of the subjective hey scale to

a dB-like scale; an increase of 10 PNdB in a sound is equivalent to a

doubling of its hey value.

The PNL procedures are intended to apply to sounds "regsrdless of

source or spectral or temporal characteristics. They apply to sounds

which either do not convey meaning to the listener or where meaning

is kept constant for sounds being compared.

Although PN-L was developed because of the inadequacy of loudness

based judgments on complex stimuli such as aircraft noise, it was found

that the PNL measures were deficient as well, especially for jet aircraft

noise. Investlgators determined that tonal components within broad hand

noise and flyover duration both had to be taken into account in any

evaluation procedure. As a result of these findings, Effective Perceived

Noise Level (EPNL) was introduced. EPNL was defined as FNL + C (tune

correction) + D (duration correction) in EPNdB. This measure, derived

from instantaneous perceived noise level values, is used by the Federal
Aviation Administration in aircraft type certification.

_ Using PNL as a basic measure, Kryter has suggested several other

i procedures to be used in special eases, (e.g., impulsive character of

sound). _]e interested reader is referred to his recent book for a
:i full discussion [7].

' _ The previous measures are based chiefly upon laboratory conditions

while those which follow are more closely tied to real situations.
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"Noise criterion" (NC) curves were designed to embody considera-

tions of both speech interference and ]oudr_ess and have2 b_es used

extensively to describe acceptable noise conditions in offices and

other rooms. The NC curves origlnated with geranek, but there are a

number of different versions in use at present. The differences among

the several sets of curves chiefly reflect different importance being

given to loudness, geranek, et el. [8] have recently reviewed the

history of the criterion curves for acceptable noise levels in rooms

and have develeped a new approach consisting of "preferred noise criterion

(PNC) curves." The original "speech communication (SC) criterion eurves$'
published in 1952, were based on the assumption that noise levels in

rooms should be low enough to provide teed speech eoranlunication. No

specific consideration was made of either loudness or z_nnoyance. The

now widely used noise criterion (NC) curves were first published, by

Beranek, in 1957. These curves were based on data which indicated that

the acceptability of ambient noise levels ill buildings is a function of
both speech interference level and of loudness level. The 1.971 PNC

curves, given in reference [8] and shown is Figure 12 were proposed

because of new data, particularly laboratory and field evidence that

the allowable levels at low frequencies and at high frequescles should
be lower than tbe levels stated is the old NC curves. Ecosomic considera-

tions of air-handling systems in buildings limit the amount of noise

reduction that is practical in many cases, so the proposed PNC curves

define "acceptable" noise spectra rather than "more pleasant" noise

spectra.

The same paper by Beranek, et al. [8] suggests a noise criter|a

range for steady background noise as heard in various indoor functional
activity areas.

The PNC (or the NC) curves "have only been validated for continuous

noise spectra." In the specification of a PNC curve, it is intended

that the sound pressure levels in all of the octave frequency bands not

exceed the levels given by the chosen curve. Beranek states that, if

the spectra are that of continuous noise, it is eom/non practice to permit

the noise level in one octave band (only) to exceed the corresponding

value on the specified criterion curve by as much as 2 dg, provided the

levels in the two adjacent octave bands (one above and one below) are
not more than 1 dB below the criterion curve. If the mifference between

tile level in this one band and that in Khe two adjacent basds (taking

into account the slope of the spectrum) is grea_er than 3 dg, tlle noise

is likely to contain one or more pure-tone components. Pure tones are

known to be more annoying than co[_tinuoss spectra noise and more strlngent

criteria, say by 5 to 8 dB, should be app]ied to them _ndividuaily
than to a band of continuous noise, geranek states Khan, in general,

the PNC curves should not he used to rate noises whose spectra d[ffer

significantly from the contour shape.

gO, NC, and PNC curves are intended for applicatios to noises of

a cotltinuous nature. There is a need, in preq[ctin_ the s, ceptshility

._f interioc noise levels, for a metric that takes approprln_e 6CCOUllF
of the time variation of interior nodse level.
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Several metrics have been developed which e.xplicJtly take into
account the time variation of the sound level. The sound level ex-

ceeded i0 percent of the time, L]O, gives an approximate measure of
the higher level, shorter duration sounds, A measure of the median

sound level is given by L_0, the level exceeded 50 percent of the time.
The "residual" sound level can be approximately represented by L90, the
mound level exceeded 90 percent of the time. Use has also been made of
the "energy mean" noise level, L , which is defined as the level of a• e
steady state continuous nozse which has the same account of noise energy
as the time-average of the actual time varying noise. The quantities
L^^_ L__, L_^, and L , can be based on several types of measure, such
5U DU U e

as LL or PN_, but usu_lly are based on the A-weighted sound level.

In order to obtain a more realistic measure of the noise environ-

ment crea_ed by highways, a series of experiments was conducted by the
staff of the Building Research Station at a numher of sites in the London
area. Dissatisfaction with the noise conditions, obtained by interview
questionnaire, was compared to noise level measurements for a 24-hour
period taken adjacent to the home of the interviewees. The evaluation

of the data led to a new measure, Traffic Noise Index (TNI), defined as

TNI = 4 (LI0 - Lg0) + L90 -30,

where L and L 0 are the A-welghted sound levels exceeded i0 and 90
percentl_f the _ime, respectively, [I0, II].

In an effort to synthesize the results of earlier studies relating
community reaction and noise level, the concept of Noise Pollution Level

(LNp) was recently introduced. This measure is derived from two terms,
one involving the "energy mean" of the noise level and one involving the
magnitude of the time variation of the noise level. The first term is
usually based on the intensity of higher level intruding noises while

the second term is primarily influenced by the background noise. The
concept embodies the following simple principles:

(i) other things being equal, the higher the noise levels the
more the disturbance caused.

(2) other things being equal, the less steady the level of a noise
the greater its distracting and hence annoying quality.

The basic definition of Noise Pollution Level is given by:

LNp = Leq + ka
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where Leq is the "energy mean" of tbe noise level, L, over a specified
period, _is the standard deviation of the instantaneous level con-

sidsred as a statistical time series over the same period, and k is a

constant provisionally assigned the value 2.56. The noise level L is

to be measured on a scale (such as LA or PNL) which is adequately re-
lated to subjective noisiness. The history of the Noise Pollution Level

concept and its relation to other measures have been recently described [12].

When the findings obtained using l_qp measures were compared with existing
survey data= high correlations resulted. If these results are verified

in other investigations, tile LNp might be an important means of linking

the findings obtained in previously unrelated studies. Thus far there has

been no attempt to validate the LNp through direct use in a community

survey. Such validation is needed to fulfill _he promise of the LNp as a
cormnon metric for physical characterization of time-varying noise
enviror_ents.

Tile majority of the work on developing techniques for est_lating
community response to noise has been done in the context of aircraft

noise, with some additional work on traffic noise. These techniques

use as a "basic building block" tile noises produced by individual air-

planes. These data are then combined to take into account the number

and nature of the aircraft operations for the particular airport under

consideration. European measures, such as the British Noise and N_iber

Index (NNI), apply a correction based on the total number of aircraft

operations, regardless of when they occur. The two U. S. measures,

the Composite Noise Rating (CNR) and the more recent Noise Exposure

Forecast (NEF), each give a much heavier weighting to operations at

night than those during the day--reflectlng the higher degree of

annoyance caused by ni_it flights. The NEF contour calculation pro-

cedure is quite complex. It uses EPNL data for each type of aircraft

and includes consideration of the mix of aircraft, number of operations,

runway utilization, flight path_ operating procedures, and time of day.

P_obably the most important factor not included is the background noise

level--at least in the interpretation for the maximum NEF allowable.

._] Another important factor which is not included is tile local weather.
:. Wind and, especially, temperature inversions can drastically change the

_i noise exposure at some locations. A notice of proposed rulemaklng was

!. presented on 17 September 1971 that outlined the Federal Aviation
Administration proposed amendments to Part 36 of the Federal Aviation

Regulations (FAR 36) to require altitude and temperature accountability

throughout the noisetype-certification tests. The next step needed

is the inclusion of such corrections in the computation of the NEF

contours for specific airport location.
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The NEF contours are not interpreted in terms of iz_dividual and

group reactions; however, since equival_nces are given between CNR and

NEF contours some guidance may he obtained from the staildard CNR pro-
cedure which includes estimated responses of residential communities as

a function of CNR. The NEF boundaries are set on the basis of residen-

=lal land use. A shortcoming in these methods is the lack of adequ_ite

social data which can be used to develop better estimators of individual

and community reactions to aircraft noise. Conversions _iso have to be

developed to translate NEF contours into terms compatible with other

measures of community noise.

Details of computing NEF c_ntours, and a dlscllsslon of similar

procedures used In other countries, arL_ givo_ in a recent Departm_rlt of

Transportation report [9].

The various estimators of subjective response covered thus far have

been hosed entirely on the physical characterization of the noise event.

Such metrics as sound Level, loudness level, and perceived

noise level are rel._ted to the sound pressure level) ,qs n function

of frequency, at any given moment in time (rigorously, PNL is sometimes

calculated from the highest sound pressure level obtained in each fre-

quency band measured--regardless of the time at which each band level

achieved its peak value). The Effective Perceived Noise Level includes

considers=ion of the duration of a single'holse event." Such measures

as =he Traffic Noise Index and the Noise Pollution Level include speci-

fic consideration of she statistical variation, with time, of the total

noise exposure resulting from a large number of "noise events." For

further discussion of these, and many other, metrics based on the physical

characterization of noise, the reader is referred to Kryter's book [7],

to the recent Department of Transportation study [].3] and to the many
references contained in these sources.

In a real, as opposed to a laboratory, setting where individuals

and groups are exposed to the noises of everyday living, social factors

can have as much, or more, effect on the acceptability af sounds as the

physical characteristics of the sound. There is a need for estimators

which include the physical characteristlcs of the sound, the temporal

variation of the sound, and means for inclusion of social factors. There

h,ls been some work done in this regard (see, e.g., [7, 13]) but considera-
ble further research is needed.
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All of the estimators of subjective response discussed thus far

have been ratings of the noise itself and its direct effects. In

addition, rating schemes are needed and used to estimate satisfaction

wlth the sound isolation provided by, for example, partitions within

buildings. The Sound Transmission Class (STC)--a slngle-figure rating

based on the sound transmission losses of the partition in tile fre-

quency range 125 to 4000 Hz--is used to describe the airborne sound

insulation properties of a partition [14]. The Noise Isolation Class

(NIC)--a single figure-rating based on the values of noise reduction

in the frequency range 125 to 4000 Ilz--.is the analagous rating of the

sound isolation between two rooms within a building regardless of the

path of the sound in getting from one room to the other. STC and NIC

are reasonably good predictors of the isolation provided against office

noise and the sounds of speech. They are not too suitable for predicting

the satisfaction with isolation against low frequency noise and hence

should be used with caution in conjunction with rooms adjacent to

mechanical equipment rooms or with exterior walls exposed to traffic or
aircraft noise.

The Impact Insulation Class (IIC) is a proposed ratlng scheme which

is used to estimate satisfaction witb tlm degree to which a floor/ceiling

assembly provides isolation against impact sounds, such as footsteps [15].

Tbis method is not universally accepted, chiefly because of concern

about the relevance of the test procedure used,and further development
is indicated.
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5. Example Calculations for Sound Level,

Loudness Level, and Perceived Noise Level

_le perception of sound by the human ear is a very complicated
process. Present state-of-the-art knowledge does not allow for the

design of an objective measuring apparatus or computation method

which gives results which are absolutely comparable with those given

by direct subjective methods for all types of noise. This is the

reason for the existence of the numerous rating methods which were

discussed in the preceeding section.

To reinforce an understanding of these rating methods and to provide

a common base for comparison purposes, the following illustrative

examples showing the step by step procedure for computing the overall

sound pressure level; A, B, and C-weighted sound level; loudness level

by both tile Stevens and Zwicker methods; and perceived noise level

(including the tone correction) for a given spectrum are developed.

The spectrum chosen is that of an e×eeutive jet aircraft at 500 feet

altitude during an approach operation (figure 13).

5.1. Sound Level

As was discussed previously the decibel is defined as ten times

the logarithm to the base ten of the ratio between two like quantities.

In acoustics, it is customary for these quantities to have the units
of power or to be proportional to power. Since the sound power normally

i is related to the square of the sound pressure a convenient scale for
noise measurements is def/ned as:

Sound Pressure level = I0 lOgl0(p2/po 2)

where p is the sound pressure being measured

Pc is the reference sound pressure, 20 _N/m 2.

The simplest physical measure of noise is its overall sound

pressure level,but such a measure gives little information as to the

human perception of the noise. Even though a simple frequency

weighting may not be sufficient, it will often give an indication as

to the noise perception and presently three standardized weighting

curves exist (IEC Recommendation 179 and ANSI SI.4-1971) called A,
g and C.

_i The foll_ing pages contain the computation of the A, B and C-

weighted sound level for the aircraft noise. Each page contains six
columns which are described as follows:

I. Column 1 contains the one-third octave band center frequencies

extending from 10 Hz to 20,000 Hz.
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Figure 13, O_eithi_d octave band levels for an executive jet

aircraft as an altitude of 500 feet during an
approach operation.
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2. Column 2 contains the sound pressure level in each one-

third octave band as measured during the aircraft flyover.
l_is column is labelled L.

3. Column 3 gives the weighting factors, either A, B or C,

to be applied in determining tlle weighted sound level. Xqlis
column is labelled W.

4. Column 4 g_ves tlle weighted level, which is the measured

sound pressure level (L) plus the weighting (W), divided
by IO. 1_lis column is labelled X. Tberefore X = (L+W)/IO.

5. Since tbe sound pressure level is defined as 1C lOglO (p2/po2),
the squared pressure ratio (y) as given in column 5 is equal
to i0 x.

6. _le total summation of Y is taken and I0 log;o (Ly) is equal
to the weighted sound level being calculated.-

7. Column 6 gives the relative contribution made by the

level in any given frequency band and is simply the value Y

divided by the total sun_ation of Y.

In the ease of overall sound pressure level calculation the

: procedure utilized for computing the weighted sound levels is applied
except that the waightings are all zero.

J 5.2. Loudness Level

_%_o methods (ISO Recommendation 532 Metbods A and B) will ha

illustrated for calculating the loudness or loudness level of a

complex sound. These methods differ not only in the method of

analysis of the sound, but also in the principles of computation.
Method A, or Steven_ method, utilizes physical measurements obtained

from spectrum--a_-lysis--in terms of octave bands and should be used

only wl[eE-tl_g--sbu6d-spe_tr_n is relatively Sm0oth and 6be Sound con-
tains-n0-_Sre-t0nes.--Al_o, the method is only applicable t6 diffuse

sound'fi_Ids_ "-Me'thud "B, or Zwicker's method, utilizes spectrum

analysls in terms of one-third octave bands and can be used even when

tbe sound spectrum is very irregular and the sound contains pronounced

pure tones.

In addition to the different bandwidths involved in the basic

physical measurements, the two methods differ in other respects and
the results obtained do not always agree, The Zwieker method

usually gives slightly higher results than those obtained for the
same sounds using the Stevens' method, the difference being possibly

as great as 5 phons; but it seems to better account for the variations

in sound spectra that occur within narrow ranges of frequency. Example
calculations for herb methods will be discussed here.
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500 FOoT JET APPROACH

SQUARED RELATIVE

FREQUEh:Cy SIGNAL DBIAI WEIGHTED PRESSURE CONTRIBUTION
LEvELI L _EIGHT I W LEVELI X RATIo_ y OF Y

HZ D8 DB HEL ....

I0,0 -- -70,4 ......
12.5 -- -63,4 ......

16,0 lm "56.7 ......

20.0 =- -S0,5 ......

25,0 -- -44,7 ......
31,5 -" -39+4 ......

40.0 -" -34+6 ......

SO,o 81.6 -30,2 5, 14 ,138÷06 _ ,OOo
63*0 81 +0 -26.2 b,48 ,302÷06 *000
80,0 90*6 -22.S 6,8| ,646÷07 ,000

I00+0 95.Z -19,| 7.6l ,407+08 .000

125.0 99.2 -16,1 8.31 ,204+09 *002
160.0 I00,0 -!3,4 B,66 *457*09 *004

200,0 9&.6 -I0,9 8,57 ,372+09 00q

250*0 lOq.6 -8,6 ?,60 ,398.10 039

315,0 |02+8 -6+6 9,62 ,417+I0 ORI
400.0 106.6 -4.8 IU*18 , 151+11 lq8
500,0 105,2 -3,2 10,20 ,|$8+| I 155

630.0 102,8 _1,9 |U,09 ,123+11 120

800+0 103+0 -,8 1_,22 ,166+1I 162
lOOO.o 99,8 .0 9,98 ,955+10 +093

1250.0 97*4 ,6 9,80 .631+I0 .062

1600.0 95,4 1,0 _,64 +437+I0 +043

2000,0 95,6 1,2 9,68 ,g79_I0 .047

2500.0 94,0 1,3 V,53 ,339.I0 ,033
3150.0 92.q 1,2 9,36 e229+10 *022

4000,0 90,0 I*0 9,10 ,IZ6+lO ,012

5000,0 88.0 ,5 8,85 ,708+09 *007

6300*0 8S,6 -,| _,55 *355+09 ,003

0000'0 81,6 -I,1 8,05 ,I 12*09 ,DO1

|0000,0 74.6 -2,5 7,2I ,162+08 ,000
12500.0 .- =4.3 ......

16000*0 .- -6,6 -- -. --
20000,0 =- -9,3 ......

SUM Y *102÷12

DSIA) m 10 LOG(SUM y) 110,1

_he notation .138 + 06 means .138 × 106 = 138,000.
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So0 FOOT JE [ APPROACH

_QUARED R_ LA riVE

FREQbENCY SIG_jAL _BIB) v EIGHTED PHE_SU_F CONTRIBUIIO_u

LEVELI L FIbH_, _ LLVEL, X RATIO, y OF Y

FIZ D_ DB _EL ....

IO,o -- -38,2 -- -- --

12.5 -- -33.2 ......

16.0 -- -28.6 ......

20,0 -- -24.2 ......

2S,0 -- -20,# ......

31.5 -= -17.1 ......

40.0 -- -14.2 ......

50.0 fi[.6 -[ l 6 /,00 • 1U0+08 .QOn

53.0 e_1.0 -9 3 7.1/ , I4_J÷OB ,OOr]

BO.O 9r),_ -7 4 8.3Z .209÷09 ,001

100,0 V5.2 -S & B.9b o912.09 ,SL_

i_ 125,0 99.2 -4 2 9.5U ,31b*IO ,Of !

160,0 [O0.O -3 0 9.70 .601÷I0 .027
200o0 _t6 -2.0 9.4b .2AB+]rJ oOIS

250,0 104.6 -1.3 10.33 ,214+I .I 14
31_.0 102,8 -.A I0,20 .1_÷I .OBG
400.0 106,6 -._ IU.&I .4_7.I .217

500.0 IU5,2 -.3 I0.49 .309.! .16_

_30.0 I02.8 -.l lO,21 . IBb+l .09_

ii 800.0 [03,0 .0 10.30 .200.I • lO7
IO00,O 99,B .0 9,9_ ,955+I( .OSl

1250.0 97,4 ,0 9.74 .560.10 ,029

1600o0 95,4 ,0 9.54 ,347*I0 .019

2000.0 95.a -.! 9°65 ,356.10 °019

2500.0 94.0 -°2 9.36 °240÷10 ._13

3150.0 92,4 -o4 9,2U , 15_*I0 .00_

': 4000,0 90,0 -,7 B.93 _85[+09 ,005

5000.0 _B.O -I .2 8.&_ ,479*09 *003

6300,0 _5,b -i.9 8,37 ,234+09 .001

8000,0 81.6 -2.9 7.87 '741÷0_ .000

lOOOO.o 74t6 -4,3 7,03 • 107+OB .000
;

_ 12500,0 -= -a. I -" -- --
I60UD,o -- -8,4 -" -= --

,_ 2DO00*O -= -I I • I ......

SUM Y ,Ia7+I2
i

f)B(8] = 10 LOG(SU_i V } 1}2,7
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$00 FOnT JLT APPROACH

5NUANED RFLAT IVE

FREQUENCY SIbF_A L DH(C) _LIGHT_D PRESSU_F CONTRIBUTION

LFVEL_ L ,_I_HT, _ LEVEL, X RATIO, y OF y

HZ 06 DB BEL ....

10.0 -- -14o3 ......

12.6 -" -II.2 --

16.0 .. -8.5 -- .. ..

20.0 .- -6,2 -- .. ..

25.0 .- -4,4 -- ._ ..

31,5 .. -3,0 -- .. ..
NO.o .. -2.0 -- .. m.

60.0 61,6 -1,3 6.03 .107+D9 .00,i

63.0 81 ,0 -,8 B.02 "105÷07 .OOil

BO*o 90.6 -.S 9.0l .102÷10 .OFib

100.0 95.2 -,3 9.49 .309÷I0 .014

125.0 99.2 -.2 9.90 ,194+10 .03h

]66.0 |00.0 -.I 9.99 "97/*10 .044

200.0 _6,6 ,0 9.66 "457+10 .021

260,0 104._ ,0 10.46 .2_+I I .131

315.0 102.8 ,0 IO.2d .191.11 .087

400,0 106-6 ,0 10.66 '457*11 .20a

600.0 108.2 *0 10.62 .331+I! .I_I

630.0 102.6 .0 10._ *191÷11 .087

800.0 1,53.0 .0 I0.30 "200*I I .091

1000,0 99.8 ,0 _.98 "956+I0 ,043

|250,0 97.4 ,0 9.74 "h50÷10 .026

l&O0,o 95._ .,! 9.53 .33_+10 .015

2000.0 95.6 -,2 9.54 '347÷10 .Ola
I 2600,0 94.0 -,3 9,37 .234÷10 *011

i 3150,0 92.4 -mS 9. 19 • 185+10 .007

4000,0 90,0 -,8 8.92 "832÷09 ,004

5000,0 _8.0 -1.3 8.67 ,4_8+09 *002

6300,0 85.6 -2,0 8,36 '229+09 ,001
8000,0 81.6 -3,0 7.86 .724.08 ,ONO

|0000,0 74.6 -4,4 7,02 • 10_÷06 ,Onn
12500'0 -" -A,2 -- -. ..
16000,0 .. -8,5 ......

20000,0 -- -11,2 -- .. ..

SUM Y "220+12

OBICl = I0 I.O_(SU_ Y) 113,4
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5QQ FOOT jl_'f &P,URQArI4

S,_ LI_ RL t) eLLATIVE

FREQUENCY SIGNAL l>li(L) +,LI_HT_ P_E_SU_E CI)_[++ I_U_ ION
LEVEL, L ,,_IGHT, ;i L_VEL_ _ _l|Oi Y OF Y

_p

I0+0 .... ..
_2+_ -" "- ..
Ib,O -" "-
ZO*O -" ""

25*0 -" ""

40+0 --" II+ ] 6 . IH5÷09 .b_
_0,0 _I|,6 -"

b3,o aI +0 "= B,IO ,I_6÷Q9 °_OI

BO,O '/0+ 6 "" 9.06 .115+10 .OOS

l_O.O ,IS.2 -" 9.52 .331*I0 .GI_

IZS,O _9+2 -- +t,92 .£_32÷|U .037
IbO*O 100,5 "" IU,DO +lOD÷|l .G4_

200*0 96.b "" 9.66 ,4bl+l[l .021

250.0 Ibm, b "" lO,4e ,2_.+I I .13D

3&S.O ID2.R "= 10,2B .191+11 .Oi+&

qO0+O lO& +& "" lO,b_ ,_57*11 .2n&
SOO.o ID5,2 "" I0.52 +33I+I L .149

_30+0 1_2°B "" LO,Z_ ,191+II .O_b

SOO*O _03.0 -- 10,30 ,20U+11 .09U
kO00.O 99.S -" 9.9B ,95b+10 .0_3

1250.0 _7,4 "" 9,7') ._SU+lO ,02'_
I600oO 95,4 "" 9+6ff ,347+10 .0)6

2000+0 _t6 "" +_+_6 +36_+ ]I] +O | 6

2SOO.O 94+0 "" 9,40 .2Sl÷llI .011
9+24 .174*ID ,UO_

3150.0 '72. 4 "" ,00%
4000,0 90.0 "" _.Ob .lO_+l_

SOOO,O _8,0 -" 6.80 *b3I*09 .i)£_3
6300.0 uS,_ "= 8,50 ,363÷09 .GO2

_000+0 _1 +6 "" 8,Ib * I'+_*09 .bOl

|0000+0 74.b "" 7,qb *2_B_O_ .OOO
IZSO0,o ....

IbO00°O ....

20000,0 ....

.222+12
SUM Y

II3,_
OBILI = lO t, OG(SgH Y)
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a. Stevens' bletbod

Addition of partial loudnesses is the fundamental notion in all
of the procedures for calculating loudness. In Stevens' method,
partial loudnesses are determined by means of a family of curves
(figure 14) from sound levels which are measured in octave frequency

bands. These psrt_al loudnesses are called indices. The procedure
is as follows:

Step I. Convert each octave band sound pressure level into a
loudness index by means of the curves shown in Figure 14

Step 2. Compute tile total loudness in sones St by means of the
formula

S t = Sm + F' (2,S-Sm),

where a) S is the greatest of tile loudness indices
b) L_ is the sum of the loudness indices for all

the bands,

c) F is a constant equal to 0.3 for octave bands.

Partial masking is taken into account very generally

by multiplying all the loudness indices, except the
one with the largest number, by a factor smaller than I.

Step 3. The total loudness is them converted into calculated
loudness level in phons by means of the formula

P = 40 + I0 log2 St

Included in figure 14 is a homograph of this relation.

Normally, the calculated loudness is labeled sones (OD) and the loudness
level is labeled phons (OD) to designate that they have been calculated
from octave-band levels (0) and for a diffuse field (D)o The spectrum
utilized for the example calculation shown on the following pages is

based on the outdoor measurement of aircraft flyover noise and therefore
the sound field is not diffuse. Rather than choose a specialized
spectrum to illustrate the computation procedure for the Stevens method,

the aircraft spectrum was utilized. The procedure for computing octave
band levels from I/3-octave levels -- a procedure that normally would
only be utilized to compare two sets of data obtained using different
bandwidth analyzers -- is shown in Appendix Co
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Figure 14. Curves for determining loudness indices used in Stevens'
method of calculating loudness.
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STFVENS SC)r. ES I I'hOhS. F,4Ohl OCTA_ F. ,,A,;D LEVEL. b

SO0 F:_OT JET Ar_Rn_C_

_ENUEr,JCY _IG,_AL LC, U; t1_£$5

LLVLL INLet X

HZ DH -_

¢,3°0 91 .S lb.J

12-g°o 103., qg.O

25.0.0 IU7.2 7,'.0
_N.3.U 109.9 I Z| ,0

lOOO°O IOS._ 105.0
2000.0 99.!] 9D.O
qnO0.O 95.3 77.0

80OiJ.O _7_ $2.0

SU!,I OF LOUONES,. INDICES 581.3

SU61"PACT MaXl',,t_'_ LOUIJNE£_ I/tDF..X "121,0

q6L3. 3

HULl IPLY BY .3 X ,3

13_.1

ADD _AXIPIUI'I LOUI)tlESS INOEX ÷I21,D

SONLS 259. I

LOG2 SO_ES (Lc,(_oNrJIuESI/°3QI _I,02

MUL r IF'LY IJY 10=
80.2

ADO 40, ÷ qO,

PHON_ 120,,2
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b. Zwicker ' s Method

_le Zwicker Metbod (Method B of ISO Reconanendation 532) specifies

a procedure for calculating the loudness of steady complex sounds for

which one-third octave band analyses have been obtained. _m loudness

level in phons is calculated by means of a formula (discussed below) or

from tile n_uograph of the formula shown on Figure 15.

The procedure for the calculation of loudness level consists of

three steps.

Step I. Select a graph (there are 8 different Zwicker diagrams)

which corresponds to the appropriate type of sound

field and which includes _he higbest one-third octave
band level measured. Draw the measured levels in the

bands above 280 Hz as horizontal lines so that the

cut-off frequencies of the one-thlrd octove bands

correspond to the abscissa of the graph and the

measured levels correspond to the numbering of the

stepped curves. At lower frequencies the one-third
octave band data are grouped as follows to obtain

corresponding band levels LI, L 2 and L3 before
entering them on the diagram.

(I) Combine all bands with center frequencies up to

80 Hz (LI)

(2) Combine the bands with center frequencies of

I00, 125 and 160 Hz (L2)

(3) Combine the bands with center frequencies of

2(10 and 250 Hz (L3)

The rule of combination may be understood from the

example:

L2 = I0 loglo (antilog LIO0/IO + antilog L125/I0

+ antilog LI60/10 )

where LIO0, etc. is the measured one-thlrd octave
band pressure level for tlle hand with a center frequency

of I00 }Iz, Draw each of these combined levels as a

horizontal llne of the width of the combined band, so

that the levels correspond to the numbering of the
stepped curves.
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Step 2. Where the steps formed by Chose horizontal lines ore

ri,_ing wLth frequency, the adjacent horizontal levels

are connected by vertic;ll line,q at the frequency separating
the t_o bands. When the level _n _he next hlghest frequency

band is lo_er, the fall is drawn as a duwnward sloping

curve interpolated between the dashed curves on the graph,
starting from the r_ght-hand end of the horizontal

llne. The area enclosed by the _hole stepped figure so

obtained corresponds to the total loudness.

Step 3. Transform tile enclosed area into a rectangle of the

same area and having a base equal to the width of the

graph by means of a planimeter. _le height of the

rectangle gives directly the loudness level in phons

(GF*) or (GD) from the scales on either side of the

graph. _11e corresponding loudness in sones (GF) or(OD)
may be redid from the secolld SC_l_e at" computed from tile
re I,_IE_oli.-

P = 40 + lO log2 St

i wherL_ SEis L|le LOLl,]. lotldn_ss in s_nes.

Figure 15 shows the application of the Zwicker method to the aircraft
spectrum shown in Figure 13. The value obtained is 121 phones (GF).

5.3. Perceived Noise Levul

A procedure which approximates the subjectively perceived noisiness

rather than loudness was developed by K. D. Kryter and is no_v widely

used for aircraft noise measurements, p_articulnrly aircraft flyovers.

In this procedure, the perceived noise level of a given sound is

numerically equal to the sound pressure level of a reference sound

(the reference sound is a band of random noise, one octave wide,

centered at I000 Hz) that is judged by listeners to be as "noisy"

as the givgn sound. This method recognizes the increased contributions

of the hlgher frequencies to the annoyance of a sound and weights

higher frequencies more heavily, lqasking is accounted for in the same
manner as in the Stevens' method for cslculatlng loudness level.

Instantaneous perceived noise levels (LpN) are calculated from
instantaneous one-third octave band sound pressure levels according

to the following procedure:

Step I. 'l%e sound pressure level in each one-third octave band

from 50 to 10,000 Hz (24 one-third octave bands) is

converted to perceived noisiness by finding the proper

NaYS value for each band level by means of a special

table or by means of the curves shown in figure 16.

*For this example it would be GF indicating a critical-band analysis

and a free field.
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Figure 16. Curves for determining noisiness of bands of

sound used in Kry_er's method of calcula_inz
perceived noisinuss.
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Step 2. The s.m of the values of perceived noisiness in all the

one-third octave bands of the spectrum is taken (2:n).

Step 3. The total perceived noisines_ (PN) is then calculated
as follows:

PN = nm + 0.15 (zn - nm)

where em _s tile maximum value of pe_-ceived noisiness
in ell bands.

Step 4. The perceived noise level (LpN) in dg (also called
PNdB) is cslculated from the formula,

PNL = _f}.O + 33.3 loglo (PN)

or by entering the NOYS curves and picking off the sound

pressure level corresponding to tbe value of total

perceived noisiness (PN) at I000 llz.

If pure tones, or pronounced irregularities are present in the
spectrum_ the preceeding calculation should be corrected in the

following manner:

Step I. Starting with the corrected sound pressure level in

tile 80 Hz one-thlrd octave band (band number 19

[ accarding _o USAS SI.6-1967_ Preferred Frequency Bands),
calculate the chsnges in sound pressure level (slopes)
of the one-third octave band as fallows:

S (band 3) = no value

S (band 4) = SPL (band 4) - SPL (band 3)
• .

S (band 40) = SPL (band_0) - SPL (band 39)

Step 2. Calculate the cha_lges in slope AS (band g) =

S (band 5) - S (bend 4) etc. and encircle tile value

of the slope(s) where tile absolute value of _g is

grester than 5.

Step 3. (a) If tile encircled value of the slope (5) is positlve

and algebraically greater than the slope in the

preceeding band encircle the SPL of that band.

(b) If the encircled value of tile slope (S) is zero or

negative and tile slope of the preceeding band is

positive, encircle the SPL of the preeeedlng band.
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Step 4. Omit all SPL encircled in Step 3 and compute new

sound pressure leve]s SPL' as follows:

(a) For noncireled sound pressure levels, let the new

sound pressure levels equal the original sound

pressure levels,

SPL r = SPL

(h) For encircled sound pressure levels in bands

:_ 17-39, let the new sound pressure level equal

the arithmetic average of the preceeding and

following sound pressure levels.

e,g• SPL'(band 19) = 1/2 [SPL (band 18) +

SPL (band 20)]

(c) If the sound pressure level in the highest frequency
band (24) is encircled, let the new sound pressure

level in that band equ_ql

SPL' (band 24) = 2 (SPL [band 23])

Step 5. Recompute new slopes (S') as follows

S' (band 19) = S (band 20)

S' (band 2@) = SPL' (band 20) - SPL' (band 19)

Step 6, For bands 19-39 compute the arithmetic as follows

(band 19) = 1/3 [S' (band 19) + S' (band 20)+

S' (band 21)] etc.

Step 7. Compute final adjusted one-third octave band sound pressure

levels (SPL") by beginning wl_h band number 19 and

proceeding to band number 40 as follows:

SPL" (band 19) = SPL (band 19)

SPL" (band 20) = SPL" (band 19) + _ (band 19) etc.

Step 8. Calculate the differences (F) between the original and

the adjusted sound pressure levels as follows:

F (band 19) = SPL (band 19) - SPL" (band 19)

and note only values greater than zero•
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Step 9. For each of the 24 one-thlrd octave bands, determine

tone correction factors from the sound pressure level

differences F and the following table

Level Differcnce Tone

Frequency F, dB Correction C, dg

F< 3 0

50 _ f < 500 3 _ F < 20 F/6

20 --<F 3-i/3

F<3 0

500 < f _< 5000 3 _< F < 20 F/3
20 < F 6-2/3

F< 3 0

5000 < f _< lO000 3 --< F < 20 F/6
20 _ F 3-I/3

Table 5-I. Tone Correction Factors

Step i0. Tone Corrected Perceived noise levels are determined

by adding the largest of the tone correction factors

to the corresponding PNL values, that is,

PNLT = PNL + Cma x

The perceived noise level and the tone corrected perceived no_e

level were calculated for the aircraft spectrum shown in Figure 13,
The details of the step-by-step computations are shown on the

following pages.

5.4 Straight Line Spectra

The above discussion concentrates on only a few of the numerous

rating schemes discussed in Section 4. These are all instantaneous

single number ratings with no time duration, sociological, or other

considerations. It would be extremely convenient if a table of

co_verslon factors could be developed relating a value on any given

rating scheme to values obtained using any other method. Of course,

this is not possible because the rating schemes are heavily dependent
on the shape of the given spectrum. In some cases, however, where the

spectrum shape is approximately the same, e.g., aircraft flyovers, a

reasonably reliable conversion factor can exist -- LA _ PNL - 13.
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mRlrEi_ PE_CEIVmD NOISE LEVEL FRD_ 1/3 )CTAVE BAH9£

SOu F33T J£1 APPROACH

F:_E3UENCY SIG'JAu ::*ERCEI VE9
LEVEL NOISINESS

HZ 9B NOY5

50.o _i.6 5.B

63.0 I_1.0 7.1
_{U.O 90.5 17.9

100.o 95.2 2n.2
125.0 99,2 39.9

160.0 100,0 45,5

200.0 96.6 '41,1
250.0 104.6 76.5
31b. O 102.B 7_-.5
[;00,0 I05,5 lOl,l

500,0 105,2 91,8
65U,O 102.8 77.7
80U.0 105.0 7B.8

i000.0 99.8 53,1
1250,0 97,q St,U,

J1500.0 951W 69,1

2000,0 95.5 80.4
2500.0 94.0 S2.7
3150.0 '92,4 79,3

4000.0 90.0 57.2
5000.0 S8.0 54.7
5300.0 B5.6 43.2
"3000,0 81.6 26.7

i0000,0 14,6 13,4

SUCL OF NOY VALUES 1525.1
5J_TRACT _AXI_U_ NOY VALUE -lOI,l

1224.0
MJuTIPLY BY .15 X ,15

183,6
AD_ MAXI_.IJ_I NDY VALUE +101,I

N 284,7

LO_ N 2.45

_JuTI=LY BY 33.3 X35.3

81°7
AD D 40" _I _ 0.

PERCEIVED N3IS LEVEL, PNL 121.7

AD[3 TONE CORRECTION + .B
TO_E CORRECTED PERCEIVED
NO LSE LEVEu, PN-T 122,5
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In order to _llustrate the effect the spectrum shape has on the

single number rating schemes, four straight line spectra were chosen

to be analyzed. Each of che spectrum chosen covered n frequency range
from IO to 20,008 Hz and was adjusted such that the overall sound

pressure level was equal for all of the spectra, Spectra were chosen

wherein the i/3-octave band sound pressure levels change with frequency

by the following anlounts: (a) -6 riB/octave, (b) 0 riBoctave, (c) +3 dB/

octave, and (d) +6 dB/c_ctave.

The overall sound p_'essure level; A, B and C-weighted sound level;

Stevens and Zwicker loudness levels; sad Perceived Noise Level were

calculated and the results are plotted in figure 17. The detailed

step-by-step calculations are given in Appendix D.
%

A comparison mmong the single number ratings proves that there

exists no table of simple additive constants which would relate all

of the rating schemes to one another. For instance E|le difference

between the A-welghted sound level and the perceived noise level

ranged from 9.3 - 15.6 dB. Also if it were possible to easily convert

from one rating scheme to another then there would be no need for the

large number of rating methods _qvailable and in use at the present

time.
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and perceived noise level computed for four straight ].ine spectra to illusgrate the
effect that spectrum shape has on the single llumber rating schemes.



6, Heasurement Systems for Sources in Real World Situations

One would like to make a l_easurement, or set of measurements_ is
a well defined acoustic environment that would enable reliable predlc-

tion of the noise produced by the source regardless of the environment

in which it might be placed. This is a reasonable approach for house-
hold devices such as blenders and vacuum cleaners where, for the meat

part, tile noise level produced by the device is dependent on the sound-

radiating characteristics of the device itself and on the sound absorbing

and reflecting qualities of the space in which the device is used but

depends little upon the way tile device is installed. Such devices

would be characterized by measuring tilesound power level according to

standard procedures in either a free-field or diffuse-field acoustic
eevir onment.

Usually, however, the noise level produced by a specific machine,

e.g., a truck or a pavement breaker, is not only dependent upon the
sound radiating characteristics of the machine itself but also on the

way the machine is operated and the specific environment in which it is
used. In setting noise limits for such devices through regulations and

lab01ing standards, test procedures and measurement methodology should

include such items as loading, eperating speeds, and the environment.

'[_o typical _xamples will be discussed to show the factors that must be

specified in the measurement system to accurately characterize real
SOUrCeS.

The Society of Automotive Engineers has recon_ended a measurement

system (S.A.E.-J-366, Exterior Sound Level for Heavy Trucks and Buses,

1969) for establishing the maximum exterior sound level output of motor

trucks, truck tractors, and buses. The system describes, in detail, the

test procedure, m_vironment, instrumentation, and truck operating condi-

tions fer determining the maximum sound level. This measurement system

is basically a certification nype test. The test site and truck opera-

tional mode constraints negate its use as an on-highway noise-limit

enforcement system. The SAE Recommended Practice includes the follow-

ing specifications:

I. Instrumentation. Sound level meter, windscreen, and field

calibrator meeting specified standards.

2. Calibration procedures.

3. Test site. Specified characteristics for actual measurement

area plus the total surroundings within 100 to 200 feet of

the measurement position.

4. Microphone location. Fifty feet from centerline of the truck

path.

5. Measurement requirements. Fast response of the A-weighted
network.
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6. _le operational mode of the vehicle. Gesr ratio, speed,
engine rpm, and acceleration sequence _re specified.

7. Environmental conditions. No rain, winds less than ]2 mpb.
8. Ambient noise level, lO dB or more belote the noise to be

messured.

Another typical measurement system, specified for a atationnry test,
is tile pneumatic equipment noise tes_ code applicable to the test of ell
_ypes of pneumatic equipment under realistic operating conditions pre-
vailing in industrial plants and at construction sites. This test was
prepared through the cooperation of the Compressed Air and gas Institute
and the Furopean Committee of Manufacturers of Compressed Air Equ/pmen_.
The test code calls for:

i. Heasurements to be made over a hard reflecting surface.
2. Operation to be under specified load.

3. Background noise to be a_ leas_ i0 dB below that of the equip-
ment under test.

4. A-weighted sound levels and octave band sound pressure levels
to be measured at five or more specified locations.

These two specific measurement systems exemplify the rationale
that must be followed in the design and establishment of =est procedures

: to accurately characterize sources having noise levels heavily dependent
on their intoraetlon wi=h the environment or _he manner in which they

are operated. It should be emphasized that in addition _o precise
measurement and ealibratlon procedures, operational and environmental
constraints incorporated into the standard measurement procedures are
an absolute necessity. Such measurement systems exist for aircraft and
surface transportation vehicles and, in a few cases, for specific machines;
howeve_ for the most part literally no measurement standards exist. This

is especially true in the area of home appliances.

The availability of measurement s=sndards does not imply _hat

problems do not still exist. In some instances, there are several alterna-
tive measurement methods. When the results of different methods conflict,

resolution is required. Also, ig is not uncommon for test methods to be
used under circumstances for which they were not designed.
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7. Sound Transmission

Preceding sections have dealt with the measurement methodology

for determining the noise levels associated with various sources.

=heir impact on the acoustical environment, and tbeir effect on man.
This section will discuss the patbs of noise transmission from source

to receiver.

Increasing emphasis is being placed on site and highway planning

to combat the ever-increasing encroachment of outdoor sounds into

buildings. Is this context, artificial barriers (walls, hills, other

buildings) are being used to provide improved isolation from noise,

particularly due to surface transportation. The exterior wails and

roofs of houses and buildings near airports must exclude a substantial

amount of noise from a variety of sources. There is a definite need for

standardized methodology to measure and evaluate the effectiveness of

(a) the noise isolation concepts of site and highway planning, and (b)

the acoustical performance of exterior shells of buildings, in limiting

the =ransmission of noise from outdoor sources. Whereas site planning

is being utilized as a technique to combat the intrusion of outdoor

noise into buildings, the following areas still need investigation:

-- The orientation of buildings with respect to major highways, and

airplane flight patterns, can have a substantial influence on the

noise level at a particular point due to reflections from the build-

ings and the possible influence of the building arrangements on

"focusing" the sound at certain locations. Procedures are needed

for predicting, a priori, such effects.

-- One building can serve as a sound barrier to shield another building

from particular noise sources. Effectiveness depends on the ambient

noise level, the noise level of the sourcu, the desired acoustical

environment, and the noise reduction achieved. This can be a complex

problem and there is a need for standardized methodology to predict
the noise isolacion between the source and receiver locations so

than alternative noise control procedures can be validly compared.

-- Generally the reduction in noise levels by the erection of barriers,

fences, etc., is not particularly effective unless the dimensions of

the barrier are large compared with the wavelength of the sound being

attenuated. Thus to effectively evaluate the transmission character-

istics of barriers, the frequency spectrum of the source must be
identified.

-- The location of the barrier with respect to the source and the building

is critical in determining the amount of antenuation. The need exists

for the development of techniques to evaluate and compare the trans-
mission characteristics of various harriers.
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The acoustical envirosment within a building is also influenced

by the other activities withln the building--indoor noise sources.

Building noise may be classified, according to its mode of transmission,

as either alrhorn_ structure-borne, or a csmbinaLion of both. Air-

borne noise typically is transmitted along continuous air paths.

Structure-borne noise typically originates from direct impacLs, such as

impulses produced by the dropping of objects on a floor, footsteps, door

slamming, etc., or from direct mechanical contact between vibrating

machinery and the building elements. Characterization of the sound

transmission properties of building elements must consider both airborne

and structure-borne noise.

Within a given room or enclosure, sound absorbing materials are

frequently used to reduce the noise levels which arise due to a noise

source within the same space. Laboratory techniques have been standard-

ized for measuring tI_e sound absorption of acoustical materials in a

diffuse sound field. They yield results that are fairly representative

of what would be obtained in field measurements. Sample moun=ings can

be simulated to be identical to those encountered in actual practice.

The severest limitation of this test method is the practical limitation

of the sample slze--it is difficult to predict d_e field performance

of large areas of sound absorbing material, During the laboratory

measurement, sound waves strike the sample at random angles of incidence.

The sound fields encountered in large rooms are often not diffuse and

: there is a need to develop a standardized procedure to determine the

effective absorption of assustieal materials for sound waves arriving

from a specific direction.

Any meaningful investigation of the acoustloal environment of

buildings must include the measurement methodology associated wlth the

performance of exterior and interior wall structures and floor/ceillng

assemblies in the laboratory and in the field. Generally speaking, a
: partition, such as a wall or floor/ceiling assembly, which will provide

' adequate sound insulation in a given situation is one which will reduce

the transmitted noise to a level below that of the normal background

noise. The sound insulating property of a partition is usually char-

acterlzed by the sound transmission loss, which is expressed as a

funcLion of frequency. The sound transmission loss is equal to the

numb=r of decibels by _¢hich sound power incident on one side of a
i"

partition is reduced _n transmission through it.

The tra:'.smisslon of noise from one room to another room

separated by an intervening partiEion _all may be either direct
transmission through that wall, or indirect transmission through

other walls, ceilings or floors co_unon to both rooms. This noise

transmission by indirect paths is known as flanking transmission, and

often involves noise leaks occurring around floor, ceiling and parti-

tion edges, as well as around pipe and condu_t penetrations, Thus in

field measurements, _t is frequently desired to know the total noise

isolaelon, regardless of the transmission paths, betweem two spaces.

i
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The' AmcrJc;in 5ocioty i_r 'J'ustin_ nIld >lat_.ri,_l_ IA_:'I'_I_ ]l_i,_ :Jdopt_d

_i StL_[_cJ_ird g_I'c_i:ir_l,_.nd_!d [_l-_;t ice _o_- [.;ib_ll-:_t_[_ ¸ !!L';i_Llr_l!,_ _It :_I _\i L'b_Jl_l_

Sound Transmi,_;sion L_ss of IkLi]dtng Partitions; (AS'f,',l 1"90-70). Tbis

test method yields results for the sound lusub_t_.g property of a partl-

tion element witb a diffuse sound field ell each side, thus providi:_g a

measure _f tile optimum inherent sou:id illsu]a_ing capab[][ty o_ all

interior partitioi]. There is need for belier specification of the
appropriate techniques of mounting the to.st specimen.

Exterior walls _ind roofs ar_ typica]ly subjc_ct to frec sound fields

in which noise is incident from a specific direction. Standardized lab-

oratory procedures are required [or me_surement of the sound isolation

provided under such conditions.

Tbere is also an ASTM Staildard Reuommended Practice for Field

Heasurement of Airborne Sound Insulation ii_ Buildings (ASTH E336-7i).

There has been much loss experience with this meth_d than with the

laboratory test method and considerable work appears indicated to vaiL-

date and refine the procedures used--both for measurements of sound isola-

tion between enclosed spaces and of isolation against n_ise of exterior

origin. In addition, simplified tests proposed to be used by building
code officials are in need of validat;[on.

]impact noise is caused by an object striking against, el sliding on,

a wall or floor structure, such as that produced by walking, falling

objects, moving furniture, or slamming doors. [_ such eases the floor

or wall is set into vibration by direct impact and sound is radiated from

both sides. Impact noises constitute a serious problem because such

noises generally are of high intensity and transient ot impulsive in

ci_aracter. Tbe problem is particularly acute in floors of light frame

construction since they are easily set into vibration by impact excita-

tion. Because of the inberent complexity of the generation and trans-

mission of impact noise, the measurement and specification of tbe insu]a-

tlng properties of structures against such sounds, the determinatio|% of

subjective reaction to these :lolses, and the development of impact sound

insulation criteria for floor/ceiling structures |lave been hlgbly contro-

versial tccbuical topics. Obviously, before specifying a requirement

for impact sound insulation, a standard metbod for _ssessing the insulating

properties of floor/ceiling structures is necessary.

A standard method of test for impact sound insulation] has not yet

been adopted in the U.S,A. althoug].* the ASTH [s presently working toward

that end. A me_hod patterned after an earlier internattonal (ISO RI40)

standard has been adopted as a proposed ASTH method, for information only.

This proposed method differs from the IBO document in that it is more

stringent in its methods of test and technique, it uses a different

rating scheme, and it is for laboratory measurements only. This test

method involves the operation of a "standard" tapping machine, described

in the 1B0 document, _4hic[l produces repeatable excitntit_ns of floor/

ceiling structures; tile resultant "impact sound pressure |.eve|s" produced

in n subjacent reverberation room are measurr-'d. Many acousticians feel
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that the ISO _apping machine is not a suitable method for evaluating

impac_ noise isolation. Some of the criticism of the efficacy of the

tapping machine as an appropriate source of impact excitation is that it

does not simulate that produced by walking, nor in fact, any other com-

mon indoor activity. Continued investigations leading toward improved

measurement methodology for evaluation of impact noise isolation should

he encouraged and pursued.
i-

The noise generated and transmitted by heating and air conditioning

systems is a significant problem in many buildings. Special treatments,

, such as sound absorbing duct liners and "sound traps," are used to minimize

transfer of noise along ducts. The ASTM is currently working on a standard

test procedure for measuring the sound isolation provided by such duct
trea_ tmen_s .

A seriously neglected area of concern is the generation and trans-

mission of plumbing noise. In addition to development of measurement

methodology for generation of noise by plumbing fixtures, there is a need

for test procedures concerning transmission of noise, of whatever origin,

by plumbing systems.
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8. Compila_lon of Standards

This section contains a compilation of existing standards
related to acoustics. The listing includes the name of the o=ganl-
zation or society issuing d_e standard, the complete title of the
standard, and a brief summary of the scope and intent of the
standard.

Complete standards can be purchased from tilevarious organiza-
tions and societies whose addresses are given in Appendix E. The

standards of the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and tileInternational Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) can
be obtained from the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
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International Organization for Standardization

I. ISO Reco_ncndation R31 Part VII. Quantities and Units of Acoustics

(1965).

_is IS0 Recommendation is part of s more comprehensive

publication dealing with quantities and units in various fields of

science and technology. It consists of a table listing the various

quantities and units of acoustics. Preference is given to the

International System of Units.

2. ISO Recon_nendation RI31. Expression of the Physical and Subjective

Magnitudes of Sound or Noise (1959).

_is ISO Recommendation states that the physical magnitude of

sound or noise be expressed by a statement of sound pressure, power

or intensity level, and the subjective magnitude as a loudness level

in phons or loudness in sones. It also states the interrelationship

between phons and sones.

3, ISO Recon_nendation RI40. Field and Laboratory Measurements of Airborne

and Impact Sound Transmission (1960).

This ISO Recommendation defines methods of measuring the

i airborne sound insulation of walls, and the airborne and impact

sound insulation of floors, both in the field and in the ]shoratory.

The way in which the airborne and impact sound fields are

generated, the frequency range of measurement and the characteristics

of the necessary filters are described. Definitions are also given

.... of the quantity measured in each case, and of the method of

/i normalizing the results to make them comparable.

_ 4. ISO Recormnendation R226. Normal Equal-Loudness Contours for Pure

i:i Tones and Normal Threshold of Hearing Under Free Field
Listening Conditions (1962).

i This ISO Recommendation specifies, for the frequency range
20 to 15000 Hz (c/s) and for the conditions stated below:

: a) The normal relations existing between sound pressure level

::.._ and frequency for pure tones of equal loudness.

b) Values for the normal threshold of hearing (normal binaural

minimum audible field or MAF).

.i

!
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5. ISO Recommendation R266. Preferred Frequencies for Acoustical
Measurements (1962).

This ISO Recommendation de_11s with the frequencies used for

acoustical measurements. _e variety of frequencies being used,

prior to 1962, for acoustical measurements made comparison of
results inconvenient. Some of the difficulties arose from the

use of frequencies spaced at different intervals or of series

starting from different reference frequannies, _le purpose,

therefore, of this ISO Recommendation is to refer all frequency-

series to e single reference frequency, and to select other

frequencies in such a way as to afford a maximum number of common

frequencies in the various series.

For certain acoustical measurements, a constant frequency

! increment is a suitable spacing. More conmlon]y, however, a constant

percentage increment is adopted and the test frequencies then form

a geometric series. _le present IgO Recommendation deals with the

geometric series and is not intended to apply to cases where a

constant frequency increment, or other particular spacing, would

be more suitable, or where there may be good reasons for the

adoption or retention of other frequencies.

*6. ISO Reco._nendation R354, Measurement of Absorption Ceefficients

in a Reverberation Room (]963).

This ISO ReconI11endation describes how a reverberation room

should be used to measure, under specified conditions, the sound

absorption coefficients of acoustical materials used as wall or

ceiling treatments, or the equivalent absorption area of separate

objects, such as furniture, persons or space absorbers. _e

general principle is that the specimen is introduced into the room

and the absorption added is computed from meesurements of the

reverberation time of the room (or the decay rate of the reverberant

sound) before and after the introduction af the specimen.

It specifies certain features of the size and shape of the

room, the size and disposition of the test specimen, the methods

of measuring the reverheratlon time (or the decay rate of the

reverberant sound) and of computing the results, the frequencies
to be used and the manner in which the results should be stated.

7. ISO Recommendation R357 (Supplementary to RI31). Expression of

the Power and Intensity Leve|s of Sound or Noise (1963).

This ISO Recommendation defines the reference sound power and

sound intensity.

The USA Member Body opposed the approval of this recommendation.
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8. ISO Recormnendation R362. Heasurement of Noise Emitted hy Vehicles
(t964).

This iSO Recmmnendation describes methods of determining the

noise emitted by nlotor vehicles, these being intended To meet the

requirements of simplicity as Far as is consistent with reproducibility

of results and realism in the operating conditions of tile vehicle.

It is based primarily on a test with vehicles ill motion, the

ISO reference test. It is generally recognized to be of primary

importance that the measurements should relate to normal town

driving condJtlons, thus includlng transmission noise, etc.
_.luc_uL_ _ L_ should allstJ relate co vehicle conditions whlch

give the highest noise level consistent with normal driving and

which lead To reproducible noise emission. _lqlerefore, an

acceleration test at full throttle from a stated running condition

is_ specified.

Recognizing, however, that different practices were in

existence before this recommendation, speclfications of two other

methods used are also given in The Appendix. These relate to:

a) a test with stationary vehicles (see Appendix kl) and

b) a test with vehicles in motion, under vehicle conditions

; which (in the csse of certain vehicles) are different from

Those in The ISO reference test (see Appendix A2).

When either of these tests is used, the relation between the results

and those obtained by the ISO reference test should he established

for typical examples of the model concerned.
,i

9. IRe Recommendation R389. Standard Reference Zero for the Calibration

; of Pure-Tone Audiometers (1964).
. i

This IRe Recmmnendation specifies a standard reference zero

for the scale of hearing threshold level applicable to pure-tone

._ audiometers, which it is hoped will help to promote agreement

t' and uniformity in the expression of hearing threshold level

. measurements throughout the world.

i IT states the information in s form suitable for direct

!_ application To calibration of audiometers, that is, in terms of the

.! response of certain standard types of earphones measured on an
_ artificial ear or coupler of stated type.

:i
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410. ISO Reeon_nendation R389, Addendum I. Standard Reference Zero for
the Calibration of pure-Tone Audiometers. Additional Data in

Conjunction with the 9-A Coupler (1970).

_is Addendum to ISO RecoEranendation R389-1964 gives the

corresponding reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels
for eleven audiometric earphones referred to a single type of
coupler, namely, the Natlonal Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.,
USA, Type 9-A Coupler. Of these eleven earphones, five are tbose
currently used as reference standards in a number of standardizing

laboratories, and the remaining six are other types which have
been used on eormmercial equipment and in audiemetrlc laboratories.

II. ISO Recommendation R454. Relation Between Sound Pressure Levels

of Narrow Bands of Noise in s Diffuse Fie]d and in s Frontally-
Incident Free Field for Equal Loudness (1965).

_lis ISO Recommendation specifies, for the frequency range 50
to I0,OO0 Hz (c/s), the difference (in decibels) between sound
pressure levels for equal loudness of narrow bands of noise in
diffuse and frontally-incident free-fleld conditions respectlvely,
under the following conditfons.

a) _e sound pressure level is measured in the absence of

thelistener, i

b) _le listening is binaural.

e) _le listeners are otologically normal persons in the age
group from 18 to 25 years.

Note. An "otologically normal subject" is understood to
be a person in a normal state of health who is

free from all signs or symptons of ear disease and
from wax _n the ear canal.

d) _le sound is a narrow band of noise of less than critical
bandwidth.

12. ISO Recommendation R495. General Requirements for the Preparation
of Test Codes for Measuring the Noise Emitted by Machines (1966).

_lis ISO Reconmlendation is concerned with the procedures to
be followed in the objective measurement of the noise emitted by

machines. These procedures are not necessarily applicable to

noise of an impulsive character.

The USA Member Body opposed the approval of this recommendation.
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The aim is to indicate the general principles by which

specific test codes for noise measurements may be formulated.

These general rules give different methods for measuring noise.

The specific codes for the various types of machines will

have to select the most suitable method having regard to the size

of tbe machine and its application. The codes themselves should

contain all the necessary particulars to enable a result to be

obtained with the required accuracy.

13. ISO Recommendation R507. Procedure for Describing Aircraft Noise

Around an Airport (1970).

This ISO Recommendation provides a means for describing the

total noise exposure on the ground around an airport produced by

one or a number of aircraft, of the same type or different types,
operating under any known set of conditions.

It specifies the five steps to be followed for this purpose:

I) A method of measurement of the noise produced on the

ground by a given aircraft.

2) A method for determining from th, .ata, values of tone-

corrected perceived noise level. .luding the effect of

discrete tones when present.

3) A method for determining vahles of effective perceived

i noise level which, using tile values obtained from (2)

I above, takes account of duration and regularity of
spectrum of a single event.

>

1 4) A method for mapping contours around an airport for a

given set of aircraft operations.

_: 5) A method for determining a noise exposure index for s

[_ succession of events in a specified tlme interval.

It is outside the scope

a) to apply this ISO Recommendation directly to helicopters

or vertical take-off flight vehicles;

b) to describe a method for computing from engine data the

noise field produced on the ground by a future aircraft.
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14. ISO Recommendation R512. Sound Signalling Devices on Motor

Vehicles, Acoustic Standards and Technical Specifications (1966).

_lis ISO Recon_nendntion deals with sound signs]ling devices

-- mounted on motor vehicles

-- functioning with an electrical current

-- designed for use outside built-ul_ areas.

'lq_eaim of this ISO Recommendation is to specify tbeir aeo.stic

properties, such as spectral distribution of acoustic power and

sound p_:essure level. _nd _Iso their test conditions.

15. ISO Recommendation N532. Method for Calculating Loudness Level

(1966).

This ISO Recommendation specifies two methods for calculating

the loudness or loudness level of a complex sound, which differ

not only in the metbod of analysis of the sound, but also in the

principles of computation. _le first, _ethod A, utilizes physical

measurements obtained from spectrum analysis in terms of octave

bands. The second, Method B, utilizes spectrum analysis in
terms of one-third octave bands.

"16. ISO Recon_nendation R717. Rating of Sound Insulation for Dwellings

(1968).

This ISO Recommendation describes a method of evaluating the

airborne sound insulation and impact sound level for dwellings

when the results of measurements made by the method described
in ISO Recommendation N140 are available. Reference values are

given _Jith which the measured results should be compared by the
method described.

A method is given to derive from this comparison a single

index, in terms of which the sound insulation requiremenas can be
defined.

*]7. ISO Recommendation R1680. Test Code for the Measurement of the

Airborne Noise Emitted by Rotating Electrical l.lashinery (1970).

_lis ISO Recommendation has been drafted in accordance with

ISO Reoonmlendation R495, and gives the detailed instructions for

conducting and reporting tests on rotating electrical machines,
to determine the airborne noise characteristics under steady

stat e conditions.

The USA Member Body opposed the approval of this recommendation.
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_%,e main purpose of the test code is to give specific

instructions so that the results obtained can always be compared.

Xqle test code is divided into two parts:

Part I: blethods for usual tests hased on sound level (A)
measurements

Part II: Methods for special tests based ol_frequency band
analysis measurements,

This test code for the measurement of noise applies to
rotating electrical machines such as motors and generators of all

sizes without limitation of output or voltage, when fitted
with their normal auxiliaries.

18. IS0 Recon_nendation R1761. Monitoring Aircraft Noise Around An

Airport (1970).

This !SO Recommendation describes a measuring method for

monitoring, on the ground, the noise produced by aircraft around
an airport..

It specifies the measuring equipment to be used in order to

measure noise levels created by aircraft in the operation of an
airport. The noise levels measured are approximations to
perceived noise level PNL.

In this ISO Recommendation monitoring is understood to be
;i routine measurement of noise levels created by aircraft in the

operation of an airport. Monitoring usually involves a large

number of measurements per day, from which an immediate indication
of the noise level is required.

," Monitoring aircraft noise can be carried out either _ith mobile

/ equipment, often using only a sound level meter, or with permanently
installed equipment incorporating one or more microphones with
amplifiers located at different positions in the field with a data
transmission system linking the microphones to a central recording
installation. _lis IS0 Reco_mnendation describes primarily the

. latter method, hut specifications given in this ISO Recommendation
should also be followed when using mobile equipment to the extent

to which the specifications are relevant.

The sound levels measured according to this ISO Recommendation

are approximations of perceived noise level in PNdB.

J
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"19. ISO Recommendatic_n R1996. Acoustics, Assessment of Noise _4ith Respect

to Community Response (1971).

_11e reduction, or ]imitation, of noise w|lich causes annoyance

is of increasing general importance. This ISO Reaolm,endation

suggests methods for measuring and rating noises in residential,

industrial and traffic areas with respect to their interference

with rest, working efficiency, social activities and tranquil]ity.

Besides noise there may be other factors in connection with

sound production and radiati=)n, for example alechanical vibrations,

which also give rise to annoyance in particular situations and

which make the assessment more complex. No general method exists

at present to take account of these factors, but the application of

numbers and corrections, other than those described, may be desirable
in SOme Cases,

The method described in this IS0 Recommendation is considered

suitable for pre_llcting approximately the public reaction likely

to be caused by noise, and may 1_elp authorities to set limits for
noise levels.

Thls IS0 Reconmlendation is intended as a guide to the measure-

ment of acceptability of noise in communities. It specifies a

method for the measurement of noise, the application of corrections

to the measured levels (according to duration, spectrum character

and peak factor), and a comparison of the corrected levels with o
noise criterion which takes account of various environmental factors. :'

The method given for rating noises with respect to community i
response forms a basis on which limits for noises in various I
situations may be set by the competent authorities.

The method of rating involves the measurement of the A-

weighted sound level in decibels (conmlonly called dB(A)).

Where corrective measures are required, a frequency analysis

may be necessary. _]e resulting data may be compared with noise

rating curves, for instance the NR-curves, in order to identify the

intrusive frequency bands. _lls more elaborate procedure is
described in an Appendix.

_le USA Member Body opposed the approval of this reeon_nendation.
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20. ISO Recommendation R1999. Acoustics, Assessment of Occupational

Noise Exposure for fleering Conservation Purposes (1971).

Nearing impairment can be expressed, for msny purposes, in

terms of threshold shift at various frequencies. In most cases,

however, the previous audiometric history is not available, so that

• prescriptions in terms of hearing level are necessary. Thus,

for the retention of the faculty to understand conversational

speech, a limit may be set to tile permitted hearing level at

frequencies of importance for the intelligibility of speech.

In this ISO Recommendation the recammendations and data are

based primarily on the impairment criterion that hearing is

considered impaired if the arithmetic average of the permanent

threshold shifts for the th_'ee frequencies 500, 1000 and 2000 IIz
is 25 dB or more.

Tile manner in which noise exposure is related to hearing

impairment, for the purpose of this IS0 Recommendation, is through

the concept of "risk", defined below_ this being an expression

of the probnbility that exposed persons will acquire a specified

degree of hearing impairment.

The levels and durations of the noises concerned are measured

and an additive index is assigned to each. The sum of these
indices is converted to a continuous noise level considered to

be equally hazardous to hearing. A table is given to show the

percentage of workers for which impairment of hearing according

to the above impairment criterion will occur solely as a result of

exposure to this noise during normal working time in _eriods of

up to 45 years, tile effects of age also being taken into account.

.: Therefore, this ISO Recommendation provides a basis for the fixing
of tolerable limits for noise exposur_ under working conditions

by appropriate bodies.

' It should be emphasized that if noise control methods are

necessary in order to keep the exposure below fixed limits, more

complicated measurements than those described in the main body of

this TSO Recommendation may be necessary. An example of this is

- given in the Appendix.

This ISO Recommendation gives a practical relation between

occupational noise exposure, expressed in terms of A.-weighted sound

'i level in dB (commonly called dB(A)) and duration within a normal

working week (assumed to be 40 hours), and the percentage of the

workers that may be expected to exhibit an increased threshold

of hearing amounting to 25 dB or more averaged over the three

frequencies 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz solely as a result of the noise

exposure.
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It is not applicable to impulsive noises consisting of noise

of a duration less then I second or single high-level transients

of a very short duration, for example, from gunfire.

International Electrotechnlcsl Commission

I. IEC Recommendation, Publication 50 (08). International Electro-

technical Vocabulary, Electro-Acoustics (1960).

The purpose of this Recommendation is to list definitions

That have been drawn up with the object of striking a correct

balance between absolute precision and simplicity.

2. IEC Recon=nendation, Publication 118. Recommended Nethods for

>[easurements of the Electro-Acoustical Characteristics of

Hearing Aids (1959).

The purpose of these reco_nendations is to describe practicable

and reproducible methods of determining certain physical performance
characteristics of air-conduction hearing aids using electronic

amplification and acoustically coupled to the eardrum by means
of ear inserts, e,g., ear moulds or similar devices.

The acoustic test procedure is based on the free field

technique, in which the hearing aid is placed in a plane progressive

wave, with the earphone coupled to a standardized coupler.

Unless otherwise specified all measurements are carried out

without using an ear insert (ear mould) which is normally to be

regarded as incorporated in the coupler or the artificial ear

employed.

The results obtained by the methods specified express the

performance under the conditions of the test, but will not

necessarily agree exactly with the performance of the hearing

aid under practical conditions of use.

For this reason, the difference between practical and test •

conditions must be borne in mind in interpreting the test results.

3. IEC Recommendation, Publication 123. Recommendations for Sound

level Meters (1961).

_%e object of the present recommendation is tO specify the

characteristics of equipment to measure certain wei_ited sound

pressure levels. The weighting applied to each sinusoidal

component of the sound pressure is given as a function of frequency

by three standard reference curves, called A, B, and C.
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|in practice, 11]e:IsLlrCL11entsmay h_Ive to be made under very

different conditions, rnnginR from the free field of a single

source to ;i completely diffuse field.

In order to simp]ify the procedure for the calibration and

checking _[ the apparatus, these recon_nendntions are written

primarily h_ t_rms of the free field response.

4. IEC F,eco_nendation, Publication 126. IEC llefer0nce Coupler for

the Neasurement of Hearing Aids Using Earphones Coupled to

" the Ear by blemls of Ear Inserts (1961).

_le purpose of this publication is to recommend a coupler

for loading the earfdlone with a specified acoustic impedance when

determining the physic*l] performance characteristics, in the

frequency range 200 to 5000 llz (c/s), of air-conduction hearing

aids using earphones coupled to the ear by means of ear inserts,

e.g., ear moulds of similar devices. The coupler described is
a development of an earlier 2 cm 3 coupler.

_le use of this coupler does not allow the actual performance

of e hearing aid on a person to be obtained; however, the Y.E.C.

recon_nends its use as a simple an(] ready means for the exchange

of specifications and of physical data on hearing aids.

5. IEC Recommendation, Publication 177. Pure Tone Audiometers for

General Diagnostic Purposes (1965).

'|lieaudiometer covered by this Reconmendation is a device

using pure tones designed for general diagnostic use and for
i determining the hearing threshold levels of individuals by:

c a) nlonaural sir-conduction earphone listening, and hy

i b) |)one conduction.

!
) _le Recommendation does not purport to deal with a]] the

_" features of audiometers, hut specific.4 certain minimum require-

i meats for a pure tone audiometer for general diagnostic use.

The purpose of this Recommendation is to ensure that tests

of the threshold of hearing of a given individual on different

audiometers, complying _gith the Recommendation, will give

substantially the same results under comparable conditions and
that the results obtained _ill present a good comparison between

the threshold of hearing of the individual and the standard

reference threshold of hearing.
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_lis RecommeDdation applies primarily to audiometers givisg

discrete frequencies, but also applies to audiometers giving

continuous frequency variation, as far as the provisions are
relevant.

6. IEC Recommendation, Publication 178, Pure Tone Screening

Audiometers (1965).

_e audiometer covered by this Recommendation is a device

designed for screening purposes by monaural alr-conduction

earphone listening using pure tones.

Tile Recommendation does not purpor_ to deal with all features

of screening audiometers, but specifies certain minimum require-

ments for a pure-tone audiometer for screening purposes.

It is not implied that medical diagnosis can be based on

screening procedureSl but within its lim£tations a screening

audiometer can be used to measure the |tearing threshold levels

of individuals.

7. IEC Recommendation, Publication 179. Precision Sound Level Meters

(1965).

This Recommendation applies to sound level meters for high

precision apparatus for laboratory use, or for accurate measure-

ments in which stable, high fidelity and high quality apparatus
are required.

This apparatus will he called: precision sound level meter,

This Recommendation does not apply to apparatus for measuring

discontinuous sounds or sounds of very short duration.

8. IEC Reco_endatlon, Publication 200. Methods of Measurement for

Loudspeakers (1966).

_is Recermnendatlon applies only to single direct-radiator

electrodynamie loudspeakers of the moving-coil type. If the

terminols representing _he moving cell are available, it is

recommended that they bs used, as this gives information about the

unit in its most basic form. However, where other elements such

as a transformer or e special network form part of she unit, or

are prescribed in the manufacturer's specification _o be used

with the unit, it may be so tested provided that this is clearly

stated when presenting the results. Provision is made for different

acoustic loads by prescribing three types of mounting.
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The object of this Recon=nendation is to specify, on the

simplest possible basis, practical and uniform methods of

measuring certain characteristics of loudspeakers, so that

discussions between suppliers, users and testing authorities may

be based on clearly expressed and reproducible results, q_le

interpretation of the results and an assessment of actual

performance are matters of tbe individual users' experience.

This is because uniformity of measL1ring conditions demands a

radical simplification of the acoustical environment, which is an

important factor for determining loudspeaker performance; nloreover,

it should be remembered that the ultimate appeal is to human

judgment. For these reasons, the objective measurements recommended

need to be supplemented by subjective listening tests under the

appropriate conditions if a final assessment is to be made.

_'_9. IEG Recommendation, PublicaEioa 225. Octave, lTalf-Octave and

Third-Octave Band Filters Intended for the Analysis of Sounds

and Vibrations (1966).

This Reco,=nendati0n applies to band filters commonly known

as octave, half-octave and third-octave band filters of the passive

or active type, the latter including amplifier elements, e.g.,

tubes, valves and/or transistors.

It specifies the most important characteristics of those

filters together with the corresponding tolerances.

The object of the Recommendation is to spncify the characteristics

:i of band-pass filters to be used in sound and vibration analysis

for which octave and third-octave band-pass filters are preferred.

I0. IEC Recommendation, Publication 268-i. Sound System Equipment
.: Part i: General (1968).

• This Recommendation applies to sound systems of any kind,
_. and to the parts of which they are composod or wbicb are used as

auxiliaries to such systems.

The Recommendation is confined to a description of the

i different characteristics and the relevant methods of measurement;

it does not attempt to specify performance.

The purpose of this Reco_endatian is to facilitate the

! determination of the quality of audlo-apparatus, the comparison
of these types of apparatus and the determination of their proper

"_ practical applications_ by listing the characteristics which are
useful for their specification.

_¢_ United States National Committee cast a negative vote on this

Publication.
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ll. IEC Reconmlendaghm, PubIic;_tion 268-lA. First Supplement tt_

Publicaticm 268-1. Sound System Eq,ipment. P:lrt 1: Genera[

(1970).

_is Recommendation deals with devices intended to give

reverberaticm, time delay or frequency shift t_ electroacoustica]

signals. It covers devices of this kind as generally nsed fc_r

this purpose in so.rid recording, broadcasting and public address

sys terns.

12, IFC Reculmiendation, Publication 268-2. Sound System I,_quipment.

Part 2: Exphmation of Genera[ Terms (1971).

_e purpose of this Recommendation is to, discuss and define

the general terms applicable go sound system equipmeng.

13. IEC Recolmnendagion, Publication 268-3. Sound System Equipment.

Part 3: Sound System Amplifiers (1969).

'_is Re,commendation applies to ampIifiers which form the

heart of a sound sysgem, i.e, a system for the :implification and

distribugion of sound via input elements such as microphones and

pick-ups and via output elements which fire, in genera], loudspeakers.

_]]e amplifiers considered are valve amplifiers as well as
transistor devices.

_]e purpose of this Publication is to give recommendations

relative tu the characteristics to be specified and the relevant

measuring methods.

In general, the meg]furls of nteasuremeng recommended are those

which are seen to be the most directly related tu the definigions.
_lis does not exclude the use of other methods which _¢ilI give

equivalent resuIts.

Rated condigions and normal working conditions as specified

have been adopted as condltions for specifications and measur_men£s.

14. IEC Recommendation, pub]icagion 268-3A, Fil;sg Supplement to

Publication 268-3. Sound System Equipment. Part 3: Solm'd

System /_nplifiers (1970). .,

_]e purpose of this Recommendation is to inch*de additonal

information to Clause 16, Output Characteristics, of Publicagion

268-3 dealing with sound system amplifiers.
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15, IEC Recoa_endation, Publication 268-14. Sound System Equipment.
Part 14: Mechanical Design Features (1971).

_lis Recommendation applies to dimensional characteristics of

single moving-coil (dynamic) loudspeakers of the direct radiator

type.

The object of this Recorm1_endation is to secure us great a

measure of interchangeability as seems practicable. _ind to dis-

courage unnecessary divergences.

16. IEC Recommendation, publication 303. IEC Provisional Reference

Coupler for the Calibration of Earphones Used in Audiometry

(1970). i

This Report describes an interim reference coupler for

loading an earphone with a specified acoustic impedance, when

calibrating audiometers, in the frequency range of 125 Hz to 8000 Hz.

_le sound pressure developed by an earphone is not, in general,

the same in the coupler as in e person's ear. However, the IEC

recommends its use as a simple and ready means for the exchange

of specifications on audiometers and for the calibration of

earphones used in audiometry.

17. IEC Recommendation, Publication 318. An IEC Artificial Ear,

of the Wide Band Type, for the Calibration of Earphones Used

in Audiometry (1970).

This Recommendation relates to the specification of an

artificial ear which covers the frequency band 20 Hz to I0000 Hz

and is intended for calibrating supra-aural earphones applied

to the ear without acoustical leakage. %_lis device is not

intended for the calibration of circumaural earphones.

_q]e audiometric artificial ear is a device to permit calibration

i of earphones used in audiometry and comprises a microphone to
measure the sound pressure and an acoustical network so constructed

. Chat the acoustical characteristics of the whole approximate Co
the acoustical characteristics of the mean external human ear.
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Americnn Nationa] Stand_irds Institute

X_le American National Standards Institute, ANSI, was formed
in October 1969. Prior to this date the official name of the

organization was United States of America Standards Institute,

USASI. USASI evolved from the American Standards Association,

ASA, in August ]966. q_le Stilndards presented in this document

are listed under the organizational designation in effect

at the time of their inception.

I. ASA SI. 1-1960. American Standard Acoustical Terminology.

The purpose of this Standard is to establish standard

acoustical terminology,

2. ASA SI.2-1962. American Standard Method for the Physical
Measurement of Sound.

'121epurpose of this Standard is to establish methods for

measuring and reporting the sound pressure levels and sound

powers generated by a source of sound. A standard sound-level

meter and stsndard octave-band filter set are considered minimum

equipment. _is standard is intended to serve as a besis for

test codes and standards for specific types of sound sources.

Tt applied primzlrily to airborne sound produced by apparatus
which normally operates in air. These sounds must be non-

impulsive snd of sufficient dur,_tion to be within the dynemic

measuring capabilities of the instruments used.

3. ANSI SI.4-197i. American National Standard Specifications for
Sound Level Meters.

The purpose of this Standard for Sound Level Meters and their

calibration is to ensure maximum pructicel accuracy in any

perticular sound level meter, and to reduce to the lowest practical

minimum any difference in corresponding readings among various
makes and models of meters that meet the stendard. The sound

level meter is intended to be equally sensitive to sounds mrriving

at various angles, and to provide sn accurate measurement of

sound level with certain weightings for sounds within stated

ranges and with _n indicating instrument that has standardized
characteristics. The basic calibration of the sound level meter

is given is terms of a random-incidence ncoustlc field of known

properties.
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4. ASA SI.5-1963. American Standard Recommended Practices for Loudspeaker
Measurements,

These Recommended practices define terms associated with

loudspeakers and their testing, reeos_nend various methods of testing,

and indicate preferred methods of presenting information regarding
their clnaraeteris_ics. In these Practices, the tests recommended

involve physical, steady-state measurements only. Work has been

and is now being done on transient measurements of [nudspeaker

performance, but experience with these methods is still not

sufficiently widespread to warrant their inclusion,

5. USAS SI.6-1967. USA Standard Preferred Frequencies and Band Numbers
for Acoustics] Heasurements.

The variety of frequencies that were used prior to 1967 for

acoustical measurements made comparison of results inconvenient.
Some of the difficulties arose from use of different intervals or

different starting frequencies for a series. The object of this

Standard, therefore, is to refer all frequency-serles to a single

reference frequency and to select other frequencies in such a way

as to afford a maximum number of frequencies con=non to the various

series. The resulting simplification thus reduces to a minimum

the number of frequencies at which acoustical data need to be

tabulated. For certain acoustical measurements a constant-frequency

increment is a suitable spacing. More commonly, however, a constant-

percentage _ncrement is adopted end the test frequencies then form

a geometric series. This standard deals with the geometric series.

6. ANSI SI.8-1969. American National Standard Preferred Reference

Quantities for Acoustical Levels.
i

_N1is Standard is concerned with the reference quantities and

:'i the definitions of some levels for acoustics, eleetroeeoustlcs,
. and mechanical vibrations. It applies to oscillatory quantities.

The use of levels is not ,lade mandatory by _hls standard. It

simply provides standard reference quantities .for use when, and if,
: levels are employed for reasons beyond the scope of the standard.

" The present standard is intended to encourage ur_iformity of practice

by specifying a definition for a level likely to be employed in

acoustics. The purpose of this standard is to provide a preferred

:" reference quantity of convenient magnitude for a given kind of
" acoustical lev_l.

,i

p,
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7. ASA SI.I0-1966. American Standard Method for the Cnlibr;ition of

Microphones.

In this Standard. mcdlods are described for performing abso-

lute and comparison calibrations of laboratory standard micro-

phones specified _n USASI SI. 12-1967. Absolute calibration is

based upon the reciprocity principle. Techniques for peT'forming

pressure (coupler), free-field, and random-field c_libragions are

described, including experimental procedures. The free-field and

_'andom-field calibration techniques may also be used for calibrat-
ing microphones not d_scribed in USASI SI,12-1967.

8. ASA SI.II-1966. Amu_'lcan St_*ndaL-d Specification for Octave, Half-

Ocgave, and Third-Octave Band Filter Sets.

The purpose of this Standard for fil_er sets is to specify

particular bandwidths and characteristics which ,lay be used to en-

sure that all analyses of noise will be consistent within known tol-

erances when made wi_h similar filter sets meeting these specifi-

cations. The standard for filter sets is suited Lo the require-

ments for analyzing, as a function of frequency, s broadband elec-

trical signal. For acoustical measurements an electro-acoustic-

transducer and amplifier are employed to convert _he acoustical

signal to be analyzed into the required electrical signal.

9. USAS SI.12-1967. USA Standard Specifications for Laboratory Stan-

dard Microphones.

This Standard describes typ_s of laboratory slicrophones _hat

are suitable for calibration by an absolute method such as the

reciprocity technique described in USA Standard Method for the

calibration of Microphones, SI.I0-1966. These microphones are
intended for use as acoustical measurement standards either in a

free-field or in conjunction with _: variety of devices sucll as

artificial voices and couplers for calibrating earphones or micro-

phones.

i0. ANSI SI.I_-1971. American National S_andard Methods for Lhe Mea-
surement of Sound Pressure Levels.

The purpose of _his St,_ndard is to establish uniform guide-

lines for measuring and reporting sound levels and sound pres-

sure levels observed undeL- different envirorunental conditions.

This standard is applicable to the many different types of sound

pressure level measurements comanonly encountered in practice. This

standard is intended to assist in the preparation of test codes

for: (I) determining compliance with a specification, ordinance,
or acoustical criterion, and (2) obtaining information to assess

the effects of noise on people or equipment.

ii. ASA S_.I-1960. American Standard Criteria for Background Noise in
Audiometer Rooms.

This Standard specifies the maximum ambient sound pr_._ure

levels in an audiometer room that will produce negligible masking

of tones presented at the normal threshold pressures specified in

USASI $5.6-1969.
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12. ASA S_.2-1960. American Standard bh_thod fur blL!as.rument of biota-

syllabic Word intelli_ibtli ty.

This Standard describes the procedures Co bo followed in

conducting intelligibility te:_ts which uiilploy .lonosyllabic word

lists. The purpose of this st,lnd_ird is: (i) to specify the

speech material and the methods to he used in these tests; _llld

(2) to note the voriables to he controlled during the tile_sure-

ment and to be ev_llttatod in the report.

i_. ASA S_._-1960. Aineric4M St_mdard Methods for bleasu_'eillunLof Elec-

troacousticml Characteristics of l{etJring Aids.

The purpose of this SCnndc, rd is to dci;cribe pr;letic_Jble and

reproducible methods of deterlnining certain physical performance
characteristics of air-conduction hearing _i/ds that use electronic

amplification and _coustic coupling to the ear c_tnal by ine_Ins of

ear inserts, e.g., ear n,ohls or similar devices. This Standard does

not apply when a.tomaCic gain control is in use.

The acoustic test procedure is based on Lhe free-field tech-

laique, in which tlle hearing aid is placed in a plane progressive

wave with the earphone coupled to a standardized coupler.

The results obtained by the methods specified express the

performance under the conditions of the test, but will not neces-

sarily ag_'ee exactly with the performance of tile he.qring aid un-

der practical conditions of use.

14. USAS $5.4-1968. USA Standard Procedure for Lhe Computation of
Loudness of Noise.

This Standard specifies a procedure for calculating the

ii loudness experienced by a typical listener under the following[

conditions :
i

I. Diffuse Field. The sound is assumed to reach the

i listener's ears from essentially al] directions.

This condition is approximated in an ordinary room.

P. Spectrum. The procedure is designed specifically

for noises with broad-band spectra. Errors may arise

if it is applied to noises with sharp line spec-

tral components, e.g., fan-bl_de noise.

_. Steady State. The procedure is designed for noises

that are steady state rather than intermittent.

Application to certain types of intermittent sounds,

e.g., impact sounds _Ind speech, may lead co discre-

pancies between measured and calculated loudness

levels. Tile magnitude of the discrepancy will be

related to the dynamic characteristics of the sound

level meCer used to determine the sound pCe:ssure
levels.
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15. ANSI $5.5-]969. American National Standarcl Hethods for the Cal-

culation of the Articulation Ind_x.

Hethods have been developed for computing a physical mea-
sure th,qt is highly correlated with die intelligibility of speech

as evaluated by speech perception tests ,_dministered to a given
group of talkers and listeners. This me_Esure is called the Arti-

culation Index, or AI. Tbe AI is _iweighted fraction represent-

Lag, for a given speech channel and noise condition, the effec-

tive proportion of tbe normal speech signal that is available to

a listener for conveying speech intelligibility. AI is computed

from acoustical measurements or estimates of the speech spectrum

and of the effective nlasking speetrual of any noise which may be

present along with the speech at the ear of a listener.

The method described in _his Standard is designed for and

has been principally validated against intelligibility tests involv-

ing adult male talkers. The alethod cannot, therefore, be assumed

to apply to situations involving female talkers or children.

16. ANSI $5.6-1969. American Nation:l]. Standard Specifications for
Audiometers.

The audiometers covered by this Specification are devices de-

signed for use in determining the hearing threshold level of an in-

dividual, in comparison with a chosen standard reference threshold

level, primarily for the purpose of identification of hearing de-
ficiencies of the individual.

The purpose of this Specification is to insure that tests of

the hearing of a given individual eac on different audiometers of

a given class complying with this specification shall give sub-

stantially the same results under comparable conditions, and that

the results obtained shall represent a true comparison between the
hearing threshold level of the individual ear and the standard
reference threshold level.

17. USAS S_.8-1967. USA Standard Method of Expressing Hearing Aid
Performance.

The purpose of this Standard Is _o provide a uniform method

of numerically and graphically expressing certain fundamental

performance eharacterlstics of hearing aids in a simple manner, so

that =hose using such data can be assured of their meanlng.

All quantities to be specified in this Standard shall be based
on measurements made in accordance with USA Standard Hethods for

Measurement of the Eleetroacoustical Characteristics of Hearing

Aids, S_.5-1960.

18. ANSI $5.1-1971. American National Standards Test Code for the

Measurement of Sound From Pneumatic Equipment.

This Standard applies to compressors and pneumatic equip-

meat and specifies procedures and operating conditions acceptable

and expedient for use by non-specialists as well as by acoustic

engineers. -92-



19. ASA YI0.II-1953. American Standard Letter Symbols for Acoustics.

This Standard comprises letter symbols for use iu acoustics.

20. ASA Z24.9-1949. American Standard Method for the Coupler Call-

bration of Earphones.

The purpose of this Standard is to describe a practical and

reproducible method of evaluating the performance characteristics

of an earphone by means of physical measurements of the earphone

in conjunction wlth a standard terminating volume known as tile

"coupler".

The method is adequate for controlling the characteristics

over the frequency range most useful for speech, i.e., 300 to

5,000 H z.

This Standard specifies a number of couplers, each of which

is suitable for a certain type of earpbone. No one of these coup-

lers is suitable for all of the different types. TesE laborator-

les are expected to select the coupler which is most suitable for

sac|] particular instrument in order that thelr results may be com-

parable with those obtained for other instruments of the same

general type but of different manufacture.

21. ASA Z24.22-1957. American Standard Method for the _leasuroment

of the Real-Ear Attenuation of Ear Protectors at Threshold.

This Standard specifies the physlcal requlremests, psycho-

physical procedures_ and msans of reporting results for measuring
the real-ear attenuation at threshold of any wearable device that

ls designed to protect the auditory system _ainst e: essive
sound.

'lests d_,,_crihvd in thi,_ Standard nr_, d_.signcd r_, ine;1,_ure

!, only real-ear attenuation at threshold. The quality of an ear

protector cannot be decided on the basis of such tests alone; other
factors must be taken into account, such as toxicity of the

, material used, sanitation, comfort in use, and the abiHty to

maintain effective attenuation is use.

i Tests described in this Standard for real-ear attenuation

at threshold are meant to be applied when the effectiveness of

a completely developed ear protector is to be ascertained. There

are other, quicker and less involved_ procedures not described

in this Standard that may be used by manufacturers and others

in the development of new ear protector designs or materials.
Such methods include loudness balance techniques and physical

tesLs ,,iLh _ln ;irLiflclal 11¢:_d.
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American Society for Testisg and Materials

I. ASTM Designation: C384-58. Standard Method of Test for Impedance

and Absorption of Acoustical Materials by the Tube Method.

This Method of Test is limited to the use of apparatus con-

sisting of a tube of uniform cross-section and fixed length, ex-

cited hy a single tone of selectable frequency, in which tile st_ind-

ing wave pattern in front of a specimen upon which plane waves

impinge at norlnal incidence is explored by means of a moving probe

tube or microphone. This tube method provides absolute measure-
ment of the normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and the

specific normal acoustic impedance of a lllatetial. Normal incidence

coefficients, as measured by this method, are considerably lower

than random incidence values, which more closely represent the

performance of the material in a room; and there is no simple,

unique relation between the two values. Means of estimating random
incidence values from the measured normal incidence data from

the measured normal incidence data are given in Appendix I.

i 2. ASTM Designation: C423-66. St_nd_qrd Method of Test for Sound

! Absorption of Acoustical Materials in Reverberation Rooms.
i

This _thod covers the measurement of the sound absorption of
[ acoustical materials in a diffuse sound field. When a material is

! in the form of an extended plane surface, such as an acoustical

ceiling or wall treatment, the results shall be given as sound

absorption coefficients. _len the materi_11s are separate objects,
such as theater chairs or unit sound absorbers, the results shall

be given in sabins per unit with a description of the number and
spacing of the units.

3. ASTM Designation: C634-69. Standard Definitions of Terms Relat-

ing to Acoustical Tests of Building Constructions and Materials.

This Standard lis.ts the terms commonly associated with the

acoustical tests of buildings. In some of the entries, those

that are measures of physical quantities, the associated symbol

dimensions and units are given.

4. ASTM Designation: E90-70. Standard Recommended Practice for

Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of

Building Partitions.

This Neconmlended Practice covers the laboratory measurement

of airborne sound transmission loss of building partitions such
as walls of all kinds, floor-ceiling assemblies, doors, and other

space-divlding elements. The sound transmission loss is defined

in terms of a diffuse incident sound field, and this [s intrinsic

to the test procedure. The results are most directly applicable
to similar sound fields, but provide a useful general measure of

performance of the variety of sound fields to which a partition "
may typically be exposed.
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5. ASTI! Designation: E336-71. Standard Recommended Practice for

Measurement of Airborne Bound Insulation in Buildings.

This Recommended Practice establishes uniform procedures for

the determination of field transmission loss, that is, tile air-

borne sound insulation provided by a partition already installed

in a building. It also establishes, in Appendix AL, a standard
method for the measurement of the noise reduction between two

rooms in a building, that is, the difference in average sound

pressure levels in tile rooms oi] opposite sides of the test par-

tition. [_lere the test structure is a complete enclosure out-
of-doors, neither the field transmission loss nor tile noise

reduction is appropriate; instead, a method is established for

determining tbe insertion loss, also in Appendix AI. This Recom-

mended Practice gives measurement procedures for determining

the field transmission less in nearly all cases that may be en-
countered in tile field; no limitation to room-to-room transmis-

sion is intended. Thus, several different test procedures are

given, each suited to a specific type of measurement situation;

the appropriate measurement procedure must be selected for each

field test according to the type of situation which that parti-

cular case most closely resembles.

6. ASTM Designation: E413-70T. Tenative Classification for Deter-
mination of Bound Transmission Class.

The purpose of this Classification is to provide a single-

figure rating that can be used for comparing partitions for gen-

eral building design purposes. The rating is designed to corre-

late with subjective impressions of the sound insulation pro-
vided against the sounds of speech, radio, television, music and

similar sources of noise in offices and dwellings. Excluded from

tile scope of this classification system are applications involv-

ing noise spectra that differ markedly from those described

above, Thus excluded, for example, would be the noises.produced

by most machinery, certain industrial processes, bowling alleys,
power transformers, and the llke. A particular exclusion would

be the exterior walls of buildings, for which noise problems

are most likely to involve motor vebieles or aircraft. In all
such problems it is best to use tile detailed sound transmission

loss values, in conjunction wit]] actual spectra of intrusive and
ambient noise.

*7. ASTM Proposed Method (RM 14-3). Proposed Method of Steady-State

Determination of Changes in Sound Absorption of a Room. (1966)

This Method is introduced , for information only, primarily

for use in studying the utility of the steady-state technique,

as an adjunct to the procedures given in ASTM Recommended Prae-

tioe E90-70, for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Bound Trans-

mission Loss of Building Partitions,

* This Method is being dropped from the Book of Standards.
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8. AS'I_I Proposed Method (I_1-14-4). Proposed Dlethod of Lah_ratory
Measurement of Impact Sound Transmission Througb Floor Ceiling
Assemblies Using the Topping Machine (197l).

This method covers a labnrntory metht_d of measuring impact
sound tr_msmissian uf floor-ceiling ,nssemhlies, wherein it is

assumed that the test specimen constitutes the primary sound

transmission path into a receiving room located d_rectly below
and in which there exists s d[ff,se sound field. Measurements

may be canducted o11 flag,r-ceiling assemblies of ell kinds,

including those t_ith floating-f lear or suspended ceiling
elements, or bt_th, and floor-ceiling assemblies surfaced witll

with any type of flaor-surfacing or flat,r-covering materials. .

This method further prescribes: a uniform method of reporting

laboratory test data, and a single-figure classlfication rnting,

"Impact Insulation Class, IIC" that can be used by architects,
builders, and specification and code autharities for acoustical

dr'_:_gm purpose_ in building CnllR['r_lcl'_o_l. De_:l_ls regsrdfng it_

dcriv:_t [_,n dlld _;iF, ili licallcv _t1", g[vvll in Al_pc.di:.: AI.

Sucict/ uJ Aut,311il,tiVu I;llg[ll_'uts

I. SAE Recommended Practice J184. Qualifying a Sound Data Ac-

quisition System. (1970)

Various SAg vehicle noise standards require use af a sound

level meter which meets the requirements of International E].ee-

trotechnical Commission (IEC) Publication 179, Precision Sound

Level Meters, and American Natlonal Standard (ANSI) SI.4-1961,

Sound Level Meters. The purpose of this Recommended Practice

is to provide a procedure for determining if an acoustical data

acquisition system has performance equivalent to such a meter.

2. SAE Recommended Practice J192. Exterior Sound Level for Snow-

mobiles. (1970)

This SAE Recommended Practice establishes the maximum ex-

terior sound level for snowmobiles and describes the test pro-

cedure, environment, and Instrumentation for determining this
sound level.

3. SAE Recommended Practice J336. Sound Level for Truck Cab In-

terior. (1968)

This SAE Recommended Practice suggest_ design criteria for

maximum truck cab interior sound levels and describes the equip-

ment and procedure for determining this sound level. This Prac-

tice applies to new motor trucks and truck-tractors and does
not "nclude construction a,td industrial machinery as ou£1ined in
SAI_ _919.
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_. S_.E R(_com[Ilel}dL_d Prnctice .1}6(). ]':xterhH S{_,nd I,L_vL,[ for Ih_avy
Truclcsand Buses. (2969)

This SAE Recommended Practice establishes the maximum ex-

terior sound level for highway motor trucks, Lruck-tractors,

and buses, and describes the test procedure, environment, and in-

strumentation for determining the maximum sound level.

Tile sound level produced by trucks and buses over 6000 ]b.

g_ sball not exceed 88 dB on an A-weighted network at 50 ft

when measured is accordance with the procedure described.

5. SAE Standard J377. PerfomiLance of Vehicle Traffic IIorns. (1969)

This SAE Standard establishes the minimum operational llfe

cycles, corrosion resistance, and sound level output for traffic

horns (_lectrlc) on new automotiv_ highway v,ehtcles, Test e,]uip-
bent, environment, and procedures alTe specified.

6. SAE Stnndard J671. Sound Deadeners and Lhld_rbody COtl/ings.

(1958)

The materials classified under this Speclflcation are:

i. Hastlc sound deadeners used to reduce the sound

emanating from metal panels,

2. Mastic underbody coatings used to give protec-

tion and some sound deadening to motor vehicle

underbodies_ fenders, and other parts.

i 7. SAE Standard J672a. Exterior Loudness Evaluation of Heavy

:' Trucks and Buses. (1970)

! This SAE Standard establishes the design criteria for

loudness of highway trucks, buses, and truck-tractors exceed-
: ing 6000 ib gvw; it describes the equipment, test environment,

and procedure for determining the loudness. In this Nethod, EheI

• sound level is recorded on a tape recorder at a test site as the

truck passes by under load. The sound thus recorded is p]ayed

back through e set of octave bandpass filters. The peak band

pressure level readings are converted to sones by established

re]at_orlships. Tt,e sones are tllell tort .-.d t{, t,bt;lJn ;i sing]_

loudness reading for the vehlcle.
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8. SAE Recommended Praut:ice ,1919. Measurement of Sound Level at

Operator Station. (1966)

Tbis SAE Recommended Practice sets forth tile eqtlipment

and procedure to be used in measuring sound levels _t the

operator station.

The scope of construction and industrial machinery en-

compasses only mobile equipment, powered by internal combustion

engines, and generally utilized outside factory and build-

ing areas, such as crawler tractors, dozers, loaders, power

shovels and cranes, motor graders, paving machines, off-highway

trucks, ditchers, trenchers, compactors, scrapers, and wagons.

9. SAE Recommended Practice J919a. Sound Level Heasurements at

tile Operator Station for Agricultural and Construction

Equipment. (1971)

This SAE Recommended Practice sets forth the instrumen-

tation and procedure to he used in measuring sound levels at

the operator station for agricultural and construction equip-

ment, including mobile outdoor industrial equipment.

10. SAE Standard J952b. Sound Levels for Engine Powered Equip-
mont. (1969)

This SAE Standard establishes maximum sound levels for

engJt,e power._d equipment and de_'ribes the test procedure,

environment, and instrumentation for detemnining these sound

levels. It does not include machinery designed for operation

on highways or within factories and building areas.

ii. SAE Standard J986a. Sound Level for Passenger Cars and Light
Trucks. (1970)

This SAE Standard establishes the maximum sound level

for passenger cars and light trucks and describes tile test

procedure, environment, and instrumentation for determining this
sound level.

12. SAE Recommended Practice J994. Criteria for Backup AlaiTn De-

vices. (1967)

This SAE Recommended Practice establishes the sound levels

for backup alarm devices when used on construction and indus-

trial machinery. It also establishes the equipment and proce-

dure to be used when making such measurements.
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engines and generally utLlized outside factory ;rod building

areas, such as cry;icier tr:lctors, dozers_ ]o_ders, power shovels

and cranes, motor graders, paving machines, off--highway trucks,

ditchers, trenchers, compoetors, scrapers, _md wagons.

13. S_2 Aerospace Recommended Practice ARP 796. Measllrement of Air-
craft Exterior Noise in tlle Piehl. (1965)

The purpose of this Recommended Practice is to defJne

mea._3uren}ent techniques and eq[]Jplnent for acquisition and reduc_
tion of basic d_ita on _ircraft exterior noise. It is not its

purpose Co propose use of these techniques _r this equipment

for research or monitoring-type tests.

14. SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice ARP 865A. Definitions and

Procedures for Computing the Perceived Noise Level of Air-

craft Noise. (1969)

i This SAE Recommended Practice gives definitions and pro-

cedures for computing the perceived noise level of aircraft

noise, The perceived noise level is a single number rating ofJ

: the noise based upon objeec_ve acoustic measurements which is

related to the relative subjective response to the no_se.

The perceived noise level, as defined in this document, is

based only on the noise spectra measured in octave or one-

third octave bands of frequency. As such, it is most accurate

i in rating broadband sounds of similar time duration wh [ch d(,
lieu C(]Ilt_[ll stronc_ discrete frequency colll_osent_.

When additional factors such ns the duration and the pYe-
sence of dlscFete frequency co[ilponents are to be _ken into

account, the effective perceived noise level (EPNL) may be a
preferred measure.

15. SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice ARP 866. Standard Values

of Absorption as a Function of Temperature and Humidity for
Use in Evaluating Aircraft Flyover Noise. (1964)

This report describes a method by which values call be ob-

tained for the absorption of sound in air over a wide range of

temperature and humidity conditions. Although it was developed
primarily for use in evaluating aircraft fly-over noise measure-

meats, the infot_lation should be applicable to other noise pro-
blems as well.
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There are a number" of factors which inf]uenee the propag[_t[on
of _l_cr_lft tloi_e _rt_nl _ltl _lJrcraft f_y[iI_ ovorhe:ld to a poist oa
th_ ground. The purpose here_ however, is to consider only the
classical and molecular absorption of sound energy by the _tmos-
phere. It is felt that spherical divergence, scattering, re-
fraction, and other effects should be treated separately.

16. SAE Aerospace Recon_nended Practice ARP 1080. Frequency Weight-
ing Network for Approximation of Perceived Noise Level for
Aircraft Noise. (1969)

This Aerospace Recommended Practice specifies a frequency
weighting network which may be tLsed for the approximation of
Perceived Noise Level.

There has been an increasing desire for the definition of
a frequency weighting network which could be incorporated into
direct reading and other instruments for the approximate mea-
sure of the Perceived Noise Level of an aircraft flyover. The
40 Nay contour ef ARP 865A, Definitions and Procedures for Com-

puting the Perceived Noise Level ef Aircraft Noise, has been
selected as the most representative for this purpose.

i 17. SAE Aerospace Information Report AIR 817. A Technique for Nar-
i row Band Analysisof a Transient(1967).

! This SAE Report describes a technique for analyzing a tress-
! lent signal of short duration. The standard method of analyzing

[ tape recorded signals of only a few seconds duration is the "loop

i method". The magnetic tape is cut and spliced to form an endless

i loop, and =he loop is replayed with the aid of a tensioning device.
Difficulty arises wlth transient signals when the length of tape

required to make a loop covers a tlme ever _ich there is a con-
siderable variation. The principle of the system described is
that of expanding the timebasa of the signal to a point at which

there is a length of tape sufficient to make a loop across which
the signal is essentially constant. Although the method is one
which has been used specifically for the analysis of aireraf_ fly-

over noise, it could equally well apply to other transient signals.

18. SAE Aerospace Information Report AIR 852. Methods of Compar-
ing Aircraft Takeoff and Approach Noise. (1965)

It is the purpose of this Information Report to describe
a method for rating complex aircraft noises or noise flyover
cycles which cannot be bandied by means of mathematical formulae

by comparing them with simpler aircraft noises or noise flyover
cycles which can be handled by mathematical formulae.
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The reporL describes tile need for an objective means for

rating aircraft noise and recommends areas which should be in-

vestigated.

19. SAE Aerospace Information Report AIR 876. Jet Noise Predic-

tion. (1965)

This SAE Report provldes calculation procedures for pre-

dicting maximum fly-by noise and maximum static ground opera-

tion nalse from jet aircraft. Three types of engine exhausts
are considered:

i. Turbojet with standard circular nozzle.

2. Turbojet with nonstandard nozzle.

3. Turbofan or bypass engine with (a) unmixed ex-

hausts or (b) completely mixed e_lausts.

Noise predictions are in terms of octave-band sound

pressure levels of maximum air-to-ground fly-by noise or of max-

imum ground-to-ground side-llne noise. These levels may be con-

verted to an over-all sound pressure level or to a subjective

rating such as Perceived Noise Level.

20. SAE Aerospace Information Report AIR 902. Determination of
Minimum Distance from Ground Observer to Aircraft for Acous-

tic Tests. (1966)

This SAE Report describes a photographic technique for

determining minimum observer-to-alrcraft dlstanee during acous-

tic "fly-over" tests. Possible sources of error are discussed,

and it is shown that with ordinary care results are sufficiently

accurate to require no correction.

21. SAE Aerospace Information Report AIR 923. Method for Calculat-

ing the Attenuation of Aircraft Ground to Ground Noise Propaga-

tion During Takeoff andLandlng. (1966)

The purpose of this SAE Report is to provide a standard

method for predicting the propagation of noise over open ter-

rain from (a) an airplane on the ground to other locations on

the ground and from (b) an airplane at low altitude, - i.e.,

where ground effects exist - to locations on the g_'ound at dis-

tances which are great comparedwith the airplane altitude.
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This report provides t_xtensive information o11 _¢hat has beei_

called the "shadow effect", i.e., atLenuat_on resulting from tem-

perature and wind gradients |lear the groulld. This effect Is called

'|extra ground a_tenuation" h_!__aus_ it is in ;idd[tioll to the _nverse

square attenuation al]d the L_xtrn air _qttenu_Eion.

22, SAE Aerospace information Report AiR 1115. Ew_luation of lleadphones

for Demonstration of Aircraft Noise. (5969)

The purpose of this SAE Report is to p_esent the resu]ts of an

engineering evaJuation of conmlerc[al]y awlilab]e headphones from the

standpoiilts of frequency range, fl;itllOSS of response and tolerances,

and dynamic range.

Institute of El_zcgrical and Electronics Fngineers

i. IEEE No. 85. Test Procedure for Airborne Noise Measurements on

I_,otating Electric Machinery. (1965)

This Test Procedure covers instructions for conducting and

reporting tests on rotating electric inachines of all sizes to d_._ter-

mine the airborne noise characteristlcs under steady-state conditions.

The purpose of this Test Procedure is to outline practical techniques

and procedures which can be reflected for the uniform determination

of the noise produced by a single machine in Lbe normal audible fre-

quency range. It is not iutended that the Test Procedure cover all

possible tests. The Test Procedure shall not be interpreted as

requiring the making of any or all of the tests described in any

given transaction.

2. IEEE No. 151. Standard Definitions of Terms for Audio and Electro-

acoustics. (1965)

This Standard lists definitions of terms for which it was felt

a need exists for establishment of precise and concise meanings.

The definitions included in tills Standard all refer specifically

to the use of the terms in audio techniques.

3, IEEE No, 258. Test Procedure for Close-Talking Pressure-Type

Microphones. (1965)

This document describes a practical and reproducible method of

evaluating the performance characteristics of a close-talking micro-

phone by means of quantitative measurements of the microphone char-

acteristics using a standard artificial voice. Terms associated with

microphones and their testing are defined. Test procedures, methods
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of presentation of data, and a standard artificial voice are

specified. _le tests described in this document involve physical,

steady-state measurements only. _ae data obtained should be sufficient

to enable an evaluation of quality and performance of a given microphone
in a speech communication system. However, since it is sometimes

desirable to obtain a subjective evaluation of a microphone, a

procedure for a qualitative performance test is described in Appendix I.

Several sections of tile document specify experimental 11mits to

account for the effect of the test procedures on the accuracy of the
data. These limits have been chosen so that results within the range

of normal engineering accuracy will be obtained.

4. IEEE No. 297. IEEE Recommended Practice for Speech Quality Measurements
(1969).

The IEEE Subcommittee on Subjective Measurements, charged with

writing an engineering practice for the measurement of speech quality,

concluded that a single method should not now be recommended. This

Recommended Practice is concerned only with preference measurements

for which three methods are tentatively outlined. _leae are the

Isopreference Method, tile Relative Preference Method, and the

Category-Judgment Method.
i

' American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers

: I. AsHRAE Standard 36-62. Measurement of Sound Power Radiated from

Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditlonlng Equipment.
i

! This Standard is intended to provide a means for determining

: i the character and amount of the sound produced by air conditioning,

.: refrigerating and heating equipment. It should provide a basis
:: for c_nparison among the available equipment and also for estimating

' the sound pressure level to be expected from the equipment in s given

space.

If this Standard is to fulfill its purpose and make possible the

proper compsrison of ratings reported by different manufacturers, a

relatively high degree of absolute accuracy is necessary. Such

absolute accuracy is difficult to obtain by means of instruments and

techniques available at this time (1962). To minimize this dlfficultyj
this Standard uses a "reference sound source" calibrated directly in

sound power output, thus permitting the determination of tile sound

power output of the equipment by direct comparison with the reference
sound source,

2, ASHRAE Standard 36A-63. M_thod of Determining Sound Power Levels of

i! Room Air Conditioners and Other Ductless, Through-The-Wall Equipment.i

i

_llS Standard, while aomplete in itself_ follows the provisions

of Standard 36-62, wherever possible.
#
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dcL_l'lllinl]lR t111_ sound pL_qcr ]_._z_|s _[ rLt_lll aJl- cL_ndiLi_,ll, Y, ;_1141,_fh.,r

duezless wall or c_ilillg-lll_}L_IItud JL_Llt_ng_ VL_llt. i|_lting_ and ai_'-
conditioning equipment which radiate sound directly to both the

conditioned space and the outdoors. _la sound power radlnted to the

conditioned space and that radiated to the outdoors are to be

determined separately and by one-third octave band increments.

lqle method given in this Standard measures only airborne sound

radiated from the equipment itself. It is recognized that additional

low frequency sound may be radiated from the structure in which the

equipment is mounted as a result of vibration transmitted from the

equipment. The magnitude of this additional sound will depend upon

the characteristics of the particular structure involved and this is

a function of the equipment application.

Finally, it should be noted that this Standard does not cover

the measurement of transient sounds which may occur, for example,

during the starting or stopping of equipment nor the measurement of

the directivity patterns of the sound radiated from the equipment on

test. For special situations where these characteristics may be

significant, other sound measurement methods must be employed.

3. AS]H_AE Standard 36S-63. Method of Testing for Rating the Acoustic
Performance of Air Control and Terminal Devices and Similar

Equipment.

Tbis Standard, while complete in itself, follows the provisions

of the generic ASILRAE Standard 36-62 prepared by that committee

wherever possible. Hodificstions have been made, however, to make this

Standard specifically applicable to a_r control and terminal devices

used in air-conditioning, heating and ventilating systems.

X_e purpose of this Standard is to present, in a single document,

all those techniques_ facilities and procedures required for the

determination of sound power generation and attenuation of one

particular group of air conditionlng, heating and ventilating system

components: Air Control and Terminal devices, _hieh are generally

duct-connected to a central air moving system.

Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute

I. AP,I Standard 270. Standard for Sound Rating of Outdoor Unitary

Equipnlent (1967).

ARI has produced this Standard in order to provide the industry

and tile public with a procedure for rating and evaluating the sound

levels of outdoor unitary equipment. _e rating numbers may be used

to predict expected sound pressure levels in a specific acoustical

environment at a given distance. A recommended procedure for accomplishing
_hls will be described in a related ARI application standard.
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Ill this Standard, the rating of equipment, as obtained at specified

Standard Operating Conditions, is in the form of single numbers,

designated as ARI Standard Sound Rating Numbers.

For a specific model of outdoor unitary equipment, an ARI

Standard Sound Rating Number is developed from basic acoustic

measurements made as prescribed in ASHRAE Standards 36-62 or 36A-63,

as applicable. _lese measured one-third octave hand power levels are

weighted to adjust for psyehoaeoustic sensit_vlty to frequency

distribution and any discrete tones which may be present and then
are converted to an ARI Standard Sound Rating Number.

2. ARI Standard 275. Standard for Application of Sound Rated Outdoor

Unitary Equipment (1969).

_lis standard provides a method of predicting the sound level
resulting from the operation of outdoor sections of unitary air-

conditioning and heat pump equipment. A simple step-by-step procedure

is given which uses a sound rating number for the equipment, and the

distance to the point at which equipment noise is to be predicted.

The nature of the surroundings and of the installation is also taken

into account.

The sound rating number is adjusted for these installation factors

to establish a sound level number (SLN) which is used in an alignment

chart to predict, for a specific location, a tone-corrected sound

level which is intended to be a predictor of annoyance due to the

sound. 'f_lis annoyance level (ANL) may be experimentally checked in

a precise manner by applying the calculations specified in Appendix A

to one-third octave band sound pressure levels measured at the

point of question. It may be approximately checked (normally within

-+ 4 dB) by a measurement of dBA. If desired, the NC level of the

sound may also be estimated from the alignment chart. The accuracy

of the prediction is dependent upon other application variables;

i.e., the directivity of the sound from the unit and, to some degree,

the spectrum of the sound from the unit.

Examples are used to clarify the procedure and recommended

practices are presented to guide the acoustic considerations of

alr-condltioning equipment installations.

This Standard shall not be used for determining the sound rating

number of outdoor unitary equipment.

3. ARI Standard 443. Standard for Sound Rating of Room Fan-Cell Air-

Conditioners (1970).

ARI has produced this standard to fulfill a growing need for a

reliable method of sound rating room fan-coil air-condltloners.
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This Method of rating is based u_on tests conducted in accordance

with ASHRAE Stasdard 36-62, which gives test results for sound power

levels. _le acoustic output can best be defined by sound power levels,

since these quantities are independent of the many environments in

which the equipment may be used. Sound power levels may be used to

predict the sound pressure levels that will result in a space of
known acoustical characteristics.

It is recognized that room fan-coil air-conditioners and most

other air-conditioning equipment produce complex sound spectra whicb

may not be suitably rated from broad band measurements alone. The

annoyance of pure tones, for example, is not reflected in octave

band measurements. Consequently, this Standard requires measurements

[ by one-third octave bands and applies subjective corrections based on
extensive research in order to arrive at meaningful ratings.

4. ARI Standard 446. Standards for Sound Rating of Room Air-Induction

Units (1968).

ART has produced this Standard to fulfill a growing need for a

reliable method of sound rating room alr-inductlon units.

The relationship between this Standard and ASHRAE 36B-63

is analogous to the relationship between AR1 443 and ASH_AE 36-62.

It should also be recognized that the sound power levels of room

air-induction units will vary as functions of both the primary air

quantity and the damper pressure drop, Therefore, the Standard

Rating Conditions of this Standard include a specified damper pressure

drop.

Air Moving and Conditioning Association

I. AMCA Standard 300-67. Test Code for Sound Rating

_lis Code establishes a practical method of determining the

sound power level of an Air Noving Device (AMD).

The Code will: (I) Present values that are useful in field

applications. (2) Give uniformly reproducible results in all qual-

ified laboratories. (3) Be "practical" in the sense that its

accuracy will be satisfactory for all general applications while its

operation will not add significantly to the cost of the product.

These aims are achieved by applying standard, readily available,

sound measuring instruments to rooms with minimal restrictions on

size and construction. Rqle test set-ups are designed to represent

general usage of the AMDs tested.
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2. AHCA Bulletin 301. Standard Method of Ptil)l_hing Sound Ratings for
Air Moving Devices (1965).

Xq_is document establishes a standard met|lad of publishing Sound
Ratings for Air Moving Devices.

The purpose of this Standard is to eliminate misunderst_qndings

between the manufacturer and the purchaser and to assist the purchaser

in selecting t|le obtaining the proper product for h_s particular need.

This Standard applies to: (a) Centrifugal Fans. (b) Axial

and Propeller Fans. (c) Power Roof and Wal[ Ventilators. (d)
Steam and Hot Water Unit He_ters.

It is intended that this Standard shall also apply to Central
Station |]eating, Ventilating and Air Conditioniag Units. When a

detailed method of publishing sound ratings for these units has

been adopted an addendum to this Standard will be issued.

3. AHCA Bullet_n 302. Application of Sane Loudness Ratings for Non-
Ducted Air Moving Devices (1965).

The A_ICA method of rating in sones gives the ]oudness at a

distance of 5 feet from the unit in free space with no nearby re-

flecting surfaces. Since most practlcal problems will involve the
judg_nent of loudness within a room, some method is needed to relate

the loudness in a given room to the "loudness rating" of the fan.

The charts and formulae given in this bul]etin _re for the

purpose of determining tile loudness of fans as installed, and take

into consideration the room size and acoustical qualities as well

as the number and ratings of the fans. Within the range of 3.5 and

38 sones, these charts are mathematically rigorous, and are sufficiently

accurate for engineering applications from 1.5 to 85 sones. For

the addition of sounds, it is assumed that the noise spectrums are
similar. The room effect chart is for the reverberant _ield in the

room, and applies everywhere except in the space very near to the fan.

4. AMOA Publication 303. Applioation of Sound power Ratings for Ducted

Air Moving Devices (1965).

AMCA Sound Power Level Ratings are indicators of the sound

generated by an Air Moving Device when operated at various points

within its normal operating range. X_e ra_ings are obtained from

tests conducted by the method described in AMCA Standard 300.

Test Code for Sound Rating AMDs are published in accordance

with AMCA Standard 301, Method of Publishing Sound Ratings for AMDs.

Air Moving Devices that are normally used without ducts are

rated in sones. Information on the use of sane ratings is given

in AMCA Publication 302, Application of Sane Loudness Ratings.
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Air Diffusion Council

i. ADC Standard AD-63. Measurement of Room-to-Room Sound Transmission

_irough Plenum Air Systems.

_e purpose of the measurements covered by this Standard is
to determine the sound transmission along a complex pnth, the incident

side or area of which is an opening (which may be fitted with a grille
or similar device), the transmitting side or area of which is _n

identical opening, and the intervening element of which is a ceiling
plenum whose characteristics are described. Such paths are son,only
used for unducted air handling systems in buildings.

2. ADC Test Code I062g2. Equipment Test Code (1966).

_is Test Code is intended to provide a means for testing and
rating air distribution and control devices. It should provide a
basis for comparison among the available equipment and slso for
determining the comfort conditions of occupied rooms in air

conditioning, heating and ventilating systems.

The purpose of this Test Code is to present in a single document
all those techniques and facilities required for the measurement of
performance of air dlstribuLlon or air terminal devices. Methods of
Test Measurement have been estsblished to provide uniform test procedures,

equipment and instrumentation with regard to air flow, velocity and
pressure, ,temperature and sound generation.

Home Ventilating Institute

I. HVI Test Procedure. Air Flow Test Procedure (1968).

The general purpose of the HVI Report is:

a. To provide a procedure for the taking of measurements of
the sound output of home ventilating equipment.

b. To establish a method for the interpretation and/or
presentation of _he data obtained from the measurements
of (a).

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers

I. AHAM Standard SR-I. Room Air Conditioner Sound gating (1971).

X_e Standard establishes uniform testing conditions. The
sound rating of room air conditioners shall be based upon tests
made in accordance with ASHRAE Standard 36A-63, Method of

Determinin_ Sound Power Levels of Room Air Conditioners and Other
Ductless_ Throush-the-Wall Equipment in test rooms qualified for
pure tone response in accordance with Appendix I of this Standard
in the one-third octave bands having center frequencies from

I00 thru I0,000 Hz, inclusive. Temperature conditions, electrical
input, and position of dampers, grilles, and controls shall be
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maintained continuously for a minimum of one hour before sound
measurements are taken to ensure that a stabilized condition
has been reacbed.

National School Supply and Equipment Association,
Folding Partition Subsection

I. NSSEA Test Procedure. Testing Procedures for Measuring Sound

Transmission Loss through Movable and Folding Walls (1966).

The test procedures detailed in this booklet grew out of a long
time need, on the part of school officials, architects and others, for
a definitive and workable method of comparing the sound transmission
loss characteristics of movable walls.

The procedure for the test itself has been standardized by the
American Society for Testing and Materials; (AS%M E90). But it
is necessary, in addition, to standardize the way the test specimen
is installed, how its construction is certified, and other details of
the conduct of the test.

_le test results stated in any NSSEA certificate apply to a
movable wall tested in accordance with the procedures outlined and
under stated laboratory conditions.

Certification of test results will not be construed as certifying
that a movable wall of the same construction will give, under other
than laboratory conditions, identical results. For in a field
installation, the movable wall is not the only path for noise to

pass from one room to the next. Other paths may be ceiling
plenums, hollow floors, ventilation ducts_ windows and doors, or
hollowwalls.

California Redwood Association

I. CRA Data Sheet 202-6. Redwood Insulation: Heat, Sound and
Electricity (1964).

Insulation is the property of a material which impedes the
transmission of energy in the form of heat, sound or electricity.
California redwood possesses good insulation characteristics in all

three cases. Values on its properties are included in the report.

Factory Mutual Systems

I. FMS Loss Prevention Data. 1-11, Insulating and Acoustical Materials

(1952).

_lls data sheet lists those insulating and acoustical materials

most commonly used as interior wall and ceiling finish.
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Federal Specifications

I. Federal Specification 1HI-I-5451_. Insulatlon, _llermal and Acoustical

(bI[neral Fiber, Duct Lining blaterial) (]971).

This specification covers miner_l fiber insu|ation for lining

tile interior surfaces of ducts, plenums, and other nirh;Ind]ing

equipment, and to provide sound ;Ittenuation in systems that hnndle
air up to 25C ° F.

2. Federal Specification SS-S-]II;I and Amendment-l. Sound Controlling

blaterials (Trowel and Spray Applications) (1968).

This specification covers acoustical materials for trowel or

spray application.

3. Federal Specification SS-S-Ilda and Interim Amendment-l. Sound

Controlling Blocks and Boards (1967).

111is specification covers prefubricated acoustical tiles and

panels (blocks and boards) which provide acoustical treatment and
interior finish.

American Boat and Yacht Council

i. ABYC Project H-17 (Proposed). Recommended Practices and Standards

Covering Insulating, Soundproofing, and Sheathing Materials and
Fire Betardent Coatings (1970).

'I11e purpose is to identify reconmlended practices for the

application of interior materials and finishes for the purpose of

thermal insulation and soundproofing as they relate to safety and
safe operation.

Radio Manufacturers Association

I. RNA Standard SE-105. blicrophones for Sound gquipmel_t (1949).

_qlis Standard gives definitions and measurement techniques for

a variety of microphones. It discusses microphone response and
rating methods.

Compressed Air and Gas Institute

i. CAGI Test Code. CAGI-PFd_UROP Test Code for the Measurement of Sound

from Pneumatic Equipment (1969).

_11e Purpose of the code is to provide standard test procedures for

the measurement of airborne sound from pneumatic equipment.

This code applies to compressors and pe.eurmqtic equipment and

specifiea procedures and operating couditions acceptable and expedient
for use by non-specialists as wel[ as by acoustic engineers.
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•A,mer_c,;ln Gt, ar Nunufacturers Association

1. A_b% Standard 293.03. Specification for Neasurement of Sound on

Iligh Speed IIelic.nl and Herringbone Gear Units (1968).

_11is Standard applies to gear units which are within the scope
of Standard ACbiA 421.06_ "Standard Practice for Iligh Speed Helical and

tlerringbone Gear UniLs", and as produced by the Af_IA Iligb Speed Units
Nanufaeturer's 'GrLup. It does not include marine propulsion, aero-
space, or automotive gearing.

_lllespecifications and procedures apply to sound measurement,
testing methods, and limiting values of direct air-borne sound

generated by a gear unit, and tile auxiliary equipment required for
its operation, whose prime mover is not integral with tile unit.

Sound level characteristics of _i gear unit are affected by types
of foundations and room surroundings. 'iILerefore, it should be under-

stood that shop tests may not fully determine tile level of sound in
the installed locations.

National Electrical Hanufaeturers Association

'i I. NEMA Standard Sbl 33-1964. Gas 'l_rbine Sound and Its Reduction.

This Standards Publication contains information relative to gas
: turbine inlet and exhaust Sound Pressure Levels and sound reduction

• to satisfy surrounding neighborhood requirements external to the turbine

room in Lhe far field (airborne sound). (Other sources of sound, such

as fans for oil coolers, acoustic leakage through buildings housing the
equipment, etc., are not covered in this publication.)

National Machine Tool Builders A=sociation

I. NNBTA Standard. Noise bleasurement Techniques (1970).

These procedures apply to measurements made in facilities under

the control of the machine tool builder. As such it is assumed that

tile builder will provide a suitable test space so that reasonably

accurate noise level data may be obtained and possibly repeated at a
later date. Therefore, ambient noise and reverberation correction

factors are not included.

To obtain an accurate measure of the noise produced by a machine,

the ambient noise level sbouhl meet the following conditions:

(a) The ambient level of the frequency band being measured should
preferably be at least I0 dB lower than the band level

generated by the machine.
!i

I (b) The ambient level must remain steady for the duration of the

:ii test, or if varying, should not exceed a level I0 dB below

that of tile machine under test.
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Power Saw Manufacturers Association

I. PS_ Standard NI.I-66. Noise Level.

This Standard establishes a noise level certification procedure

for measuring the noise emitted by power saws for infrequent commercial

operation in residential areas.

2. PS_ Standard N2.1-67° Noise Octave Band Measurement.

X_is Standard establishes a test procedure for measuring noise

level at the power saw operatorls ear.

Anti-Frlction gearing Manufacturers Association

I. AFB}_ Standard No. 13. Rolling Bearing Vibration and Noise (1968).

The field of application for standards on bearing vibration

and noise is not universal. It encompasses the applications where use-

fulness of these standards as a basis for bearing selection and

specification has been proven by sufficient experimental evidence.

In the current edition of this Standard, only selected methods

for the measurement of the (structure-borne) vibration of certain

types of ball bearings have been specified. Other vibration meas-

urement methods, as well as methods for the measurement of rolling

bearing (alr-borne) noise, may be specified in later editions.

Hearing Aid Industry Conference

i. HAIC Standard 61-1. Standard Method of Expressing Hearing-Aid
Performance.

The purpose of this Standard is to provide a uniform method of

numerically and graphically expressing certain fundamental performance

characteristics of hearing aids in a simple manner, so that those using

such data can be assured of its meaning.

2. }_IC Standard 65-1. Interim Bone Conduction Thresholds for Audiometry.

The purpose of this Standard is to provide an interim industry

calibration for bone conduction, and to provide a uniform interim

bone threshold for use in audlometry.

Military Speelfications

i. MIL-A-8806A, and Amendment-l. Acoustical Noise Level in Aircraft,

Genera] Specification for (1966).

This Specification covers the general requirements for the

control of acoustical noise in occupied spaces of aircraft, including i

the acceptable noise levels and the testing requirements for determining
conformance to these levels.
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2. MIL-N-83155A, and Amendment-l. Noise Suppressor System, Aircraft

Turbine Engine Ground Run-Up, General Specification for (1970).

_lis Specification covers general design, perfomnance and test of

noise suppressor systems used for ground run-up of aircraft turbine

engines. The complete requirements for a noise suppressor system

applicable to a particular turbine engine shall be stated in the

individual equipment specification.

3. MIL-N-83158A. Noise Suppressor Systems, Engine Test Stand A/F32T-2

and A/F32T-3; for _rbojet and _Jrbofan Engines (1970).

1_lis Specification covers demountable noise suppressor systems

for use in performance testing of engines mounted on an A/M37T-6

engine test stand.

4. MIL-S-3151a, and Notice-l. Sound-Level Measuring and Analyzing

Equipment (1967).

This Specification covers Sound-Level Measuring and Analyzing

Equipment consisting of a Sound-Level Meter, an Octave-Band Analyzer

and a Magnetic Tape Recorder. I_hen used in conjunction this equip-

ment forms a single type Sound-Level Meas.ring and Analyzing System.

5. MIL-S-O08806B. Sound Pressure Levels in Aircraft, General

Specification for (1970).

This limited coordination military specification has been

prepared by the Air Force based upon currently aw|ilable technical
information, but it has not been approved for promulgation as a

revision of Military Specification MIL-A-8806. It is subject to

i modification. However, pending its promulgation as a coordinated
military specification, it may be used in procurement.

I This Specification covers the general requirements for maximum

allowable sound pressure levels in aircraft crew and passenger

compartments and the testing requirements for determining conformance
to these levels.
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY

ACCELEROMETER (ACCELEKATION PICKUP) -- An electroacoustic transducer

that responds to the _coeleration of the surface to which the

transducer is attached, and delivers essentially equivalent electric
waves.

ACOUSTICAL POWER -- See sound power.

ACOUSTICS -- (I) The science of sound, including the generation,

transmission, and effects of sound waves, both audible and inaudible.

(2) The acoustics of an auditorium or of a room, the totality of those

physical qualities (such as size, shape, amount of sound absorption,

and amount of noise) which determine the audlbillty and perception

of speech and music.

AIRBORNE SOUND -- Sound that reaches the point of interest by

propagation through sir.

AMBIENT NOISE -- See background noise.

ANALYSIS -- _le analysis of a noise generally refers to the composition

of the noise into carious frequency bends, such as octaves, third-

octaves, etCo

ANECHOIC ROOM -- A room whose boundary walls absorb almost completely

sound waves incident upon them, with practically no sound being
reflected.

ARTICULATION INDEX (AI) -- A numerically calculeted measure of the

intelligibility of transmitted or processed speech. It takes into

account the limitations of the transmission path and the background

noise. The articulation index can range in magnitude between 0 and

1.0. If the AI is less than 0.I, speech Intelligibility is generally

low. If it is above 0.6, speech intelligibility is generally high.

A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL (dBA) -- A quantity, in decibels, read from n

standard sound-level meter that is swi=ehed to the weishting network

labeled "A". The A-weighting network dlseriminates against the lower

frequencies according to a relationship approximating _he auditory

sensitivity .of the human ear at moderate sound levels. The A-weighted

sound level measures approximately the relative "noisiness" o_

"annoyance" of many common sounds.

AUDIO FREQUENCY -- The frequency of oscillation of an sudiblo sine-

wave of sound; any frequency between 20 and 20000 hertz. See also

frequency.
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AUDIOC[_bi ~_ A gl.'_ph showillg hearitlg loss ,as a [m_cLion o£ [requuncyu

AUDIC_IETER -- An instrument for nleasuring hearlng sensitiviCy.

BACL(£;ROUND NOISE -- The tnl;tl _*f ;ill no_:;_! in a _.y_;tcul or _;ltu_Jtion,

independenk of {-I_e presencu of tim ,h_slred signal,

BAND CI'NTER I"RE_UENEY-- "I'll<- dcs igtt;ttu'd m,.'illl l t'u'quuqlcy ol ;l I);llld oi

noise or uther signnl. For example, lflt.fl llz is the l, nnd center

frequency for the (_ct;ive [JZll_(I t:lltle uxtends fl?Olll 7¢'7 ll_ to 1!+[/4 llz,
or [or the I:hird-oct;lve bnnd chat c:.:tends fr_Jm 89l ll_: t_, ll23 Dz.

BAND PRESSURE (OR POWER) LEVEL -- The pressure (or pI>wL, r) lex, e_ ft,r

tile SOuild cont_lined t_tittlin a spucified fruquuncy band. The hand

may be specified e[ther by iLs [o_4¢r _lnd up::er cut-,_[f Eroqtlellcies_

or hy i_s geometric c¢;nter frequency. 1. ic width of {:he ll/lll(1 is
often indic,_tod by _ pref,ltory ul,*di[iur; ,.'.g., ,*(.tnv," b:mt_, t.hird-

oct;lYe b:uld, I0-11z band.

CONTINUOUS SOUND SPECTRUH -- A ctull:illtlo_l:; _;_11111{]_;II¢'UI:FHm i:; COiTlj_Fi:_C(t

O_ COlllpOnel/Ls whlch ;Jre c,,nginllmls[y d;.slrlbut_.d ,_ver ;J lr,'q;_,.my

regitlll.

C-NEIGIITED SOUND LEVEL (dBC) -- A quantlty, [n decibe/s_ r_.'ad from

a s_andard _ound-level meter that _s switched _o the weighting network

labeled "C". The C-weighting network weights the frequencies between

70 llz and 4000 Ilz un:{formly, but below and above these limits fre-

quencies are slightly discriminated against_ generally, g-weighted
measurements are esscnt_:tlly t:he s;lme ;t':; overall sound-pressure Jevel._,

which require no diserimtnat_on at any frequt_ncyo

CYCLES PER SECOND -- See frequency.

DAMAGE-RISK CRITERIA (IIEARINC-CONSERVATION CRITERIA) -- Recommended
maximum noise levels that for n given pattern of exposure times

should_ if not exceeded, mlllimize _he risk of damage to the ears of

persons exposed to the noise.

DANPING -- Tile dissipation of energy with time or distance. The

ternl is generally applied I:o the attenuation of sound in _1 structure

owing to tht" :[ntern;Jl sound-dlssilmt_vu In-{_pcrties of the structure

or owtng to the addition of sound-dissipative material;:.

i
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DECIBEL -- _le [*nit in which the levels of various acoustical quantities

are expressed. Typical quantities so expressed _re sound pressure level,

noise level, and sound power level.

DIFFUSE SOUND FIELD -- The presence of many reflected waves (echoes)

in a room (or auditorium) having a very small amount of sound absorption,

arising from repeated reflections of sound in various directions,

DIRECT_VITY INDEX -- In a given direction from a sound source, the

difference in decibels between (a) the sound-pressure level produced

by the source in that direction, and (b) the space-average sound-

pressure level of that source, measured at the same distance.

DUCT LINING OR |#RAPPING -- Usually a sheet of porous material placed

on the inner or outer wall(s) of a duct to introduce sound attenuation

and heat insulation. It is often used in air conditioning systems.

Linings are more effective in attenuating sound that travels inside

along the length of a duct, while wrappings are more effective in
preventing sound from being radiated from the duct sidewalls into

surrounding spaces.

EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (EPNL) -- A physical measure designed

to estimate the effective "noisiness" of a single noise event, usually

an aircraft flyover; it is derived from instantaneous PNL values by

applying corrections for pure tones and for the duration of the no_se.

ELEOTROACOUSTICS -- The science and technology of transforming sound

waves into currents in electrical circuits (and vice versa), by means

of microphones, loudspeakers, and eIeetronie amplifiers and filters.

FARFIELD -- Consider any sound source in free space. At a sufficient

distance from the source, the sound pressure level obeys the inverse-

square law, and the soundparticle velocity is in phase with the

sound pressure. _lis region is called the far field of the sound

source. Regions closer to the source, where these two conditions do

not hold, constitute the near field. Now consider a sound source

within an enclosure. It is also sometimes possible to satisfy the

far-field conditions over a limited region between the near field

and the reverberant field, if the absorption within the enclosure
is not too small so that the near field and the reverberant field

merge.

FILTER -- A device that transmits certain frequency components of

the signal (sound or electrical) incident upon it, and rejects other

frequency components of the incident signal.

FREE SOUND FIELD (FREE FIELD) -- A sound field in which the effects

of obstacles or boundaries on sound propagated in _hat field are

negligible.
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F%EQUENCY -- _le number of oscillations per second (a) of a sine-wave

of sound, and (b) of a vibrating solid object; now expressed in hertz

(;ihbreviation Hz), formerly in cycles per second (nbbrevlation cps).

HEARING DISABILITY -- An actual or presumed inability, due to hearing

impairment, to remain employed at full wages.

HEARING IiANDICAP -- The disadvantage imposed by a bearing impairment

sufficient to affect one's efficiency irl the s_tuation of everyday
living.

HEARING IMPAIRNENT -- A deviation or change for the worse in either

hearing structure or function, us,ally outside the normal range; see

hearing loss.

HEARING LOSS -- At a specified frequency, an amount, in decibels, by

which the threshold of audibility for that ear exceeds a certain

specified audiometric threshold, that is to say, tile amount by which

a person's hearing ls worse than some selected norm. Tile norm may be
the threshold established at some earlier time for that ear, or the

average threshold for some large population, or the threshold selected

by some standards body for audiometric measurements.

HEARING Logs FOR SPEECH -- The difference in decibels between the

speech levels at which the "average normal" ear and a defective ear,

respectively, reach the same intelligibility, often arbitrarily set
a t 50%.

HERTZ -- See frequency.

IMPACT INSULAI_iON CLASS (IIC) -- A single-figure rating which is

intended to permit the comparison of the impact sound insulating
merits of floor-ceiling assemblies in terms of a reference contour.

IMPACT SOUND -- The sound arising from the impact of a solid object

on an interior surface (wall, floor, or ceiling) of a building.

Typical sources are footsteps, dropped objects, etc.

INVERSE-SQUARE LAW -- The inverse-square law describes that acoustic

situation where the mean-square sound pressure changes in inverse

proportion to the square of the distance from the source. Under

this condition the sound-pressure level decreases 6 decibels with

each doubling of distance from the source. See also spherical

divergence.

ISOLATION -- See vibration isolator.

LEVEL -- The level of an acoustical quantity (e.g., sound pressure),

in decibels, is i0 times the logarithm (base IO) of the ratio of

the quantity to a reference quantity of the same physical k_nd.
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LINE SPECTRUN -- Tile spcctrunl of 0 sound _¢]IOSC c_)mpon(!nts oCetlr Llt a
number of discrete frequencies.

LOUDNESS -- (1) A listener's perception of the intensity of a

strongly-audible sound or noLse, (2) The factor n by which :I

constant-intensity sound or noise exceeds, in the judgment of a

listener, the loudness of a 100O l_z tone heard ot ;i sound pressure
40 dB above threshold. The trait is Elm sone. See also loudness level.

LOUDNESS LEVEL -- The nutnher) ottl?ihutcd t_) ;1 c()nst;lnt-intensJLy StUllld

or noise, of declhels by which :I IO00 Uz pUl'C t¢_11¢!,judged by listeners
to be os loud as the sound or noise, exceeds the reference level

2 x 18 -5 N/el2. _le unit is the phon. See also loudness.

MACH NU_IEER -- _]e ratio of a speed of a moving element to the

speed of sound in the surrounding medium.

MASKING -- _11e action of bringing one sound (audible when heard alone)

to inaudibility or to unintel]igibiI_ty by the _ntroduction ()f nnothe]',

usually louder, sound. See masking noise.

MASKING NOISE -- A noise which is intvnsu enough tc render inaudible

or unintelligible another sound _)]lie||is siiilu]tani:ous]y present.

MICROPHONE -- Art electrotlcoustic transdtJcer that r_apllnds to sfltlnd

waves and delivers essentially equivaletlt electric waves.

NEAR FIELD -- See far field.

NOISE -- Any sound which is undesirable because it interferes with

speech and hearing, or is intense enough to damage hearing, or is

otherwise annoying.

NOISE CRITERION (NC) CURVES -- Any of several versions (SC) NC, NCA,

PNC) of criteria used for rating tile acceptability of continous

indoor noise levels, such .qs produced by air-baodling systems.

NOISE EXPOSURE FOR/_CAST (NEF) -- A measure of the total noise exposure
near an airport; it is derived from EPNL contours for individual air-

craft by including considerations of mix of aircraft) number ant[ time

of operations_ runway utilization, flight path, and operating procedures.

NOISE INSULATION-- See sound insulation,

NOISE ISOLATION CLASS (NIC) -- A single number rating derived in a

prescribed manner from tile measured values of noise reduction. Ig

provides an evaluation of t-he sound isolation between two enclosed

spaces that are acoustically connected by one or more paths.

NOISE LEVEL -- See sound level,
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NOISE AND NU_IBER INDEX (NNI) -- A measure based on perceived noise

level and used for rating the noise environment near an airport.

NOISE POLLUTION LEVEL (LNp) -- A measure of the total community
noise environment regardTess of the types of noise source; [t is

computed from the "energy mean*' of the noise level and the standard

deviation of the time variation of noise level.

NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT (NRC) -- %1,e average of tbe sound

absorption coefficients of an acoustical material at 250, 500,

1000, and 2000 Hz, expressed to the nearest integral multiple of
0.05.

NOYS -- A unit used in the calculation of perceived noise level.

OCTAVE -- Any two pure tones, whose ratio of frequencies is exactly

two, are said to be "an octave apart"_ or to b_ "sep._rated by an
octave".

OCTAVE BAND -- All of the components, in a sound spectrum, whose

frequencies are between two sine wave components separated by an
octave.

OCTAVE-BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL -- The integrated sound pressure

level of only those slne-wave components in a specified octave band,

for a noise or sound having a wide spectrum.

OSCILLATION -- _le varlation with time, alternately increasing and

decreasing, (a) of some feature of an audible sound, such as the

sound pressure, or (b) of some feature of a vibrating solid object,

such as the displacement of its surface.

f:

PEAK SOUND PRESSURE -- _le maximum instantaneous sound pressure (a)

for a transient or impulsive sound of short duration in time, or (b)

in a specified time interval [or a sound of long duration.

PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (PNL) -- The level in dB assigned to a noise by

means of a calculation procedure that is based on an approximation to

subjective evaluations of "noisiness".

PHASE -- For a particular value of the |ndependent variable, the

fractional part of a period through wbich the independent variable

has advanced_measured from an arbitrary reference.

PHON -- The unit of measurement for loudness level.

PITCH -- A listener's perception of the frequency of a pure tone; the

higher the frequency, the higher the pitch.
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PRESBYCUSIS -- _le decline in hearing acuity that normally occurs as

a l_erson grows older.

PURE TONE -- A sound wave whose waveform is that of a sine-wave.

RANDON INCIDENCE -- If an object is in a diffuse sound field, the

sound waves that comprise the sound field are said to strike the

object from al] angles of incidence at random.

P,ANDON NOISE -- An oscillation whose instantaneous magnitude ls not

specified for any given instant of time. It can be described in a

statistical sense by probability distribution functions giving the

fraction of the total time that the magnitude of the noise lies within

a specified range.

RESONANCE -- The relatively hlrge effects produced, e.g., amplitude

of vibration, when repetitive sound pressure or force is in appro×Imate

synchronism with a free (unforced) vibration of a component or a system.

REVERBERATION -- _le persistence of sound in an enclosed space, as

a result of multiple reflections, after the sound source has stopped.

REVERBERATION NOON -- A room having a long reverberation time,

especially designed to make the sound fleld inside it as diffuse

(homogeneous) as possible.

REVERBERATION TIME -- The time required for the sound pressure level,

arising from reverberation in s room or auditorium and measured

frool the moment at which the source of sound power is stopped, to

die away (decay) by 60 dB.

ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE (_|S) -- _le root-mesa-square value of a quantity

that is varying as a function of time is obtained by squaring the

function at each instant, obtaining the average of the squared values

over the interval of interese, and taking the square root of this

average.

SINE-WAVE -- A sound _ave, audible as a pure tone, in which the

sound pressure ks a sinusoidal function of time; sound pressure
sine of (217 x frequency × time).

SONE -- _le unit of measurement for loudness.

SONIC BOOM -- _le pressure transient produced at an observing point

by a vehicle that is moving past (er over) it faster than the speed
of sound.

SOUND -- See acoustics (I).
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SOUND-ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT (ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT) --" The sound-

absorbing _ibility of a surface is given in terms of a sound-aI_sorption
coefficient. This coefficient is defined as the fraction of incident

sound energy absorbed or otherwise not reflected by the surface.

Unless otherwise specified, a diff,]so sound field is assumed. %fl_e

values of sound-absorption coefficient usually range from about O.01

for marble slate to about 1,0 for long absorbing wedges such as are
used in anechoic chambers.

SOUND INSbq_ATION ,-- (]) q_le use of structures nnd materials designed
to reduce the transmission of sound from one room or area to another

or from the exterior to the interior of a building. (2) q_le degree

T, by which sound transmission is reduced 5y means of sound insulating
structures and materials.

SOUND LEVEL (NOISE LEVEL) -- _io weighted sound pressure level

&_ obtained by use of a sound level meter ]laving a standard frequency-

filter for attenuating par_ of the sound spectrum.

SOUND-LEVEL METER -- An instrument, comprising a micropbnne, an

amplifier, an output meter, and frequency-welghting networks, that

is used for the measurement of noise and sound levels in a specified
manner.

SOUND POWER -- Of a source of sound, the total amount of acollstic_Jl

energy radiated into the atmospheric nit per unit time.

SOUND POWER LEVEL -- The level of sol,nd power, averaged over a period

of time, _he reference being 10 -12 wa_ts.

SOUND PRESSURE-- (]) _le minute fluctuations in atmospheric pressure

which accompany the passage of a sound wave; the pressure fluctuations

on the tympanic membrane are transmitted to _he inner ear and give
rise to the sensation of audible sound. (2) For a steady sound,

the va]ue of the sound pressure averaged over a period of time. (3)

Sound pressure is usually measured (a) in dynes per square
centimeter (dyn/em2), or (b) in newtons per square meter (N/m2).

1 N/m 2 = I0 dyn/em 2 _ 10 -5 times the atmospheric pressure.

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL -- _11e level of sound pressure; squared and

averaged over a period of time, the reference being the squar_ of

2 x 10 -5 newtons per square meter.

SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS, (STC) -- the preferred single figure rating

system designed to give an estimate of the sound insulation properties

of a partition or a rank ordering of a series of partitions. It is

in_ended for use primarily when speech and office noise constitute the

principal noise problem.

SOUND TRANSNISSION COEFFICIENT -- _]e fraction of incident sound energy

_ranamitted throug|] a structural configurotion.
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SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS (TRANSMISSION LOSS)(TL) -- A measure of

sound insulation provided by a structura] configuration. Expressed

in decibels, it _s IO times the logarithm to the base 10 of the

reciprocal of the sound transmission coefficient of the configuration.

SPECTRL_; -- Of a sound wave, the description of its resolution into

components, each of different frequency and (.sually) different

amplitude and phase.

SPEECH-INTERFERENCE LEVEL (SIL) -- A calculated quantity providing

a handy guide to the interfering effect of a noise on sl_eech. The

speech-interference level is the arithmetic average of the octave-

band sound-pressure levels of the noise in the most important part

of the speech frequency range, The levels in the three octave-frequency

bands c_nt_r_d at 500, I000, and 2000 Hz are conmlonly averaged to
determine the speech-lnterference level.

] SPEED (VELOCITY) OF SOUND IN AIR -- The speed of sound in air is
344 m/see or 1128 ft/sec at 78°F.

SPHERICAL DIVERGENCE -- Spherical divergence is the condition of

propagation of spherical waves that relates to the regular decrease

in intensity of a spherical sound wave at progressively greater distances

from the source. Under this condition the sound-pressure level
decreases 6 decibels with each doubling of distance from the source.

SPIIERICAL WAVE -- A sound wave in which the surfaces of constant phase

are concentric spheres. A small (point) source radiating into an

open space produces a free sound field of spherical waves.

STANDTEqG WAVE -- A periodic sound wave having a fixed distribution

in space, the result of interference of traveling sound waves of the

name frequency and kind° Such sound waves are characterized by the

existence of nodes, or partial nodes_ and antinodes that are fixed

in space _

STEADY-STATS SOUNDS -- Sounds whose average characteristics remain

constant in time. Examples of steady-state sounds are s stationary

sire_ an sir-conditlonlng unit, and an aircraft running up on the ground.

SX_{UCTUREBORNE SOUND -- Sound that reaches the point of interest, over

at least part of its path, by vibrations of a solid structure.

THIRD-OCTAVE BAND -- A frequency band whose cut-off frequencies |]ave

a ratio of 2 1/3, which is approximately 1.26. _]e cut-off frequencies
of 891 Hz and 1123 Hz define a thlrd-octsve band in common use. See

also band center frequency.

THRESHOLD OF AUDIBILITY (THRESHOLD OF DETECTABILITY) -- For a

specified signal, the minimum sound-pressure level of the signal that

is capable of evoking an auditory sensation in a specified fraction

of the trials.
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I_RESHOLD SHIFT -- An increase _i_ ;4 hearing _'hresho]d level that

results from exposure to noise.

TRAFFIC NOISE INDEX (TNI) -- A measure of the noise environment created

by highways; it is computed from measured values of the sound levels

exceeded 10 percent and 90 percent of the time.

TRANSDUCER -- A device capable of being actuated by waves from one

or more transmission systems or media and supplying related waves

to one or more other transmission systems or media. Examples are

microphones, accelerometers, end lo_idspeakers.

TRANSIENT SOUNDS -- Sounds whose average properties do not remain

constant in time. Examples are an aircraft flyover, a passing truck,
a sonic boom.

TRANSMISSION LOSS (TL) -- See sound transmission loss.

VIBRATION ISOLATOR -- A resilient support for machinery and other

equipment that might be a source of vibration, designed to reduce
the amount of vibratioD transmitted to the building structure.

WAVEFORM -- A presentation of some feature of a sound wave, e.g.,

the sound pressure, as a graph showing the moment-by-m0ment variation

of sound pressure with time.

WAVEFRONT -- The front surface of a sound wave on its way _hrough =lie

a tmosp|ler e.

WAVELENGTH -- For a periodic wave (such as sound in air), the

perpendicular distance between analogous points on any two s1,esesslve
waves. ._le wavelength of sound in nit or in.water is inversely

proportional to the frequency of the sound. Thus the lower the
frequency, _he longer the _avelength.
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Appendix B. The Development of a
Measurement System for Sources in Real World Situations

It was previously pointed out that in many cases the noise produced
by a given soLlrce depends as much on the operational aspects of the device
and the surrounding environment as on the sound radiating characteristics

of the device itself. In order to further emphasize the considerations
which are necessary during the design of a test procedure to accurately
characterize such a souree_ the following detailed example is cited.

Overall truck noise is a combination of engine operating noise,

exhaust noise) brake noise, tire noise and aerodynamic noise; however,.
at speeds of 50 mph and greater, which are quite prevalent on todays
interstate highways_ the noise from tires predominates provided the
truck has a reasonably good exhaust muffler and is in n good state of re-
pair. Because of the almost total lack of an information base of tire

noise data available in the public domain, the noise abatement efforts
of users and manufacturers of truck tires, state lawmakers and enforce-

ment agencies_ and urban planners have been greatly hampered.

For this reason an extensive research program was undertaken (Truck
Tire Noise Investigation - an ongoing program being conducted by the
National Bureau of Standards under the sponsorship of the Department of
Transportation) to identify and quantify th_ physical parameters which

affect the noise generation eilaraoterLstics of truck tires and develop an
information base that may lead to standardized tire noise testing proce-
dures and to highway noise reduction criteria, standards, and regulations.

The data base was to eonsls" of the following three types of infor-
mation: (i) peak A-weighted sound levels (maximum rms A-weighted sound
level during a passby), (2) I/3-octave spectral data_ and (3) direction-

ality information in the form of equal sound level contour plots.

Prior to the design of the measurement systems many questions had
to be addressed. Thls was done through a literature search and a feasi-

bility study. Typical questions to be answered included: What are the
influential parameters which affect tire noise? What horizontal locations
of the microphones should be utilized? At what height above the road sur-

face should the microphones be placed? Is vertical directionality im-
portant? Now repeatable are the data at each microphone location for a
given set of test conditions; thus_ how many repeat runs at each condi-
tion are necessary? I_]at effect does grass have on the attenuation of

sound generated by truck tires? What are the operational charaoterlstlos
of the test vehicles? Is there a significant difference in sound level
with truck windows open or closed?
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These are just some of the considerations that were evaluated prior

to the design of the test procedure and measurement system. A careful

evaluation of tile data resulting from both the literature survey and tile

feasibility test program led to tile establishment of tile test procedure

utilized throughout the parametric study. Prior to a discussion of the

test procedure, a few words of description are necessary to establish tile

placement of all instrumentation within tile test section. Figure B-I shows

the placement of the microphones, photosensors, and the path of the test
vehicle.

The microphones, six in all mounted on tripods at a heigbt of 48 inches,

were located on a hard surface along a line perpendicular to the path of
travel of the test vehicle. The array itself was located midway in the test

section. Photosensors, activated by a light beam produced by a spotlight

mounted on the side of the truck, were located along the test lane parallel

to the path of the vehicle, Although not shown in Figure B-l, the mobile

instrumentation van was located 500 feet back from the edge of the runway.

Coaxial cables connected the microphones and photocells with the tape record-

ing and monitoring equipment housed in the instrumentation van. The 500

feet distance was dictated because of an airfield ruling (field test site

was an airfield runway) and also to avoid unwanted reflection effects.

For any particular run the driver of the test vehicle accelerated tbe

truck to slightly more than the desired speed to compensate for the decel-

eration characteristics of the particular vehicle. As the truck passed the

initial photocell, the tape recorder in the instrumentation van was remotely
commanded to turn on.

Since tire noise was being investigated, the testing was performed with

the truck in a coasting mode and the engine shut off. The driver shut down

the engine prior to entering the test section. The initial photocell, which

turned on the recorder, was located so that when the truck passed photocell

No. 2 the tape recorder was up to speed (servo-control system in phase lock)

and data could be recorded. Data from each microphone were recorded on one

of six channels of an F.M. tape recorder. The truck tire noise was recorded

during the entire passby over the 1000 foot section. The light beam strik-

ing the photocells caused voltage spikes which were recorded on the seventh

channel (direct r_cord) of the tape recorder. The pbotocells (photocells

No. 2_ 3_ 4, 5_ 6) were located 250 feet apart along the test section; the

"blips" produced by the photocells provided information on truck position

versus time which was used' for the calculation of vehicle speed and position.

As the truck left the test section, a final photocell was triggered which

remotely stopped the tape recorder.
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VEHICLE PATH

0 0 0 OP'4 0 0 0
P'I P-2 poS _. M_I P-5 P-6 P-7

AM-2

_M-3

M-4

0 PHOTOSENSORS
A MICROPHONES M-5

M-6

Figure B-I. View of rest secEion showing instrumentation

plus vehicle path. (not CO scale) Microphones

were spaced aE various distances as measured
from the centerline of the lane in which the

truck travelled and along a llne perpendicular

to the path of the vehicle. Photocells 2, 3,

4, 5, and 6 were spaced 250 feet apart. Photo-

cell No. i, which remotely turned on the tape

recorder, was placed 440 feet before photocell

No. 2. At a vehicle speed of 60 mph (88 rE/set),

this distance provided the five seconds necessary

for the tape recorder to come up to an operaEing

speed of 30 in./s. The final photocell, located

immediately adjacent to photocell No. 6, remotely

turned off the tape recorder.
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Figure B-3. Data reduction and analysis system.
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B.1, Data Acquisition, Reduction and Analysis System

FigILre 11-2identif[e_ the components that constituted the data acquisi-
tion system. To describe the workings of tilesystem, the following example

is cited with the contribution oE e_ch component discussed.

Consider a truck passing an array of microphones. As tile tr.ck moved

fo_'w_rd, it caused pressure fluctuations which travelled as waves and
activated the microphone's diaphragm into vibration. Tbese variations were
transduced into an AC voltage which could be recorded for analysis at a
later time. The microphone itself was a three-part subsystem comprised of

a fr_e-field microphone cartridge, protecting grid, and a microphone pre-
amplifier. It was not practical to locate the tape recorder next to the
microphone array since one wanted to minimize undesired reflection effmcts;

therefore, long cables c_Lrried the signal from the microphone to the record-
ing facility. To maintain the voltage level of the signal, some line
am[lificntion was mandatory. The microphone energizers, in addition to
supplying the polarization voltage to the microphones, provided the cap-
ability for 20 dB amplification. Once the signal reached the tape re-

corder, there existed a need for signal conditioning prior to actual re-
cording. The electronic voltmeters provided tlle capability for amplification/
attenuation. The meter scale provided an indication as to whether or not

a |:|pc channel had become saturated (i.e., the signal bad exceeded the
dy,a_ic range of the recorder) and thus the data were not acceptable. The
signal was then recorded on one track of the F.M. tape recorder. The meas-
|irements were performed out-of-doors; therefore, windscreens were placed
over the microphones to minimize the noise produced by wind passing over

tbe microphone. Tests were not conducted when the pavement was wet nor
when the wind velocity exceeded 12 mph.

Calibration and system checkout were performed in two steps. A

single point calibration utilizing a pistonphone which produced a 124 dB
sot_nd pressure level (re 20 _N/m 2) at a frequency of 250 Hz was used for
sy}tem calibration in the field. The system checkout also involved run-

ning a frequency response on the system. To perform this checkout, the
mi, rophone cartridge was removed and replaced with an adapter which allowed
the sine-random signal generator to be coupled into the system. The sine-
random generator was capable of producing wide band "pink noise", which is

white noise passed thro,gh a network which weights at -3 dg per octave.
I@l_:na display unit, such as a real-time analyzer was coupled to the ou_-
puL Lerminals of the tape recorder, a flat frequency response (constant

energy per octave of bandwidth) could be observed. In general, a lack of
Io_,freqt_ency response would be indicative of overloading of an amplifier
and a lack of high frequency response would be indicative of an amplifier
failure. This operatlon also established the integrity of all connecting
cshles. During actual testing, the real-tlme analyzer was used Co provide
some data with which to judge the progress of the testing prior to tbe

later reduction and _nalysis of the data on _he computer.
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Once the data had been recorded, the analog tapes were returned

to the laboratory for reduction and analysis. Figure g-3 identifies

the equipment which was utilized for analysis purposes. Each tape

was played back a channel at a tlme through the real-time analyzer.

An interface-coupler was necessary to make the real-time analyzer

compatible with a minicomputer. When a timing signal appeared ell the

analog tape, tile real-time analyzer was commanded to begin analysis.

The selection of tbe appropriate averaging times (and thus the

sKatistical error) is of great importance in obtaining tile root mean

square (rms) value of the signal (noise). In the case of statistically

varying signals sucb as noise the correct rms value is only obtained

if the averaging time is infinite. Since the averaging time in prac-

tice cannot be made infinitely long, the "rms value" of the noise

fluctuates during the measurements. To obtain a given accuracy in a

particular noise ineasurement it is therefore necessary to increase the

averaging time when the absolute bandwidth of the measuring analyzer
is decreased. For this program a time constant of .2 second was
utilized to obtain the rms value of the level in each one-third octave

band over the frequency range of interest at the output of the analyzer°

Once all data had been analyzed in one-third octave bands, the computer

stored the data and dumped it onto digital magnetic tape. This tape

was formatted to be acceptable to tile large NBS computer whicb was

utilised for fur=her analysis and graphical plo_ generation. This

instrumentation system provided for efficient data acquisition and data

handling for the thousands of data points generated for each truck

passby.

In summary, the following were specified as part" of the test pLoce-

dure for this test program:

i. Environmental Conditions: No rain, wind velocity less than 12 mph.

2. Test Site: Flat area free of reflecting surfaces within the area

of the measurement positions, a minimum hard surface width of 150

feet and a length such that a vehicle can accelerate to speeds of

60 mph, coast through a test section and then safely stop. Tests
on two different pavement surfaces.

3. Microphone Location: Located on a line perpendicular to the path

of the vehicle° Mounted on tripods at a beight of 48 inches and

located at 6, ].2, 25, 50, 80, and 130 feet from the centerline of

tile test lane. All microphones located over a hard surface.

4. Ambient Noise Level: I0 dB or more below the noise to be measured.
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5. Instrumentation: Windscreen, pistonphone, condenser microphone,

preamplifier, microphone energizer, signal conditioner, F.M. tape

recorder (seven channel), a real-time analyzer, signal generator s

and computer which mee_ specified standards.

6. Calibration Procedure: Pistonphone calibration (single point)

end specified frequency response or system checkout procedure.

7. Vehicle Mode: Truck coasting with engine off at specified speeds.

Truck equipped with standard rubber mud flaps.

8. Test Tires: Various treed designs, degrees of wear, loading

conditions. Inflation pressure as specified for given load
condition.

9. Photosensors: Located along the path of the vehicle separated

by a known distance.

10. Measurements: A-welghted sound level and one-third octave band

sound pressure levels. Time constant of analyzer is specified as
0.2 second.

Thus it is easily realized that in order to accurately characterize

the noise signature of a source, such as an assemblage of truck tires,

which is dependent on the interaction of the source with the surroundings

and its operational mode, much more than the sound radiating character-
istics of the source itself must be considered. Inmost cases the

instrumentation to perform such test programs exists today; however, i

the test procedures should be developed on the basis of a thorough con-

sideration of all possible alternative methods. Once a measurement

system has been standardized, care must be taken to ensure that the - :

method is not being used under circumstances for which it is not applicable.

L!
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Appendix C, Computat:Lon of Equivalent
Oct;lye B_nd Sound P_e_tlre ],_vel_ fPotll (_zl_-t:hird Oet_lve ]_lnd D_t;l

Shou/.d one have one-third octnve hand data ,lnd wish to convert to

octave hand data, the following procedure m_ly be utilized,

S_ep 1, Divide the level in each one-third octave hand by

10 _nd co_lputt2 _he squ_red p_essure ratio,

(Since SI'L = 10 lOgl0 (p2/po2) then p2/po2 = lO SPL/10)

Step '2, The partial sums of _he squatted pressure ratios for

ehe _hree one-third octave hands comprising each

octave batld are computed and the oetalve band signal

level computed by taking i0 io_;i0 (this sunl).

This procedure is i11ustrated on the followii_g page for the aircraft

lloise spectruln shown in Figure 13,. Section 5.

i,_. "_•

_ ..:_
'/,,.,! p; ; ,'
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Conversion of i/3-Octave Readings to Octave Band Levels

iO00 Foot Jet Approach

Squared Octave

1/3 Octave Signal Signal Pressure Partial Signal Octave
Bands Level _iO Ratio Sums Level Bands

Hz dB hel .... dB Hz

50 81.6 8.16 .145+09

63 81.0 8.10 .126+09 .142+10 91.5 63
80 90.6 9.06 .115+10

100 95.2 9.52 .331+i0

125 99.2 9.92 .832+10 .216+11 103.4 ].25
160 I00.0 i0.00 .i00+ii

200 96.6 9.66 .457+10
250 104.6 10.46 .288+11 .525+11 107.2 250

315 102.8 i0,28 ,191+11

400 106.6 10.66 .457+11

500 105.2 10.52 .331+11 .979+11 109.9 500
630 102.8 10.28 .191+i1

800 103.0 10.30 .200+11
i000 99.8 9.98 .955+10 .351+11 105.4 1000

1250 97.4 9.74 .550+10

1600 95.4 9.54 .347+10
2000 95.6 9.56 .365+10 .961+10 99.8 2000

2500 94.0 9.40 .251+10

3150 92.4 9.24 .174+10
4000 90.0 9.00 .100+10 .337+10 95.3 4000
5000 88.0 8.80 .631+09

6300 85.6 8.56 .363+09
8000 81.6 8.16 .145+09 .537+09 87.3 8000

i0000 74.6 7.46 .288+08
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Appendix D.

Detailed Calculations for Selected STraight Line Spectra

This mppendlx contains the details of the calculetlons of over-
all sound pressure level (linear dB(L)); A, B and C-welghted sound
level; loudness level according to the Stevens and Zwicker methods;
and Perceived Noise Level for each of the four selected straight llne

spectre -- wherein the i/3-octsve band sound pressure levels change
with frequency by the following amounts: -6, 0, +3, and +6 dB/oeteve, as
described previously in Section 5.
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-6 DB/O_ TAVE 5LOPE

5{JUARED RELATIVE

FREI_UENCY 51bNAL ij_IL I _wElbHTF[) PRE_SUNL CDNT;_ I BUT 10_
LEVELp L ,._ IG_T, _ LLVEL, X HATIO, Y OF y

HZ DL_ OB 8_L ....

I0.0 -- .... -- ---
12.S ...........

16.0 ..........

20.0 ..........

Z5,O ..........

31.5 ..........
40.0 ..........

_010 90.0 -- 9.00 ' ]_O÷|Q_ .36g
63,0 80.0 -- 8.80 ,631÷09 ,233

80.0 86-0 -- _.6U ,39_*09 .147
100.0 _.0 -- _.40 .261+09 ,093

125.0 H2.0 -- B.20 . IS_÷09 .Ub_

160.0 80.0 -- 6.00 . 100+09 .037

200.0 78.0 -- 7.8U .631+08 .023

250,0 76.0 -- 7.60 ,39_÷08 .01_
315.0 74.0 -- 7.40 '251÷08 ,Qi)9

400,0 72.0 -- 7.20 , lS_+OB .UOa

500,0 70.0 -- 7,00 .lO0÷Ob .00#

630.0 68.0 -- b.80 .631+07 ,00_

800.0 66.0 -- 6.50 .39_÷07 .OOI

I000.0 _4.0 -- h.40 .251+_7 .001

1_50.0 82.0 -- _,20 . 158+07 .001

1600.0 60.0 °- 6.00 . I00_07 ,000

2000.0 68.0 -- 5.8U .531÷0_ .000

2_00.0 56.0 -- 5.60 .39_+06 .000

3150,0 54,0 -- 5.40 ,Z51+06 .000

4000,0 52.0 -- 5,20 . Ibb+O6 .000

5000.0 60.0 -- 5.00 . 100+06 .000

5300.0 48.0 -- 4.80 .631+05 ®000

8000.0 4&.O -- 4,60 .39_÷05 .OOO

10000,0 _4.0 _- 4.40 '_I *05 *OOO

12500.0 42,0 -- 4.20 , 15_*05 .000

16000.0 40.0 -- 4.00 .100+05 .000

20000,0 38.0 -- 3.80 ._31÷04 .OOn

SUN Y .Z7i÷!O

OB(L) = 10 LOG(_UH y) 94.3

*'rhe'no_ation .100 _ I0 means .100 x 10 I0, .631 * 09 means .631 x I09,
etc.
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-6 08/OcTAVE SLuPE

S hill A ]< I" IJ PFLATIVE
FHE(_UENC'F SIGNA L _:HIA) aEIGHT_-D PNESSUNL CdNIfflBUT I0_-,

LFVEL* L +,EIGHT, . LEVEL, X _ATIO, y D_" Y

lO,_] -" -70°4 -- .- --
12,5 -- -A3 4 -- ....

16,0 -" -$6 7 ......

20,U -" -60 S ......

ZS,0 -" -44 7 -- .- -.

3J,5 -- -39 4 ......

40,0 -- -34 6 ......

50,0 90,0 -30,2 5,9_ ,V[,6+06 ,Of 7

53,0 aB,O -2&.2 _. la .151+07 ,026

80,0 _&,O -22.5 6.35 "224÷07 .039
100,0 _4,0 -19, I 6,4V "309+07 ,054

12S,o _2oG -16, I 6.59 ,3119÷07 ,ObH

160,0 80.0 -13,4 6.55 ,457+07 ,079

200,0 70,0 -10,9 6,71 "613+07 ,089

260,0 76,0 -8,6 6,74 "_50+07 ,096

31S,0 74.0 -&.6 6+74 "550+07 .096

400.0 72*0 .4.8 6.72 "524,07 °Ogl

500.0 70.0 -3.2 6,6_ "$79,07 .0_3

630.0 5_,0 .I+9 6.61 "407,07 .071

800.0 66.0 -.8 6.52 "331+07 .05R

1000.0 6_.0 .0 6.40 "261÷07 .044

1250.0 52.0 .6 4.26 * 182÷07 .032

1600.0 60.0 I.O 6. I0 ' 12A÷07 .022

2000.0 68,0 1.2 B,92 .832+06 .014

2500.0 56.0 1.3 5.73 .537*0& .009

3150.0 54.0 1.2 6._2 331÷06 .006

_000.0 52,0 I,0 5.30 200+06 .0D3

SO00.D 60.0 .5 5,06 112÷_ .002

5300.0 48.0 -. I ++,79 617÷05 .001

_000.0 46.0 -1. I 4,49 309+05 .001

10000.0 44.0 -2+S 4+15 14|+OS .000
12600.0 42.0 -4.3 3.77 ._89+04 .OOB

J 5000.0 40.0 -6,6 3.34 o219÷04 .000

20000.0 38.0 -9,3 2.87 .741÷03 ,000

SUM Y ,575+08

DU{A) = 10 LO@(_UH y) 7716
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-_ DB/OrTAVE sLoPE

5i_UARED RELATIVE

FREQUENCY _IGNAL fIR(B) _IbHTFO PResSURE C_jNTRIBUTIO_

LEVEL* L ,FIGHT, W LEVEL, X RATIO, Y OF y

HZ D8 08 BEL ....

I0,0 -= -38,2 ......
12,5 -- -33,2 ......
16.0 -- -28,5 ......
20,0 -- -24,2 ......

25*0 -- -20.4 ......

31.5 -- -17,1 ......
40.0 .- -14.2 ......

60.0 90,0 -1 | 6 7,84 ,692*08 ,|37

63,0 88,0 -9 3 7.87 .741+08 .141

80,0 86.0 -7 dl 7,85 ,724*08 .|3_

100.0 84.0 -S 6 7.A4 .692*08 .132

i 125,0 82.0 -4 2 7,78 .b03.08 ,I15
I 160.0 80,0 -3 0 7,70 .SO_*O8 ,095

I 200,0 78.0 -2 0 7,60 ,398*08 ,076

260,0 76,0 -|.3 7,47 ,296*08 .05_f
315,0 74.0 -,8 7,32 ,209*08 .040

! 400,0 72,0 -,6 7. 15 .|4l*OB ,027
= 500,0 70,0 .,3 6,97 ,933+07 ,018

630.0 68.0 -. I 6,79 .617*07 .017

800,0 66,0 .0 5,60 .39H+07 .OOB

I000,0 64,0 .0 6.40 ,25|*07 =005

1250,0 62,0 ,0 6,2U ,158.07 ,003

1600,0 60,0 ,0 6.00 .100+07 ,002
2000e0 58,0 -, I 5.79 .6|7.06 .OOl

2500,0 56,0 ..2 5.58 ,380+06 .001

I\I 3150,0 64,0 -.4 5.3e .229.06 .000, 4000.0 52.0 -,7 5.13 .136*06 .OOf)

L 5000.0 50,0 .],2 4,RB ,789.05 .000

6300,0 48,0 -l.q 4,61 ,407.05 ,DOn
BO00,O 46.0 -2,9 4,31 ,204.0_ ,000

I0000o0 44,0 -4.3 3.97 ,933e04 ,000

12500,0 42,0 -6,1 3.59 ,389*04 ,000

16000,0 40.0 -8,4 3.16 .145+04 .OOn

20000o0 38,0 .11,I 2,69 ,490+03 ,000

SUM Y '_26*09

DB(B) = lO LOG(SUM y) 87.2
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-6 DH/OETAV E _LOP£

SQUARED RELATf VE

FREQUENCy 51_NA L _UICI v.E|GHTED PH_SSURF CONTRIBUTION
LEVEL, I. _._X6HT, _ L£VEL, X RATIO, y OF

HZ O_ n13 BLL ....

10,0 -" -14,3 -- ._ ..
12,5 -- -11,2 --

16,0 _. -8,5 .- ._ °.
20,0 -- -6.2 -- .w m_

25,D -- -4o4 -- .° ._

31,5 -- -3,0 .- .. -.
40,0 -- -2,0 --

50on 90.0 -1,3 8,87 °741÷09 32_

! 63,0 _,0 -,8 _ 7_ ,525÷G9 .231

80,0 86,D -.5 -.55 ,3S5÷09 °]56

100,0 _4°D -,3 9,37 ,Z34,09 .I03

125,0 _2°0 -,2 8,1_ ,ISI÷09 ,0_7

160,0 aO,O -*I 7,9V ,977*08 ,D43

_i 200.0 78,0 o0 7.80 o631÷08 °0Z6

2S0,0 7&°O ,C 7,60 ,398+08 .017

31S,0 /4,0 .0 7,4U ,251,0_ ,011

400oD 72,0 °0 7,20 ,_58÷08 ,007

S00,0 /Q,O °0 7°OU °|00÷08 .00q

. 630,0 b_°O ,0 _,88 ,631_07 ,003

800,0 66.0 ,0 6.60 ,39_07 ,002

IODO,O _4.0 o0 6,40 ,251_07 ,DOI

1250,0 62.0 .0 6,20 ,158_07 .001

_600,D 60,0 ..! 5,99 ,977+06 .000

:; 2000,0 5_,0 -,2 S,7_ ,6D3÷06 *OOn

' 2500,0 5_o0 -,3 5,57 ,372_06 ,OOI)

3150,0 54°0 -.5 S,35 .22q÷06 ,OOn

q000,O 52.0 -,8 5,12 °I_2÷06 ,000

50U0,0 $0,0 .I,3 4,87 ,7qi÷05 .OOn

! 6300,D 48°0 -2,0 q,60 ,398+05 ,000

_ 8000,0 4&.O -3,C 4°3U ,200+05 ,000

I0000,0 4q,O -4°4 3.96 ,912÷0_ ,000

!i 12500o0 42,0 -6,2 3,58 .3_0÷04 °ODO

! 16000,D 40o0 -_,5 3,16" ,|41+04 .000

_i 20000,0 3R,O. -11,2 Z,6_ *q79+03 ,00_
i'

_ii Sull Y .zz_*lo
L

i_ D6(C) = lO LOGISUM y) 93*6

!
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STmVE'_S SJNES, PHONS, FROM OCTAVE BAND LEVELS

-b Dg/DCTAVE SLOPE

FREQUENCY SIGNAL LOUDNESS
LEVEL INDEX

HZ DB --

63.0 93.1 17.5
125.0 ST.l 14,_
250.0 81,1 11.8
500.0 75.1 9.9

1000.0 6g.l 8.3
2000.0 53.1 7.0
4000.0 57.1 5.8
8000.0 51,i 4.9

16000.0 45.1 1.9

5d_ OF LOJDNESS INDICES B1.5
5_TRACT _AXIMJM LOUDNE5S I_IDEX - 17,5

54.0
MJLTIPLY _Y .3 X .3

19.2

ADD MAXI_J_ LOJDNESS INDEX + 17.5

50NES 36.7

LO< _ONE$ = (LOG Io SONES)/.301 5.20
_ 10.

MJ_TIPLY _Y I0.
52.0

AJ_ WO. + _0.

PHONS 92.0
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K_YTER PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL FROM 1/3 ocTAVE BANDS

-b OdlOCTAVE SLOPE

FREQUENCY SIGNAL mERCEIVE]
LEVEL NOISINESS

HZ DB NOY5

5U.0 90.0 13.5

65,0 U8.0 13.0
80.0 66,0 12.7

100.0 B4.0 13,0
12D,O B2,0 12,1
150.0 80.0 11.3

200,0 7B,O 11.3
250.0 76.0 10.6
315.0 74.0 9.6
400.0 72.0 9.2

500°0 70.0 8°0
630.0 68°0 7.0
SO0,O 66.0 6°I

1000,0 64.0 5.3
1250.0 62.0 5.3
1600.0 60,0 6,0
2000.0 58.0 6°0

2500,,0 56°0 6.0
3150.0 54.0 5,6

4000°0 52,0 4.9
5000°0 50,0 _,0

5300,0 48,0 3.2
_000°0 46.0 _-,3

I0000°0 44,0 1,3

SJM OF NOY VALLJES 187,,,3
_J_TRACT _IAXI_J_ NOY VALUE - 13.5

173.8
MJ_.TIPLY dY ,Ib X .15

26.i
ADO MAXIMJM NOY VALUE + 13.5

N 39,,6

LOC_N I.60
,_JLTIPLY _Y 33,3 X33,3

53,2
A_)O 40. + 40°

PERCEIVED ,_OISE LEVELP PNL 93,2

AD_) TONE CORRECTION + .0
IONE CORRECTED PERCEIVED
NOISE L.EVEL p PNt.T 93,2
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0 DB/OETAVE SLOPE

SQUARED RELATIVE

FREQUENCY 51bMAL DB(L) &EIGHTED PRESSURE CONTRIBUTION

LEVELi L aEIGHT, W LEVELi X HATIO, Y OF Y

HZ DB D8 BEE ....

I0.0 ..........

12.5 ..........

16,0 ........

20,0 ........ ""

25,0 .... " .....

31,5 .... "" "" ""

40,0 ..........

50,0 80,0 -- 8,00 100.08 ,037

53,0 80,0 -- 8,00 I00*09 .037

80,0 80,0 -- 8,00 100÷09 ,037
I00,0 80,0 -- 8,00 I00+0? ,037

12S,0 80,0 -- 8,00 100+09 .037

[50o0 80.0 -- 8,00 100*09 ,037

200.0 80.0 -= 8,00 I00+09 ,037
250,0 80,0 -- 8,00 100.09 ,D37

315.0 80,0 -- 8,00 100.09 ,037

400,0 ao.O -- 8,00 100+09 .037

500,0 80,0 -- R,O0 lOO*O? .037

630,0 80,0 -- 8,00 I00-09 .037

800o0 Bo,O -= 8.00 i00*09 ,037

,: I000,0 _0.0 -- 8,00 100+09 ,037
1250o0 80.0 -- 8,00 100,09 .037

1600,0 BO,O -- 8,00 I00*09 .037

/ 2000,0 80,0 -- 8.00 100+09 ,037

! 2500*0 80,0 -- 8,00 00*09 ,037
> 3150,0 80.0 -- 8,00 00*09 ,037

:_' 4000,0 80.0 -- 8,00 00*09 ,037

;_ SO00,O 80.0 -- B.O0 00*09 .037

.- 5300,0 80,0 -- 8.00 00*09 .007

! 8000,0 80.0 -- 8,00 00*09 ,037
I0000*0 80,0 -- 8.00 00÷09 ,037

:. 12500,0 80,0 -" 8.00 00+09 ,037
16000.0 80.0 _- 8,00 00*09 °037

20000*0 80.0 -- 8,00 00*09 .037

SUM Y .271*10

DB{L} = 10 LOb(SUM Y) 9_.3
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0 D8/OCTAVE SLOPE

SUUAREO RELA}JVE

FRE@UENCY 51GNAL ,IR(A) V.E [GHTEL3 P_ESSUNL CC_N_RIBUT{ON

LEVELp L ..F IGHT, ¢_ LEVLL, X RATIO, Y OF Y

hZ D8 08 _EL -- "=

18.0 -- -70.4 .... "- 4

12.5 -- -63.4 .... ""
16,0 -- -_6,7 ......
20.0 -- -S0.5 ......

25*0 -- -44.7 .... ""

31,5 .- -39.'4 .... ""
40.0 -- -34._ -- "" "=

SO.O ho.O -30.2 4.98 .989+05 .00n

63,0 80.0 -26,2 5.38 .241*06 .00(_

80,0 80.0 -22.5 5.76 °566+06 .000

lOn,o 80.0 -19,1 6.09 ,124+07 .001

125,0 _o,D -I 6.1 6.39 .247+07 .002

iTO,O 80.0 -13.4 6,66 ,459+07 ,00_

200.0 80.0 -lO.? b.?l .817+07 .005

250.0 80.0 -_._ 7, 14 .139+08 .On9

_|8,0 B8_0 -b,_ 7.3't _220÷0_ ,DI4
400,0 80,0 -4.8 7.52 .333_08 ,021

600,0 80,0 -3.2 7,6_ ,481.0,3 .031

630.0 80.0 -1. 9 7,8I .549÷0_ .04I

800,0 80.0 .._I 7.92 .836÷08 ,053

|000,0 _0.0 .0 n.OO 100÷09 ,064

1260,0 _o.O .& 8,06 I |S+09 .074

IbO0,o 8_,0 1.0 8, lO 126*09 .081

2000,0 Ho,O 1.2 8, 12 |32÷U9 ,084

2500,0 80.0 1.3 8. 13 13A,09 .086

3150,0 80.0 1.2 _,12 13_+09 *084

ffO00,O _0.0 l.O 8 10 126+09 ,081

SO00.O 80.0 .S _ 06 113+09 .077

&300,0 80.0 -,I 7 99 ,982.08 ,063

8000.0 80,0 -1.I 7 89 .780*0_ .050

10000,0 I_G,O -2,5 7 75 .665+08 .03A
12500,0 80.0 -'i,3 7 £7 .373+08 ,024

16000.0 8li.0 -6.5 7 34 .270+08 .014

20000.0 80.0 -9.3 7 07 .I18÷08 .OOfl

SUM Y ,157*I0

OB(A) = lO LOG(SUM y) 92.0
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0 DB/OCTAVE SLOPE

S6UARED RELATIVE

FRE@UENCy SIGNAL DB(B) hEIbHIED PHESSLJ_E CONTRIBUTION

LEVEL| L ',EIGHT| W LEVEL| X RATIO, y OF Y

HZ DB OR BEL ....

4

10,0 -- -3R,2 ......

• 12,5 -- -33 2 ......
16"0 ml 128 5 ......

20,0 -- -24 2 ......

25_0 -- -20 _ ......

31,5 -- -17 1 ......

40.0 -- -14 2 ......

50,0 80,0 "it 6 6.84 '675+07 .004

6390 80.0 -9 3 7.07 ,|18÷08 .007

80.0 80,0 -7 4 7.26 . |83÷08 .0| I

|OOoo Bo.O -5,6 7,44 ,277+08 .Olh
|25,0 80,0 -4,2 7,58 ,382*08 .022
|60,0 80,0 -3,0 7,70 '504+08 ,03n
200,0 BO,O -2.0 7,80 '634÷08 ,037
250*0 80,0 -1,3 7,87 .745+08 ,044

315,0 80.0 -,8 7,92 ,836*0fi .049

400=0 80,0 -,5 7,95 ,895÷08 ,052
500=0 BO,O -,3 7,97 ,938+08 ,05_
630,0 80,0 -. ] 7.99 ,982+08 ,05_

800.0 Bo,O .0 8,00 ,|00+09 ,059

lO00eO 80*0 .0 8,00 ,100+09 ,059
1250,0 80,0 ,0 8,00 ,|00+09 ,059

1600=0 80,0 ,0 8,00 ,100÷09 ,059

[i 2000o0 80,0 -, | 7,99 "952*08 ,05_

;! 2500,0 80,0 -.2 7.98 .959÷08 ,OSA
3150=0 80,0 -.R 7,96 ,916*08 ,054

_ 4000*0 80,0 -.7 7.93 .855+08 .050

5000=0 80.0 -i.2 7.88 .762+0R .048

! 6300o0 80,0 -1,9 7,8| ,649+08 ,03R

" 8000o0 80,0 -2.9 7,71 ,515÷08 .030

10000=0 80,0 -4,3 7,57 ,373+08 ,027

12500o01 80=0 -6, | 7,39 ,247*08 .014
|6000,0 80,0 -8,4 7,|6 ,145+08 .009

20000.0 80,0 -I I, I 6.89 ,780+07 _005

SUM Y ,17|+ IO

D8(B| • 10 LOG(SU_ y } 92.3
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O DB/OCIAVE SLOPE

S_UARED RELATIVE

FREQUENCY SIGNAL DBIC| _EIGHTED PRESSURE CONTRIBUTION

LEVEL, L ,_EIGHT, W LEVELI X RATIO, Y OF y

NZ DB 08 BEL ....

10=0 -- -14.3 ......
12,5 -" -11.2 ......
16+0 -- -8.S ......

20,0 -- -6,2 ......

25,0 =- -4,4 ......
31,5 -" -3,0 ......

40,0 -- -2,0 -- -. -.

SOeo _0,0 -| o3 7,87 ,748+08 .03R
63=0 80.0 =,8 7,92 ,83b_08 *038

80,0 80*0 -.S 7.96 ,898+08 .041

|00*0 80*0 -,3 7,97 ,938+08 .043
I25,0 dO.O -,2 7,98 .959+08 .044
|60o0 80,0 -, | 7.99 .982+08 .ORS

200o0 80,0 ,0 8.00 '100.09 .04A

25000 80.0 ,0 8,00 '100.09 .046

318o0 80*0 ,0 8,00 ,100+09 .046

400,0 80,0 ,0 8.00 100+09 ,046

500o0 80,0 ,0 8,00 100+09 .046

630,0 80*0 oO 8.00 I00+09 .046
800,0 80,0 .0 8,00 100*09 *046

|000,0 80,0 ,0 8,00 100.09 ,04a

1250,0 80,0 ,0 8,00 100+09 ,04a

|600,0 80eO ., 1 7,99 o982+08 *ORS

2000,0 _0o0 .,2 7,98 *959+08 *044
2500,0 80*0 -13 7,97 =938+08 ,043

! 3150,0 80=0 -*S 7,96 '895*08 ,041
400010 80*0 -*8 7.92 '836+08 ,038

i 5000=0 80,0 .1,3 7,87 '745*08 .03_
I 6300*0 80.0 -2,0 7,80 '634*08 .029

8000o0 80*0 =3,0 7.70 '50_+08 .023
! 10000'0 80'0 mR*4 7.56 ,365*08 ,017

i 12_00o0 80o0 -6.2 7,38 12_|*08

16000,0 80,0 -B,8 7,16 .142-08 .007
20000.0 80*0 -11,2 6,88 '762*07 ,004

SUM Y ,217-10

08(C) = 10 LOG(SUM y ] 93,4
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STEVEMS SONESr PHONS, FRO_ OCTAVE BAN] LEVELS

0 JBIOCTAVg SLOPE

FREQJENCY SIBNAL LOJDNESS
LEVEL INDEX

HZ 3B --

&3.0 8_.8 9.3
.1.25,0 84.8 12,6

, 250.0 84,8 15.3
: 500,0 B4,B 18,7

1000.0 "B4.B 23,0
;_O00.O B4.B 28,5
4000,,0 84,B 35,3
_000,0 R@o8 44,0
16000°0 84,8 21,4

SU_ OF LOJa'_ESS INOICES 20B,l
SJ_TRACT _AXI_4UM LOUONESS INDEX " 44.0

154,1
i ,_UL.'rIPLYeY .3 X .3

: 4g,2
A_,J VIAXIMJvi LO;JDNESS INDEX + 44.0!,

• : SC),_IES g3.2

::i LC)G2 8ONES = (LOGIO SONEq)/.301 6,54: X i0,
MJLTIPLY BY 10,

' ,5b,4
: ADD q.O, + 40,

!_, PHONS 105o4

i.

A

q

;!
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KRfTE_ PE4CEIVED NOISE LEVEL FROM I/3 ocTAVE _ANDS

0 _9/3CTAV_ SLOPE

FREQJENCY SIGNAL PERCEIVE')
LEVEL "_OISIN-_-SS

HZ DB NOYS

,, 50.Q 60.0 5.0
63.0 _0.0 6.5
80.0 UO.O 7.7

,, 100.0 _0.0 9.9
125,0 UO.O 10.6
160.0 86.0 ii.3
200.0 60.0 13.0

250.0 80.0 13.9
315.0 80.0 14,9
400.0 - 80.0 16.0
500.0 80,0 16.0
630,0 60.0 16.0
800.0 80,0 16.0
1000.0 40.0 16.0
1250o0 60,0 18.4
1600,0 80.0 23.g

2000.0 80.0 27,5
2500,0 60.0 31.5
3150.0 80.0 33,8
4000,0 80.0 33.8
5OO0,O 60.0 31,5
6500,0 60.0 29.4
6000.0 50,0 23.9

10000°0 60,0 19.4

S_JM OF NOY VALJES u,46.1
SJdTRACT MAXI_IJM NOY VALUE - 33.8

q12,3

MJ_TIPLY _ .15 X ,15

!" 61°6

ADD MAXIMJM NOY VALUE + 33.8

N 95,6

LO_N 1.96
MJLTIPLY _Y 33.5 X33.3

66.0

ADQ 40° ÷ 40°

PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL, PNL 106.0

ADQ TONE CORRECTION + .0
TOI_E CORRECTED PERCEIVED
NOISE LEVEL._ PNLT 106,0
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+3 DB/OcTAVE sLOPE (WHITE NOISE)

E,u_RED RELATTVE
FREQUENCy SIGNAL DB(L) WEIGHTED PRESSURE CONTRIBUTION

LEVEL* L _EIGHTI W LEVELI X RATIO, y OF y

HZ 00 DB BEL ....

10,0 .. .... .. -.
|2*5 ...... .. ..
|6,0 ..........

20,0 ...... .. -"
25*0 ...... .. ..
31*5 =- . .......
40,0 .- .. .. .. ..

SOeO 61,5 -. 6,15 ' 140_07 ,0Or
63*0 62,5 .. 6,25 '177÷07 ,001
80*0 63*5 -- 6*35 *222*07 ,001

|00o0 64,5 .. 6*45 o280*07 ,OOl
|25*0 65,5 -. 6,55 '352*07 °00!
|60e0 66.5 -. 6,65 '444+07 *002
200,0 67,5 -- 6,75 o558÷07 ,00_
250,0 68*5 -. 6,85 '703+07 °003
315,0 69,5 -- 6,95 '885+07 ,003
400o0 70*5 -. 7*05 oil l+OB .004
500=0 7|,5 _. 7,15 '140+08 *OOS
630,0 72=5 -- 7,25 '177+08 *007
80010 73,5 .. 7,35 *222+08 ,008

lO00eO 74*5 -. 7,45 '280+08 ,010
|250*0 75,5 -. 7,55 =352.08 ,013
|60010 76,5 -- 7,65 '_44+08 ,0|_
2000,0 77,5 -_ 7,75 '558+08 *021
250010 78o5 -. 7,85 '703_08 °026
3|50*0 79e5 -- 7,95 '885+08 =03_
qO00,O BOoS == 8,05 'II 1.09 .041
5000*0 81,5 _ 8,15 ,140_09 *052

6300o0 82o5 _= 8,25 '|77+09 *06_
8000o0 83=5 o. 8,35 '222+09 *082

|0000,0 84o5 -_ 8,q5 '2B0_09 .103
12500=0 8S,5 _. 8i55 o352_09 *J30
16000,0 86,5 ._ 8e65 '444*09 * |64
20000o0 87e5 -- 8,75 '558+09, ,20_

SUN ¥ .27l_10

D5(L) • 10 LOG(SUN y) 94*3
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+3 DB/OcTAVE sLOPE (WHITE NOISE)

SQUARED RELATIVE

FREQUENCY SIGNAL DBIA) WEIGHTED PRESSURE CONTRIBUTION
LEVEL= L WEIGHT, _ LEVEL, X RATIO, y OF y

i HZ DB DB BEL ....

10.0 -" -70*R -" .o- --
|2*5 -" -63.4 ......
16*0 =- -56*7 ......
20,0 -- -50,5 ......
25*0 -" "44*7 -" -= -.
31.5 "- -39,R -- .. -.
qO,o "" "34,6 -" -. -.

50,0 61.S -30,2 3,|3 ,134+04 ,OOn
63,0 62.5 -26,2 3,63 *424+04 ,000
80,0 63,5 -22,5 Reid .125*08 .000

100.0 64*5 "19.1 4o5_ ,344+05 *000
125o0 65.5 "16*1 4.94 ,865÷05 *000
160,0 66.5 "13.4 S*31 '203+06 *000
200=0 67*5 -10,9 5=66 ,454+06 *000
250,0 68*5 -806 5.99 ,971+06 ,OOt
315o0 69*5 -6.6 6=29 *19q.07 .OOI
qOO*O 70o5 -4,8 6,87 *369*07 *002
500.0 71.5 -3.2 6.83 o671+07 .00_

;: 630o0 72*5 -1.9 7.06 *11q÷08 ,007
800,0 73.5 -,8 7.27 *185*08 .012

_i |000.0 74*5 mO 7*45 '280.08 .OIR
' |250o0 75,5 *6 7.61 '405*08 *026

1600*0 76.5 I*0 7o75 0558*08 .036
2000,0 77*5 |,2 7*87 '736*08 *048
2500,0 78*5 1.3 7*98 '948+08 .061
3|50*0 79.5 1,2 8,07 '117*09 ,075
4000.0 80,5 L.O 8,15 '140.09 .091
5000*0 81,5 *5 8,20 '157.09 .|02

• 6300=0 82=5 "*1 8.24 *173.09 0112
:: 8000.0 83e5 o1.1 8.24 *173*09 *|12

;_ 10000o0 84.5 .2,5 8020 *157÷09 *102
_! 12500=0 85*5 -4.3 8.|2 '131.09 *085

16000*0 86*5 -6.6 7.99 =97|*08 0063
20000,0 8705 09,3 7082 .656+08 00q2

SUM Y ,155-10

OB(A) • 10 LOG(SUH y) 9;e9
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+3 DB/OcTAVE SLOPE (WNTTE NOISE)

S_UARE8 RELATtvE

FREQUENCY SIGNAL OB(B) WEIGHTED PRESSURE CONTRI_UTZON
LEVELI L _'EIGHT= W LEVEI. t X RATIO, y OF y

HZ 08 88 BEL ....
i

i

IO=O "° "38.2 ..... .
|2e5 .- .33,2 ...... "
16,0 -- -2B.S -- -. ..
20,0 -- -24,2 -- -. ..

25.0 -- -20,4 ......
31.5 -= -17,1 ......

40.0 -- -14,2 -- -. ..

SO.O 61.5 -II,6 4.99 .971*08 .OON

63,0 _2,6 -9,3 5,32 ,207+0a .000

80,0 63,S -7.4 S.6! .406*06 ,000
100.0 64,5 -5®6 5,89 ,771,06 *OOl
125.0 6S.S -4,2 6.13 .134+07 .OOl

160,0 a6,5 -3,0 &,3S '222+07 ,002

200.0 67.5 -2.0 6.55 '352+07 .003

250,0 68.5 -I.3 6.72 ,5_1+07 .,008
3|5,0 69,5 -,8 6.87 "736÷07 ,007
400.0 70.S ..8 7.00 .993÷07 .009
SO0*o 71,S -,3 7,12 ,131÷08 .012

630,0 72,6 -,1 7,24 * 173+08 .01_
800,0 73,5 .0 7.35 '222*08 ,020

|O00,O 74.5 ,0 7.45 ,280÷08 .025
|2SO,O 75,5 ,0 7,55 *352+08 ,031
1600,0 76.5 ,0 7.65 .444*08 0040
2000e0 77.S -.1 7.74 '846+08 ,049

2500,0 78.5 -.2 7.83 e671+08 +060

3150,0 79.5 -.4 7.91 +807+08 ,07_
4000.0 80.5 -,7 7.98 .94_÷08 ,085

$000,0 81.6 .I,2 8.03 .I0_+09 ,095

6300,0 82,5 -1.9 8.06 'I14÷09 ,102

8000.0 83.5 -2,9 8.06 ' ||4+09 . 102
10000=0 84.S -4.3 8.02 .104+09 ,093

|2800+0 86.5 -6, J 7.94 ,868+08 ,077
16000,0 86.5 -8,4 7,8| .64_*08 ,057

20000,0 87,5 .ll,! 7.64 '434,08 ,039

SUM Y 'I12+10

0818) • 10 LOG(SUM y) 90,5
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+3 DB/OcTAVE sLOPE tW_ITE NOISE)

SQUARED RELATIVE

FREQUENCY 51GNAL DB(C) WEIGHTED PRESSURE CONTRIBUT JON

LEVELt L _EIGHT, _ LEVEL+ X RATIO+ Y OF Y

• HZ DB 0_ _EL -- --

e lO.,o -- -I 4,,3 .... ""

12,5 -- -II,2 ......

16,,0 -- -8,5 .... ""

20.0 -- -6,2 .... ""

25+0 -,- -R,4 ......

31,5 -- -3.0 .... ""
40,0 .- -2.0 .... ""

50,0 61.5 .1.3 6.02 , 104+07 ,001

6310 62,5 -.8 6, 17 .|47+07 ,D01
_O,o 63,5 -,,S 6,30 ,198*07 ,002

IOO.O 64.S -, 3 6. 42 .26I +07 ,007

12.5,0 bS,S -,2 6,53 ,337+07 ,003

I60,0 /_6.5 -. I 6.64 434÷07 ,OD4

200,0 67.5 .F) 6, 75 55_÷07 ,005

250,0 6R.5 , 0 6.85 703+07 ,00_,

i 315,0 69,S .0 b.95 885+07 ,OOA

! 400,0 7P,.5 .0 7.05 I I I *08 .010

500,0 71 , S . 0 7. IF_ 140.0_ .013

630,0 72,5 ,0 7,25 177.08 ,016

800.0 73.5 .0 7.35 222+08 .02C)

|000.0 74.5 .0 7,45 2BO÷OB ,025

1250.0 75.5 .0 7.65 352+08 ,032

1600,0 76*S -, 1 7,64 434*08 ,039
! 2000.0 77.5 -,2 7.73 b33.0B ,048
#
_i 2500,0 78.5 -.3 7,82 .656,08 ,059
'_ 3150.0 79,5 -,5 7.@0 7B9÷08 .071

+T 4000,0 80.5 -.0 7.97 927+08 ,0B_
"_ 8.02 104÷09 ,093
_, 5000,0 81.5 .i,3

6300.0 82.5 .2.0 a,05 I I I+09 • I00

_ 8000°0 83.5 -3.0 8.05 I I I*OR , lOO

4 ]0000,0 04.5 -4,R 8.01 102÷09 .O?I

12500.0 85.5 -6,2 7.93 .@HS÷OB ,07A

16000.0 _6.5 -8,S 7.80 .627÷08 ,056

20000,0 _7.5 .I I ,2 7.63 .424+08 ,O3R

SuM Y .112*I0

{)B(C} r- 10 LOG(SUH y ) 90.5
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STEVENS SONES_ PHONS, FROM OCTAVE BAN9 LEVELS

+5 DB/OCTAVE 5LOPE (WHITE NOISE)

FREQUENCY SIGNAL LOUDNESS
LEVEL INDEX

HZ DB --

63.0 67.3 3,0
125,0 70.3 5.2
250.0 73.5 7._
500.0 76.3 I0.5

I000.0 79.3 15,3
2000.0 82.3 23.0
_000.0 55.3 35.3
8000*0 88.3 56.0
16000.0 91.3 33.0

Sd_ OF LOJDNES5 INDICES 188.7
Sd_TRACT _AXI_UH LOUDNESS INDEX - 56.0

132.7
_JLTIPLY3Y .3 X ,3

39.8
ADO HAXI_JM LOUDNESS INDEX + 56.0

$O_ES 95,8

6,58
LOb 2 $ONES = (LOG Io SONES)/.301 X i0.
MJ_TIPLY _Y I0.

85.8
ADD 40. + @0.

PHONS 105.8
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Zwicker sones, phons, from 1/3 octave bands
+3 dB/Octave Slope -- 104.7 Phons

(cl_J
63 125 224 315 400 500 630 000 Hz 1.0 1.25 1.6 2.5 3.15 4.0 5.0 6,3 8,0 10.0 f2,5 kHz (kcls)

phon

(GF)fphon (GF)

i:o
roo

5o-

-- 90

--70

45 90 180 280 355 450 560 710 900Hz 1.12 1,4 1,8 2.24 28 3.55 4,5 5,6 -/.1 14kHz (kc/s)
(c/s)

+ +.,+. :_:+,+.u , +:.+,..,+. ,.,_,.,,+ _,++...+_÷=. ........... :::+_.._+_.:,,,_,-+,+ ,+ ++,+., ........... _++,..+ ._ ........ ,+..+:._.. ,,,, _,,,, + L,,, ,,., +_ _,



KRYTER PERCEIVED NOI5_ LEVEL ;RDM 1/3 DCTAVE BANDS

+3 DB/OCTAVE SLOPE (WHITE NOISE)

FREQJENCY SIGNAL PERCEIVED
LEVEL WOISINESS

Hh DB NOYS

50,0 hi,5 °0
63.0 62.5 1.3
BO.O b3.5 1.9

100o0 o#.5 2.6
125,0 55.5 3°2
160.0 66.5 4.1
200.0 67.5 5.2
250.0 _8.5 6.I

315.0 59.5 7,0

400.0 70,5 S.J
500,0 71,5 8.9
630,0 72.5 9,5
800o0 73°5 10.2

lOOU,O 74,5 10.9
1250,0 75,5 13.4

i600.0 76.5 1B.7
2000,0 77,5 25,0
R500.O 78.5 2B.3
3150.0 79.5 32,5
#000.0 60.5 34.8
5000.0 81.5 34.8
5300.0 82.5 54o8

3000°0 83.5 30.3
10000.0 84.5 26.4

5J_ OF NOY VALOES 356°4

SJ_TRACT MAXIMJM NOY VALUE - 54.B

321.5

MOLTIPLY Bf °i_ X °15

#8.2

ADD _AXImU_ NO_ VALUE + 3_.8

N BS.l

UO@ N 1.92
MJLTIPUY BY 33.3 X33.3

63.9

ADD 40. + 40.

PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL, PNL 103.9

ADD TONE CORRECTION + .0
_ONE CORRECTED PERCEIVED
NOISE L_qEL,PNL[ 103o9
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÷6 DB/OEIAV£ 5LOFE

bWUAR_IO _YELATIVE

FREOUENCY SIGr_AL uB(L) hEIGHTED PNESSU_E C()NTNI_UTI ON

LFvFL) L F|()HT _ _ LEVEL, X KA'f If)) y OF

ftZ O_ 0,_ BLL ....
ii

|0,0 .... "" "-- ""

12,5 ........ ""

16.0 .... "" "" ""

20,0 .... -.....

25,0 .... "" "" ""

31,5 .... " .....

40.0 .... "" "- ""

50,0 3_,0 -- 3.80 ._31÷04 .00,

63,0 40,0 -- 4,00 • I0b_05 ,OOd

80,0 42,0 -- 4,2U = 15B÷05 ,OOiI

lOOm 0 '_4,0 "l _,_O .251.05 ,OOO

125,0 46,0 -- 4,60 .398÷05 ,000

160,_ 48,0 -- 4,80 .63I+05 .000

200,0 bo.O -- 5,UU *I00÷06 .000

250,0 b2°O -- b.20 ,Ib_+O& ,000

315,0 b4,O -- 5,40 ,251÷06 ,OOR

400,0 56,0 "" 6,60 ,39_÷06 ,O(H_

500.0 5_,0 -= 6,B0 631÷06 .OOf)

630,0 _0,0 -= &,O0 IOU*O/ .OOU

@00.0 _2,0 "" &,20 158+07 .OCII
I000.0 6440 "= _)40 2S1+07 .001

12S0.0 _4.0 "- 6,60 39_÷07 .001

1600.0 a8.0 "° b.Bd 63)+07 .007

2000.0 70,0 -= 7.00 I00+08 =D04

2_00.0 72,0 -- 7.2U • I_*O_ .DOA

3150,0 74.0 "- 7.40 ,251.08 .OOq

4000,0 76,0 -- 7.60 ,398.08 ,016

5000.0 78.0 -" 7.BU .63|+08 ,023
jt 4300.0 ao,O -- 8,00 , I00+09 ,037

8000,0 62.0 -- R,20 ,16F)+09 .ObB

IO000.O 84.0 -- 8._U ,25]+09 .093

_* 12500.0 _,0 -- 8.60 .398+09 .147

16000,0 88)0) -- 8,80 ,63|+09 .231
20000.0 90.0 -- 9.00 ,I00*I0 .36_

SUM Y ,271+10

DB(LI = 10 LOG(SUM Y) 94,3
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+6 D_/OcT_VF SLOPE

S_UARED RELATIVE

FREQUENCY SIGNAL )8(AJ AEIGHTED H_E5SUJ_F CONT_IBUTION

LEVEL m L ;IGHT, a LEVEL, X RATIO, Y OF y

HZ DR DO _£L ....
l

I0.0 .... 70.4 ......
12.5 -- -63.4 ......
I6.U -- -_6,7 ......

20.0 -- -SO.S -- -- --

2S.0 -- -44,7 ......

31.5 -- -39.4 ......

40.0 -- -34.6 ......
50.0 3A 0 -30,2 ,78 .&03+OI ,00_

63.0 40 0 -26.2 1,38 "240÷02 .D00

bO.O 42 0 -22.$ 1.95 ,891+02 OuO

i IOO.o 44 0 "I _e | 2,49 e30?e03 000

125-0 45 0 -16.1 2,99 977*03 OOO

160,0 4_ O -13.4 3.46 28d+04 OOn

200.0 50,0 -I0,9 3._| _13+04 O()n
260.0 _2.0 .8.6 4,34 219+05 00_

3IS.O 54.0 -6.6 4,74 550÷06 000

400. 0 56.0 -4,8 5.1_ 132*0_ 000
500.0 58.O -3.2 5.48 30Z+06 OOn

630.0 50.0 -I ,9 5.8! 64&+0_ .0()I

800,0 62.0 ..8 6,[Z |32+07 .001
1000.0 b4.0 .0 6,40 .251+07 .003

1250.0 b&,O .6 &,56 .457*07 .0_I_

1600.0 68.0 l,O 6.90 *794*07 .0n8

2000.0 70.C 1.2 7.12 • I32+08 .014

2500.0 72.0 |.3 7,33 -214+08 .022

3150,0 /4,0 1.2 7,52 .33l+0_ .034

4000*0 76.0 |.0 7.70 ,501+08 .052

5000.0 18.0 .5 7.85 .708+08 .073

6300.0 i_o.O -.| 7.99 .97?÷08 • |01

8000.0 82.D -|.i 8.07 • 123+0_ • 127

10000.0 _4.0 -2.5 B,15 "141÷09 .14S

12500.0 _.0 -4.3 8,I 7 • |48+09 • 157
|6000.0 8A.D -6.6 8.[4 • 13_+09 • 142

20000.0 90.0 -9.3 8,07 • 117+09 • I21

SUM Y .972+09

D8(A} = lO LOG(SUM V) 89.9
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+6 DE_/L_C "IAVF 5LOP_.

5_UAteED _ELA r IVE
FREQUEI_CY 5TGFIAL D_([_) _EIGHrFu F=NESSUNE CI_NTNIBW110_

LE_ELt L .EIGHT, _ LF. VEL, X _ATLO, Y OF Y

HZ D_ _ _LL ....
r

lOto -- -3_, 2 -- -- --

_2,5 -- -33.? ......
I&,O -- -2_.6 ......

20,0 -- -_9,2 ......
25_0 -- -20,9 ......

31,5 -- -_7,1 ......
_0o0 -- -INo2 ......
50o0 38.0 -I I J_ ?o64 ,937_03 .OOr_
63,0 '_0o0 -9,3 3.07 °L L7÷04 ,OOf_

LO0,O 4_.0 -_,6 3.8_ ,b9Z÷O'_ .ODN
125,0 g6°O -4,2 _,|_ o_51,05 .0_0
1_0_0 48,0 -3,0 9,50 °316÷D5 oOOL_
200_D 50,0 -2,0 '_.8_ °_3_÷05 .00(_

2_0o0 52oD -1,3 5,07 oL17÷06 o000
3L_oO 64,0 -®_ 5,32 ,_09÷06 oO_f)
_00,0 _o0 -o_ 5,55 °356÷D6 ,_01

• 500oD 5_,0 -,3 5,77 o5B9÷0_ ,001

63_,0 _O°D -,! 6,99 ,977+06 .001

i_ BO0,o 62,0 ,0 6,20 oL5_÷07 ,002
|000o0 64,0 °0 _,#0 ,251÷07 °_0#

1250,0 _&oO jO _-_0 °3?8÷07 o00_
L6_OoO &B,O ,0 _o80 ,_3L+07 oOln
2000,0 70,0 -,! _°99 ,977+07 oOA_
_SDO,O 72_0 -,2 7,|_ ,15L÷OR ¸ ID23

': 3|50o0 74,0 -,g 7,36 °229÷08 _035

ii NDO0=D 7&°O -,7 7,53 ,337÷_8 ,05_
i _000o0 78,0 .1.2 7,68 ,#79÷08 ,073

&_OOQO 80,0 -1,9 7°8! _69&_0_ ,Dg?

8000o0 82,0 -2,9 7,91 *B13._08 ,125
1000000 8N,O -4o5 7,97 ,933_0_ .1_3

_500,0 d_,O -6,! 7,99 ,977÷0B ,l_r_
_DO0,o 8B_O =B,_ 7,96 ,?L2÷O_ ,140
_0000,0 90,0 -_ L,! 7,89 ,77_÷08 °ll_

SUM Y _652_09

DB(B) = I0 LOG(SUM y) 8Bo!
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+6 DB/OcTAVE SLOPE

S_UAREO RELATIVE

FRE_UENEY SIGNAL ()BICI _EIGHTEb PRESSURE CONTRIBUTIO_

LEVELt L ,'EIGHT, W LEVELI X RATIO, y Of" Y

HZ DB DB BEL ....

?

I0.0 -- -14,3 ......

12,5 -- -I 1.2 -- -- -- r
16,0 .- -8.5 -- -. ..

20.D -- -6.2 ......
25.0 -- -4.4 -- -- -.

31.5 .... 3.0 ......
40.0 .- -2.0 ......

50.0 3_,0 -I,3 3,67 ,468+04 ,OOrl

63,0 40,0 -,8 3,92 832+04 .000
80,0 42,0 -,5 4,15 141+0S .OOn

I00.0 44,0 -.3 4.37 234÷0S .000

125.0 4_,0 -.2 4.58 3_0+0S .000

160.0 48,0 -. l 4.79 617+0S .000 i
200.0 50,0 .0 5.00 I00+06 .000

250.0 52,0 .0 5.20 15_÷06 .000 i

315,0 54,0 .0 5,RO .251+06 ,000 !

400.0 $6,0 .0 5,60 .398+06 ,001

S00.0 58.0 .0 5,80 .631+06 .OAf :

630,0 60,0 .0 6.00 *I00*07 ,OQ2 !

800.0 a2,0 .0 6,20 , 15B+07 ,002 i

I000.0 64.0 .0 &.40 .251+07 .004

1250.0 66,0 .0 6.60 .398+07 .OOA

1600,0 6_,0 -. I 6.79 -517÷07 ,OlO

2000.0 70.0 -.2 5.98 "95S+07 ,OIS
2500.0 72,0 -,3 7, 17 .148+08 .023

3150,0 74.0 -,5 7.35 .224+08 .03K
I qO00*O 76.0 -,8 7.SZ .331+08 .OS_
i 6000.0 78.0 .1,3 7,67 .q&8+O@ .073E
I 6300.0 80.0 -2.0 7,RO -631+08 .099

J 8000,0 82.0 -3,0 7.90 -794+08 ,12S

; I0000,0 84,0 -4.4 7,96 .912÷0H • 14_

I 12SO0.o 86,0 -_,2 7.98 .955*08 .ISO

16000.0 88.0 -8.5 7.95 .891+08 ,140

20000.0 90.0 -11,2 7,BB .759_08 ,119

SUM Y .h3B*09

DB(C) I IO LOG(SUM y) 88,0

}
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SFmVEPJS SJNES, PHONS, FRO_ OCTAVE BAND LEVELS

÷m 3B/OCTAVE SUOPE

FRF.QJENCY _ tSI_A- LOJDN--SS
LEVEL INDEX

HZ 3-3 --

63.0 45.1 .4
125.0 51.1 1.3
250.0 57.1 2.8

500.0 63.1 #.9
I000.0 69.I 8.3

2000,0 75.1 1g.4
#000,0 81.I _.6.5
_000.0 87.1 52.0

16000.0 93.1 3B.O

bd4 OF LOJJN._S5 INDICES Iu,3.7

SJJTRACT _IAXIqJM LDUDNESS INDEX - 52.0

g6.7
MJ_.TIPLY 3Y ,3 Y ,3

__9.0

; ADU '4AXIMJ_I LOJDNF-SS INDEX + 52.0

d
SOwES F_I.0

LO02 3ONES = (LO.,IO oOr,,..,,S)/.301 6.3_X I0.

MJ-TIPL.Y dY i0,
53,4

AD_#0, + 40,

:# PHONS ID3.4

,i

!
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Z,/ickc_rsones, phons, from 1/3 _ctave bands

+6 dB/Octavo Slm_e -- 101,0 Phons

(c/s)
63 125 224 3!5 400 500 630 800 Hz f.O 1.25 1_6 210 2;5 3.15 4.0 5.0 6.3 8.0 10.0 12.5kHz (kc/_)

photJ I

115. _t

I

(ct9

lSO.i

110 f110

,' 100"i

°

90, 90

BO_ _80

7_ 2o
355 450 560 710 900Hz 1.12 1,_ 1.8 2/26 2,8 3.5'; t_.5 5_6 7.1 14kHz (kc/s)

(c/s)

._,_=_ _ _*_._ _:_._ _ _'_*_,i _ k,__,_._ _ _.._i_.,.. <_._ ,,__,=,. o_. _ _ ,



KRITER PE,RCEIVZ3 NOISE LEVEL _RO_ 1/5 ocTAvE BA_S

+b DB/OCTAVE SuO_E

FREQUENCY SIG'4AL PERCEIVE-}
LEVEL '4OlSINE5. =,

HZ DB '40Y5

50,0 58,0 ,D
63.0 40.0 .0
BO.O 42.0 .O

i00.0 _+t_.O .0

i?.5,0 45,0 ,0
16D,O u,8,O 1,0

20U.O 50.0 1.4
250,0 52.0 1.,S
515,0 54,D 2,5
400,0 56,0 5,0

500.0 55.0 5.5
630.0 50.0 4.0
BOU.O 62.0 u,.5

IO00,N 64,0 5,5
. 1250.0 56,0 7,0

1500,0 (b8,0 10,4

2000.0 70.0 13.5
2500,0 72,0 IB,l

3150.0 74.0 22.3
4000,0 76,0 25.6
5000.0 78.0 27._
6300.0 bO.O 29,4

, _000.0 52.0 27.4
10000.0 84.0 25.5

5Q;4 OF NOY VALUES 255,,9
_i SJ_TRACT _AXIMUM NOY VALUE - 2g._
C!

204.5

M_L.TIPLY _Y .15 X o15

30.7

::!i ADO MAXIMdM NOY VALUE + 29.4

i
N 50°i

']t
_ LO&N 1.78

MJL.TIPLY BY 33.3 X33o3!
!

59.2
ADO_0° + 4D.

PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL, PNL 99.2

ADO TONE _ORRECTION + .0

i TONE CORRECTED PERCEIVED
:'.; NOISE LEVEL pPNLT 99.2
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Appendix E, Addresses of Standards Organizations and Associations.

I. American National Standards Institute

1430 Broadway

New York, New York 10018

2. American Society for Testing and M_terials
1916 Race Street ]

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

3. Society of Automotive Engineers

Two Pennsylvania P]aza

New York,Newyork 10001 i

4. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
345 East 47th Street

New York, New York 10(117

5. American Society of [{eating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
United Engineering Center
345 East 47th Street

New York, New York 10017

6. Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute

1815 North Fort Myer Drive

Arlington, Virginia 22209

7. Air Moving and Conditioning Association

30 W. University Drive

Arlington Heights, ll1£nois 60004

g, Air Diffusion Council

435 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60611

9. Home Ventilating Institute

1108 Standard Building

Cleveland, Ohio 44113 a

I0. Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers
20 North Wacker Drive

Chicago, Illinois 60606

ii. National School Supply and Equipment Association
Folding Partition Subsection
27 East Monroe Street

Chicago, Illinois 60603

]
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12. California Redwood Associnti(_n

617 Montgomery Stre_,t
San Francisco II, C_ilifornin

13. Fact.ry M. tual Engineering I)ivlshul

184 II_gh Street
Boston. Massachusetts 02110

14. Federal Speci ficat ions

_. Sped!if]cation Sales (3FRI)S)

; Building 197, Washington Navy y,_rd
C,ener_l Services Administration

Washington, D.C. 2_1407

15. American Boat :rod Yacht Council

15 East 26th Street

New york, New York IO010

16. Radio M_nnufacturers Associ_tion

1317 F Street, N. W.

Washington, D.C. 2000_

17. Compressed Air and Gas Institute
122 East 42rid Street

New york, New york I0017

18. American Gear Manufacturers Assoclat[on

]330 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005

19. National Electrical Manufacturers Association

155 East 44th Street

New york, New york 10017

20. National Nschine Tool Builders Association

2139 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington, D.C, 20007

21. Power Saw Manufacturers Association
[_& 734 15_h Street, N.W.

_.1 Washington, D.C. 20005

h_ 22, Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association

I " 60 Eas_ 42nd Street
_. New York, New york 10017

i 23. Hearing Aid Industry Conference, Inc.
75 East Wacller Drive

I Chicago, Illinois 6000]
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